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CHAPTER 1

Bilingual education is a way to strengthen foreign language learning by using a new 
language instead of the main language of schooling to learn non-language subjects like 
mathematics, geography or history. In the Netherlands bilingual education has managed 
to secure a solid position in Dutch secondary education with over 36,000 students since 
its introduction in 1989 (Nuffic, 2018). In schools offering bilingual education, the second 
language that is used for communication and instruction is almost always English.

Bilingual education is a relatively new phenomenon, growing in popularity 
particularly in Europe since the last two decades. Research into its effect has mostly 
concentrated on the development of second language proficiency of students and on 
second language teaching. Far less research has been conducted into the effects of bilingual 
subject education and classroom teaching on bilingual education subject teachers (Dalton-
Puffer & Smit, 2013; Pérez-Cañado, 2012).

In this dissertation Dutch bilingual education history teachers (BHTs) and their 
teaching take centre stage. In Dutch bilingual education schools history is only taught 
in English in grades 7, 8 and 9. History teachers who work in grade 7 (Year 1) and grade 
9 (Year 3) of both mainstream and the bilingual stream were involved in this study to 
generate a picture of both streams in terms of developments, similarities and differences 
in teaching history. 

1.1 BILINGUAL EDUCATION AND CLIL IN THE NETHERLANDS

Bilingual education and Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) are often used 
interchangeably. To avoid confusion about the meaning of the terms, in this dissertation 
CLIL refers to the pedagogical principle that teachers use to bring subject content and 
the second language together in their classroom teaching, while bilingual education 
is referred to as an organisational principle of a school, thus following Mearns and De 
Graaff (2018) and Morton and Llinares (2017). 

Bilingual education
Bilingual education is known to have different shapes and forms in different countries 
(Dalton-Puffer & Nikula, 2014) and the Dutch context deserves some explanation. 
Bilingual education in the Netherlands has attracted attention ever since its spontaneous 
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‘grassroots’ foundation in 1989 by several school boards, teachers and parents who 
were aiming for a more internationally-oriented education for their children. At first 
the attraction of bilingual education was linked to parents who were professionally 
involved in an international context and who wanted their child to be prepared to study 
or work in a globalised world (Shin, 2010). Nowadays, children themselves are also 
spontaneously attracted to bilingual education. Dutch culture is strongly influenced by 
Anglo-American culture and children are exposed to the English language in everyday life. 
The digital revolution has further increased the popularity of the English language through 
gaming and use of social media. The use of informal English words and expressions has 
become popular in mainstream Dutch culture, business and youth culture in particular. 
As expected, there is also opposition against this Anglicisation of the Dutch language 
and culture (e.g., celebrating Halloween, introducing Black Friday, using English words 
when Dutch equivalents are available, Dutch pop bands preferring to sing in English) 
from diverse groups and for different reasons. This has also led to a lively debate in the 
media about benefits and disadvantages of the Anglicisation of education.

Thirty years after its foundation bilingual education has become firmly embedded 
in the Dutch education system as over 20 percent of all 650 Dutch secondary schools have 
chosen to open a bilingual (English) education stream next to their monolingual (Dutch) 
mainstream. At first bilingual education was only available to pre-university students, but 
this has changed. Some schools have more than one bilingual education department as 
Dutch secondary education has three tracks: pre-vocational or vmbo (4 years), general 
secondary or havo (5 years) and pre-university or vwo (6 years). The latter has the 
biggest group of bilingual education students (124 departments; 28,000 students). In 
the last decade secondary schools have also begun to offer bilingual education to general 
secondary (70 havo-departments; 5,000 students) and most recently to pre-vocational 
students (31 vmbo-departments; 3,000 students) (https://www.onderwijsincijfers.nl/
kengetallen/voortgezet-onderwijs/deelnemersvo/profielen-in-het-vo ), thereby making 
bilingual education accessible to students of all levels (cf. Pérez-Cañado, 2020; Van Mensel, 
Hiligsman, Mettewie & Galand, 2020). 

Bilingual secondary education in the Netherlands is highly institutionalised, 
and coordinated by a government-funded organization, Nuffic. All bilingual education 
schools are affiliated with the national Network of Dutch Bilingual Schools, and have 
endorsed the basic requirements for bilingual education schools as recorded in the 
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Standard for Bilingual Education (Europees Platform,  2012). This policy document was 
replaced in the course of this research by the Standard for Bilingual Education 2.0 (Nuffic, 
2019). The new Standard takes effect from the school year 2020-2021 and includes 
several major changes, e.g., bilingual education schools need to develop and implement 
their own language policy regarding teaching English and the other foreign languages. 
Every five years accreditation panels will appraise and discuss the school’s unique 
bilingual education policy documents to determine whether they meet the requirements 
as described in the Standard. Also, the school needs to substantiate the results of their 
bilingual education policy, for example by means of tests or assignments made by students, 
teaching materials et cetera. 

Schools can choose to be a junior bilingual education school that offers bilingual 
education in grades 7, 8, and 9 only. If they choose to be a senior bilingual education 
school they will offer a bilingual program in grades 7 up to and including 12. Choosing 
the latter has consequences, because all subjects taught in English in grades 7, 8 and 9 
that are part of the national final exams, will switch to Dutch spoken lessons from grade 
10 onwards as the final exams in grade 12 are legally required to be administered in 
Dutch. Senior bilingual education schools will continue teaching non-exam subjects in 
English in grades 10, 11 and 12, and further prepare students for the IB English certificate.

Dutch students should reach the B2 level in language proficiency in English 
as determined in the Common European Framework of References for Languages, or 
CEFR, (Council of Europe, 2001), a six-level scale from A1 (lowest) to C2 (highest), by 
the end of grade 9. Except for English language, the Standard for pre-university students 
describes the expected yields and results after three years of bilingual education in grades 
7, 8 and 9 in outlines that are related to the final exams in grade 12. English proficiency 
should show a positive deviation from the average national final exam results and there 
should be no negative deviation from the average national final exam results in Dutch. 
The results of the other exam subjects should also be on the same level as the national 
averages. So, except for proficiency in English no specific goals or attainment levels are 
described for the other exam subjects that are taught in English in grades 7 through 9.

In order to achieve these goals, at least 50% of the curriculum in junior secondary 
education is taught in the target language, English, based on the alleged benefits of the 
target language being the main language of instruction and communication. The five or 
six subjects taught in English are from three clusters: social subjects, science subjects, 
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and sports and art subjects. In addition, up to five hours of English are offered instead 
of the usual three hours in support of bilingual education. In the old Standard the use 
of the mother tongue was strongly advised against in English-taught subjects, but the 
2019 version of the Standard exercises restraint with regards to teaching regulations. 
It states that each individual school is responsible for developing their own language 
policy regarding the use of English and the other foreign languages. The language 
policy also needs to include rules about the language used in the lessons, the use of 
internationally recognised certificates, and/or the textbooks that are used. Bilingual 
education departments may therefore choose to give Dutch a well-defined role in teaching 
CLIL.

Despite their conscious choice, and the out-of-school English language experience, 
bilingual education students are also known to struggle with the English language, 
but usually only during the first 3-6 months in grade 7 (Oattes, Oostdam, De Graaff 
& Wilschut, 2018a). They mostly enter secondary education with a limited English 
proficiency based on the elementary English lessons from primary education (Oostdam, 
2010) and varying out-of-school exposure to the English language. As a result of these 
circumstances history education in grade 7 often gets off to a slow start. The (incidental) 
use of the mother tongue is sometimes needed in order for the students and the teachers 
to communicate, and therefore code-switching or translanguaging (changing languages 
during communication and instruction) is used and tolerated for a few months by most 
schools. The 2019 Standard offers schools the opportunity to use Dutch as a supportive 
aid, but the English-first approach remains the most important means to stimulate the 
second language development, regardless of the research indicating that deliberate 
exclusion of the mother tongue complicates and is counterproductive to learning the 
foreign language (Cummins, 2007; Lasagabaster, 2013).

Content and Language Integrated Learning 
Bilingual education in the Netherlands uses Content and Language Integrated Learning 
(CLIL) as the pedagogical principle, but CLIL still seems an ill-defined concept that 
allows for different ideas and interpretations, which leads to a lack of clarity among CLIL 
teachers and complicates studying the phenomenon (Cenoz, Genesee & Gorter, 2014). 
Many have tried to define CLIL and so different definitions of this construct are being 
used. A popular, much used CLIL definition is the one by Coyle, Hood and Marsh (2010):
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CLIL is a dual focused educational approach in which an additional language is 
used for the learning and teaching of both content and language. That is, in the 
teaching and learning process there is a focus not only on content and not only 
on language. Each is interwoven, even if the emphasis is greater on one or the 
other at a given time (p. 1). 

This definition seems to suggest that CLIL subject teachers teach content and language 
that are interwoven, while in practice most CLIL teachers do not explicitly teach the 
second language because they do not have a professional language teaching training 
and because their main focus is on teaching subject content. Many CLIL training courses 
focus on how subject teachers can activate and stimulate students to communicate in the 
second language during different phases of the lessons (Dale & Tanner, 2012). The earlier 
cited popular CLIL definition, however, is not accurate enough as it creates the impression 
that the roles of teaching content and teaching language are more or less equal in CLIL. 
We believe that the De Graaff’s definition (2013) offers a more realistic representation 
of what CLIL teaching implies: “CLIL is a dual focused educational approach with an 
additional focus on language for the learning and teaching of content, which also supports 
language learning” (p. 32). This definition takes the edge off the subject teachers’ role 
as second language teachers and replaces it with a role as second language facilitators. 

Despite the ongoing discourse to define the construct, CLIL is out there and it 
is being used in bilingual subject education. Subject teachers need to be prepared to 
teach CLIL by improving their own English language proficiency and learning how to 
best use CLIL pedagogy in combination with their pedagogical content knowledge. The 
2019 Standard for Bilingual Education expects teachers to have mastered at least the B2 
level (CEFR) as a starting point, which seems to be low as it is also the expected level of 
speaking, writing, listening and reading for the pre-university students. Subject teachers 
are expected to upgrade their language skills and in practice most Dutch subject teachers 
have mastered the required C1 and C2 levels in English.

All bilingual education subject teachers have taken some sort of preparatory 
CLIL course, as there is a wide range of courses on offer, from short-term to long-term, 
from professional and extensive to informal and limited, but no formal CLIL content or 
attainment level is described in the Standard. Therefore, it is a reasonable assumption 
that many elementary CLIL courses most likely will offer BHTs only limited guidance for 
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their role as second language facilitators.
Teachers are professionals when it comes to teaching their subject, but the 

bilingual education subject teacher is no professional foreign language teacher. Therefore, 
using CLIL implies that the subject teacher can be expected to teach the subject, but only 
facilitate and stimulate second language development, using some basic pedagogical 
principles of second language acquisition. 

An inspection of the CLIL teaching principles shows that these are mainly teaching 
elements that are also used in mainstream education: activating prior (content and 
language) knowledge, (challenging) input from the teacher, processing (content and 
language) information, stimulating student (content and language) output, and assessing 
or giving feedback on student (content and language) output. 

How these teaching principles are supposed to integrate content and language 
is not quite clear as its exact role and implementation are still being discussed (Llinares, 
2015; Nikula, Dalton-Puffer, Llinares & Lorenzo, 2016).

The limited international research into the role of the subject teachers in bilingual 
education has often focused on their struggle to implement teaching content and teaching 
language (cf. Cammarata & Tedick, 2012; Koopman, Skeet & De Graaff, 2014, Lorenzo, 
2007; Schuitemaker-King, 2012). A recurring pattern is that subject lessons are mainly 
content driven and that (the second) language is mostly used to clarify the meaning of 
the subject content and is used only occasionally, if at all, to clarify specific linguistic 
matters. Other themes that attracted researchers were the use of L1 and the target 
language (Spain, Austria, Finland), teacher-student interaction (Spain, Hong Kong, Finland, 
Austria), corrective feedback (Spain, the Netherlands), and CLIL learning materials 
(Italy) (see Van Kampen, 2019 for an overview). Some studies focused on the impact of 
the transformation from being a mainstream teacher to becoming a bilingual education 
subject teacher (Coonan, 2007; Moate, 2011; Papaya, 2013).

In the Netherlands we have recently seen studies on CLIL and the role of English 
language teachers (Dale, 2020), and on CLIL and junior vocational education (Denman, 
Tanner & De Graaff, 2013; Denman, Van Schooten & De Graaff, 2018). The use of L1 in 
CLIL has so far not been researched in the Netherlands. In 2019 research was published 
(Van Kampen) on the CLIL pedagogies of (Dutch) subject teachers based on Coyle’s 
conceptualisation of CLIL in the 4Cs framework of Content, Cognition, Communication 
and Culture (2007; Coyle et al., 2010). Our research project fits in with this research 
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as it explores and further specifies the role of one particular group of subject teachers, 
namely the bilingual education history teachers (BHTs).

1.2 HISTORY TEACHING IN DUTCH SECONDARY EDUCATION

History is a mandatory subject in primary and junior secondary education in the 
Netherlands. In senior secondary education 22% of the vmbo students, 60% of the 
havo students, and 44% of the vwo students took a final exam in history in 2019. Within 
the same track the bilingual stream and mainstream have to meet the same final exam 
requirements, so they also share the aims of history teaching. 

Students in junior secondary education learn about history through a 
chronological framework of ten eras, each with several general characteristic features. The 
framework deliberately leaves out a compulsory, fixed knowledge base of specific dates, 
names and historical facts. It was created for students to learn and use a chronological 
and contextual historical instrument that helps them to develop historical awareness, 
i.e. the skill to be able to engage in historical thinking and reasoning, and to get a grip on 
historical periods, events, developments and actors. Therefore, history teachers are free 
to use Columbus, Vasco da Gama or Willem Barentsz as the protagonist, as long as the 
students learn that around 1500 European overseas expansion starts (a characteristic 
feature of the Era of Discoverers and Reformers, 1500-1600 AD) (Wilschut, 2015). Second 
order concepts like, for example, the relationship between cause and consequence, 
continuity and change, sourcing, and multiperspectivity are explored. 

Political and social pressure in 2010 led to an additional Canon of 50 key items 
(events, persons) from Dutch history to be taught in an attempt to bolster the Dutch 
national identity. The government currently demands that the Canon is used as a starting 
point to illustrate the characteristic features of the Ten Eras in junior education. 

Most mainstream history departments use teaching materials (textbook and 
workbook) from one of the major Dutch publishing houses, which guarantees that the 
official demands are met and that the subject matter is divided into workable units. 
Bilingual history departments in many cases choose to use literally translated mainstream 
teaching materials. This choice is often made from a practical point of view, as it is easier 
to teach more or less the same history lesson in parallel Dutch and English language 
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groups than to design a different history lesson for each language group. On the other 
hand, as the textbooks are originally written for Dutch mother tongue speakers and not 
for beginning English speakers, this is not the easiest way for the bilingual education 
students to get acquainted with history learning in English. Currently no history textbooks 
are available that integrate the developing second language and CLIL, leaving it up to the 
individual teachers to develop teaching materials and find a balance between focusing 
on content and language. Compared to the mainstream history teacher they may need 
more time to explain, translate and repeat both subject-specific and academic words. 
So, bilingual education students in grade 7 may have some linguistic catching up to do 
to keep up with the subject content development of the mainstream students. 

Nearly all history teachers in the Netherlands who teach bilingual education 
classes in English also teach mainstream classes in Dutch, which makes it interesting 
and relevant to investigate whether their teaching is influenced when the language of 
instruction and communication in the classroom changes from the familiar mother 
tongue (Dutch) into a second language (English). 

1.3 RESEARCH AIMS

The aim of this dissertation is to gain a better understanding of the position and role 
of the bilingual education subject teacher and contribute to the still limited knowledge 
base of CLIL classroom pedagogy (Dalton-Puffer & Smit, 2013; Perez-Canado, 2012). We 
chose to focus on Dutch history teachers, in part because history is a language-sensitive 
subject (cf. Coffin, 2006a; Schleppegrell & De Oliveira, 2006; Van Drie, Braaksma, & Van 
Boxtel, 2015) which makes teaching and learning it through a second language a challenge. 

We conducted four studies in order to compare the roles of the history teachers 
who teach in grades 7 and 9 of both English and Dutch streams. We started this research 
by examining the history teachers’ experiences and the perceptions they developed in 
junior secondary bilingual education, because we wanted to know and understand how 
the subject teachers feel about and deal with this linguistic challenge that affects their 
subject teaching. Next, we wanted to empirically examine the self-reported experiences 
and perceptions of the bilingual education history teachers by conducting classroom 
observations focused on their strategies to teach in and through the second language 
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by applying CLIL. We also examined whether teaching in English had a different impact 
from teaching in Dutch on the pedagogical content knowledge used by the history teacher. 
Finally, we wanted to assess to what extent bilingual education impacted students in 
grade 7 and grade 9 in real time by testing and comparing students’ basic historical 
knowledge after one and three years of CLIL teaching.

For this Ph.D. research three teacher-centred studies and one student-centred study 
were conducted.
 The first study was a mixed methods study, combining a questionnaire and teacher 
interviews, to explore history teachers’ self-reported practices and beliefs on teaching 
history in mainstream and bilingual education using CLIL. The aim of this study was to 
answer how bilingual education history teachers perceive: 1) the relation between CLIL 
teaching principles and CLIL classroom practice 2) differences and similarities between 
teaching mainstream and bilingual education stream students, and 3) the impact of 
teaching CLIL on the level of job satisfaction.

The second study was an in-depth observational study carried out to analyse the 
second language learning input history teachers offer their students in the CLIL lessons. 
This study allowed us investigate: 1) how bilingual education history teachers implement 
second language teaching in their CLIL lessons, and 2) whether L2 teaching in CLIL is 
affected by the L2 proficiency of the bilingual education history teachers.
 The third study was also an in-depth observational study to analyse the effects 
that teaching in English has on the history teachers’ use of pedagogical content knowledge 
(PCK) when teaching subject content through CLIL. This study provided information to 
which extent history teachers’ use of pedagogical content knowledge is affected when 
history lessons are taught in English.

Finally, a student-centred study was conducted to compare and determine what 
bilingual education students had gained after one and three years of history teaching 
using CLIL pedagogy respectively. In this study a history knowledge test combined with 
measures concerning students’ motivation and attitudes were administered. Aims were 
to find out: 1) to what extent the language of instruction influences the test performance 
of grade 7 and grade 9 bilingual education and mainstream students on history content 
knowledge, and 2) if there are differences between mainstream and bilingual education 
students in motivation to learn and attitude towards the school subject history, and if 
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so, is this related to bilingual education students’ performance when tested on history 
content knowledge? 

1.4 OVERVIEW OF THE DISSERTATION

This dissertation is built on four articles that were written to be read independently, 
and some overlap is therefore inevitable (e.g. introductions, theoretical backgrounds). 

Chapter 2 presents the outcomes of study 1, an exploratory mixed method study 
about the self-reported CLIL practices and perceptions of history teachers. To investigate 
their CLIL practices and perceptions a questionnaire was designed, validated, and then 
completed by 86 history teachers from across the Netherlands with teaching experience 
in secondary grades 7 and/or 9 in the pre-university bilingual education stream. The 
questionnaire was followed up by 8 interviews with bilingual education history teachers 
to clarify and elaborate on a number of questionnaire issues. This chapter was published 
as an article in Teaching and Teacher Education (Oattes, Oostdam, De Graaff & Wilschut, 
2018a).

Chapter 3 describes study 2, an observational study describing and analysing 
Dutch bilingual education history teachers’ focus on second language teaching in their 
CLIL subject lessons as it relates to their own English proficiency. We used two observation 
and marking schemes: one to assess the teachers’ use of L2 pedagogy, and one to assess 
their spoken English proficiency. This chapter was published as an article in the Dutch 
Journal of Applied Linguistics (Oattes, Oostdam, De Graaff, Fukkink & Wilschut, 2018b).

Chapter 4 reports on study 3, an observational, comparative study that analyses, 
describes and assesses how Dutch bilingual education history teachers’ use of pedagogical 
content knowledge differs when teaching history in mainstream or bilingual education. 
By comparing the same history teacher teaching the same historical topics to both 
mainstream and bilingual education stream students we were able to answer the research 
question. This chapter has been submitted and is currently under review.

Chapter 5 describes study 4, a cross-sectional design that describes the outcomes 
of three measurement instruments (a history knowledge test, a personal motivation scale 
and a school subject experience scale) used to establish if the history test results were 
influenced by student background variables. This Chapter was published as an article 
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in the International Journal of Bilingual Education and Bilingualism (Oattes, Fukkink, 
Oostdam, De Graaff & Wilschut, 2020).

Finally, Chapter 6 provides the main findings, conclusions and a discussion across 
all four studies reported in Chapters 2 – 5. It describes the implications of this study for 
teaching and learning history in junior secondary bilingual education, and proposes 
suggestions for new directions and questions for future research.1

1  This research project was financially supported by the Faculty of Education (FOO) and the Centre for 
Applied Research Education (CARE) of the Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences.
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CHAPTER 2

Abstract2   

The role of subject teachers in content and language integrated learning (CLIL) has 
received little attention, since most research focuses on language learning results of 
students. This exploratory study aims to gain insight into the perceptions of Dutch 
bilingual education history teachers by comparing teaching CLIL with regular history 
teaching. We used questionnaires and interviews to collect data. Results show that 
bilingual education history teachers perceived their dual task as language and subject 
teachers to be challenging. Teaching in English also enriched their teaching skills and 
eventually had a positive influence on their level of job satisfaction.

2  Based on: Oattes, H., Oostdam, R., De Graaff, R., & Wilschut, A. (2018a). The challenge of balancing 
content and language: Perceptions of Dutch bilingual education history teachers. Teaching and Teacher 
Education, 70, 165-174. doi: 10.1016/j.tate.2017.11.022
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2.1 INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades, bilingual education in the Netherlands has become a popular 
option for a select group of students who are looking for an extra challenge to enrich 
their secondary education. Currently one out of every five mainstream secondary schools 
offers bilingual education. In Dutch bilingual education half of the curriculum is taught 
in English and the other half in Dutch in grades 7 through 9, and there is an emphasis 
on European and international orientation (EIO). This implies that there is a strong 
internationalisation component in the curriculum to enhance the global outlook of the 
students. 

The bilingual subjects are almost exclusively taught by non-native English-
speaking subject teachers who aim to develop both subject knowledge and English 
language proficiency in Dutch students using the Content and Language Integrated 
Learning (CLIL) methodology (Verspoor, De Bot, & Xu, 2015). Only the target language 
(L2) is used in CLIL lessons in the Netherlands and in that sense, it differs from the 
variety of bilingual CLIL approaches in other European countries that sometimes allow 
for the use of the mother tongue (L1) in CLIL or where the subject teacher is assisted 
by the L2-language teacher during CLIL lessons (Eurydice, 2006, 2012). There is much 
common ground between CLIL and other forms of bilingual education like content-based 
instruction (CBI) and immersion education which are both popular in North America 
(Cenoz, 2015). An important difference is that North American teachers can teach in 
their mother tongue while almost all Dutch CLIL teachers teach content and language 
in and through a second language.

Research on secondary education level CLIL shows that bilingual education 
has a positive impact on students’ L2 language proficiency and does not have a negative 
effect, neither on the students’ development of the mother tongue nor on learning subject 
knowledge (Coyle, Hood & Marsh, 2010; Verspoor et al., 2015). Thus far, however, CLIL 
research mainly focuses on the second language development of the students (Dallinger, 
Jonkman, Holmm & Fiege, 2016; Dalton-Puffer & Smit, 2013; De Graaff, 2013). The role of 
the teacher in CLIL has received little attention and research into the perceptions of CLIL 
subject teachers is scarce when compared to research into CBI and immersion education 
(Cammarata, 2009; Genesee, Lindholm-Leary, Saunders & Christian, 2005; Tedick & 
Wesely, 2015). This is quite remarkable as CLIL subject teachers are key players in the 
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bilingual education of students, and the importance of teacher perceptions or teacher 
beliefs on the decision-making process of (language) teaching has been emphasised 
in multiple studies. (Borg, 2003; Den Hartog King & Peralta Nash, 2011; Fang, 1996; 
Flores, 2001). 

For this study into the perceptions of Dutch CLIL teachers we selected history 
because the subject is known for its linguistic demands. Learning history requires 
students to have both a passive and active command of academic language, including 
subject-specific language. Extensive research has highlighted the struggle of students to 
find the right lexis for assignments on causal relations, change, chronology etc. in their 
mother tongue (De Graaff, 2013; Schleppegrell & De Oliveira, 2006; Van Drie, Braaksma, 
& Van Boxtel, 2015). Teaching history in a second language (L2) then becomes even 
more challenging, because students need to be able to understand and use academic 
language in the L2 as well. The Dutch Bilingual Education History Teachers' (or BHT’s) 
dual teaching task seems to be complex and arduous, because they continuously need to 
anticipate and respond to the delicate and changing balance between teaching subject 
content knowledge and second language skills (Schall-Leckrone & McQuillan, 2012).

This exploratory study aims to gain insight into how BHTs perceive aspects 
related to teaching history in English in grades 7 and 9 using the CLIL methodology. Most 
bilingual stream subject teachers also teach mainstream classes and are therefore able to 
compare teaching history in English and Dutch as well as the performance of mainstream 
and bilingual stream students. We questioned BHTs with teaching experience in grades 
7 and 9 of both streams on three main topics: CLIL practice, comparing CLIL to history 
teaching in Dutch and the effect that CLIL teaching has on their level of job satisfaction. 
 
Content and language integrated learning
Content and language integrated learning is the most common foreign language learning 
methodology used in European bilingual education, but CLIL comes in many shapes 
and sizes (Eurydice, 2006, 2012; Mehisto, Marsh & Frigols, 2008). The concept of CLIL 
is still being discussed, developed and refined by practitioners and researchers (Cenoz, 
Genesee & Gorter, 2014; Perez-Canado, 2012) and therefore a universal definition of 
CLIL is lacking. In this study, we will use the definition by Coyle, Hood and Marsh (2010) 
which focuses on CLIL practice in general terms: 
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Content and Language Integrated Learning is a dual focused educational approach 
in which an additional language is used for the learning and teaching of both 
content and language. That is, in the teaching and learning process there is a 
focus not only on content and not only on language (p.1).

Cummins’ (1981) classic second language learning theory proposed a distinction between 
the language used in informal, social settings, and the formal academic language used 
for learning in schools. CLIL focuses on the latter because insufficient knowledge of 
academic language, i.e. subject-specific and/or technical language, can impede a full 
understanding of content knowledge and affect student achievement. Other research, 
however, points out that learning and teaching the less formal, conversational language 
in the CLIL classroom should not be undervalued because it is important as a means to 
support teaching and learning of academic language (Dale, Van Der Es & Tanner, 2010; 
Llinares, Morton & Whittaker, 2012). 
 Based on Coyle’s holistic 4Cs framework (1999), the language triptych (Coyle, 
Hood & Marsh, 2010) and Cummins’ matrix (1984), every CLIL lesson should be based on 
how content relates to cognition, communication and culture. Teaching CLIL implies that 
subject teachers carefully plan, prepare and execute lessons in order to simultaneously 
develop students’ subject content knowledge and language skills. This is achieved by 
learning and using academic and subject-specific words, concepts and skills in the L2 
through scaffolding, using authentic (i.e. original English or American) teaching materials 
and cognitively challenging assignments. 

At first glance the basic four phased structure of a CLIL lesson plan looks 
similar to any standard foreign language lesson plan: activation of prior knowledge, 
use of appropriate teacher (L2-) input, assignments that stimulate comprehension and 
students’ (L2-) output, and finally teacher assessment of student performance by means 
of corrective feedback on the (L2-) output. However, there is a major distinction in 
focus between the two. Whereas foreign language teaching has a predominant focus on 
developing grammar, vocabulary and social language, CLIL has a dual focus on developing 
both linguistic skills and subject content in every stage of the lesson (Bertaux, Coonan, 
Frigols-Martin & Mehisto, 2010; Coyle, Hood & Marsh, 2010; Dale & Tanner, 2012; De 
Graaff, Koopman, Anikina & Westhoff, 2007; Mehisto, Marsh & Frigols, 2008; Vázquez & 
Ellison, 2013).  
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It is therefore essential to find out how BHTs perceive their dual role in teaching 
CLIL. In this research, we have questioned them on planning, preparing and performing 
both content and language learning activities. We have also asked them to compare 
teaching CLIL at different levels in grades 7 and 9 to find out if and how they appreciate 
the similarities and differences between these age groups.

Dutch mainstream and bilingual education
In order to be admitted to the pre-university bilingual education stream Dutch students 
first need a positive pre-university recommendation (based on performance tests) from 
their primary schools. They are generally also required to demonstrate their motivation 
and ambition through an interview or application letter. The bilingual programme, 
therefore, can be considered selective (Pérez-Cañado, 2020) and attracts high achievers 
(Mearns, 2015; Verspoor et al., 2015).

Dutch secondary education ends with national exams in Dutch. Therefore, 
bilingual education stops in grade 9 and all exam subjects are taught in Dutch in grades 
10, 11 and 12. Bilingual education schools can choose to offer non-exam subjects in the 
L2 in years 10 through 12 and thus continue a form of CLIL education in upper secondary 
classes.

The Dutch network of bilingual schools safeguards the quality of the bilingual 
schools on behalf of the Ministry of Education, while the schools guarantee that all teachers 
involved in bilingual education are trained in CLIL and have language fluency (CEFR, C1 or 
C2). The Dutch network of bilingual schools adheres to the Bilingual Standard (Europees 
Platform, 2012) which is based on the traditional language immersion principle. 

This means that in the Dutch CLIL classroom the target language (L2) is the 
sole medium of instruction and interaction for both teachers and students (Europees 
Platform, 2012) in order to create maximum L2-input and L2-output. Use of the mother 
tongue (L1) by either teachers or students during CLIL classes is unwanted and often 
forbidden. The Dutch bilingual education programme therefore is bilingual only in the 
sense that half of the subjects are taught in Dutch and the other half in English. It actually 
has a monolingual, English, CLIL approach as Dutch CLIL teachers teach Dutch students 
only in and through English, a non-native foreign language, without utilising their native 
(L1) linguistic potential.

This policy is the result of an assumption in Dutch foreign language learning, 
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that L1 and L2 are two different language worlds that need to develop separately to 
avoid language confusion in students (Cummins, 2007; Lasagabaster, 2013). The mother 
tongue should only be used as a last resort. 

Until now this English-only policy ignores the substantial evidence showing 
that the use of L1 can be very beneficial when learning an L2, or as Butzkamm (1998) 
states the mother tongue can also become an ally to the foreign language (p.8 1). There 
is support for the idea that second language learning can be achieved through different 
strategies, like codeswitching or translanguaging, where shuttling between L1 and L2 is 
deliberately and structurally used to enhance both L2 proficiency and subject knowledge. 
The use of L1 in CLIL and foreign language learning can be seen as a natural process 
because one can’t ignore the presence of the L1. Being able to translate into the mother 
tongue can support communicative and cognitive learning tasks. It may also strengthen 
the self-confidence of the students if they are allowed to switch between languages 
(cf. Butzkamm, 1998; Creese & Blackledge, 2010; Cummins, 2007; Gierlinger, 2015; 
Lasagabaster, 2013; Lin, 2015). How the well-founded use of L1 in CLIL should be best 
organised and implemented, is an area that needs to be explored urgently to prevent 
individual teachers to intuitively decide when, how and how much L1 they will allow in 
their CLIL classroom as is often the case now (Lasagabaster, 2013).

In spite of the evidence of the power of translanguaging in L2 learning we found 
that the English-only language policy is clearly present in CLIL training courses and in the 
Dutch Bilingual Standard (De Graaff & van Wilgenburg, 2015; Europees Platform, 2012). 
We have questioned the BHTs to find out how strict they are in maintaining the official 
language policy and how they perceive the use of the mother tongue during CLIL lessons. 

 
Teaching CLIL and job satisfaction 
Only a few case studies in different European countries have shed some light on the 
personal experiences and perceptions of subject teachers who start teaching CLIL in 
a foreign language (Coonan, 2007; Hüttner, Dalton-Puffer & Smit, 2012; Moate, 2011; 
Papaja, 2013), but it is obvious that a mainstream history teacher who decides to become 
a bilingual education history teacher will go through a fundamental learning process 
that could probably have an impact on her/his personal and professional well-being. If 
we want to understand how this new role affects the teacher’s established professional 
integrity and level of job satisfaction we need to know how BHTs perceive the changes 
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connected to teaching history through CLIL.
The level of job satisfaction is related to the professional integrity a teacher 

experiences. Moate (2011) argues that a subject teacher’s sense of professional integrity, 
which comprises the self-confident teacher and his/her established professional practice, 
is challenged when s/he starts to teach in a foreign language. 

 Teaching CLIL is not an easy task even for experienced subject teachers as 
the switch to teaching in and through the L2 is a personal and professional challenge. 
Language is a teacher’s most important teaching tool and starting to teach CLIL in a 
non-native language feels like losing a substantial part of that main teaching tool. The 
students’ developing language skills can further restrict teaching possibilities. The lack 
of language proficiency of the teacher and/or the students, which complicates teaching 
academic subject content and impedes fluent and spontaneous communication, can 
cause feelings of stress, insecurity and detachment (Cammarata & Tedick, 2012; Moate, 
2011; Vázquez & Ellison, 2013).

The CLIL subject teacher also becomes responsible for language development 
of students but s/he has no professional background in language pedagogy. For most 
of them their training in CLIL methodology is about the only support they can fall back 
on. The responsibility to ensure L2-language development in students can be a burden 
(Cammarata & Tedick, 2012; Coonan, 2007; Gierlinger, 2015; Mehisto, Marsh & Frigols, 
2008; Moate, 2011; Papaja, 2013; Vázquez & Ellison, 2013).

It takes time and effort to master the CLIL methodology and feel comfortable 
teaching in the second language as compared to the mother tongue. However, within 
a few years most CLIL-teachers manage to overcome the difficulties with teaching in 
English. The linguistic pressure is released as they increase their language proficiency 
and realise that they don’t have to be perfect L2 speakers. To understand and accept 
that they are not solely responsible for the students’ language development is another 
reassuring detail (Vázquez & Ellison, 2013). Moate (2011) also noticed that being better 
able to align CLIL lessons to their established L1 lessons was experienced as reassuring. 
The fact that subject teachers emphasise focus on meaning (content) and much less on 
form (language) in their lessons also lessens the pressure (Cammarata & Tedick, 2012; 
De Graaff et al., 2007).

After the return to normalcy the professional integrity was restored, and even 
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strengthened due to the development and growth in both linguistic and pedagogical 
practice and competence, i.e. the ability of teachers to create effective teaching and 
learning environments for all students. They then experience teaching CLIL in the L2 as 
“demanding, yet rewarding” (Moate, 2011, p. 342). This result strongly influences the 
level of job satisfaction a teacher experiences (Liu & Ramsey, 2008). 

To find out if the transformation of Dutch subject teachers into CLIL teachers 
fits in with the growth process of their European CLIL colleagues we have questioned 
them on their personal experiences and perceptions. 

Research questions
In order to explore the perceptions of Dutch history teachers in their new role as bilingual 
education history teachers this study will focus on three key questions.
 The first main research question is how Dutch BHTs perceive the relation between 
CLIL principles and their CLIL classroom practice (Bertaux et al., 2010; Dale & Tanner, 
2012; Mehisto, Marsh & Frigols, 2008). This question is divided into two sub-questions: 
1a) how do BHTs respond to the frequently changing balance between language and 
content within the bilingual classroom?; and 1b) how do teachers perceive the role of 
L1 as a tool to enhance both L2 language skills and subject content development?

The second main research question is how Dutch BHTs perceive differences and 
similarities between history teaching to mainstream and bilingual education students 
(Moate, 2011; Reis & McCoach, 2000; Verspoor et al., 2015). Sub-questions are: 2a) do 
teachers perceive differences between teaching history (in Dutch) to mainstream students 
and teaching history (in English) to bilingual education students? and 2b) do teachers 
perceive differences in ambition, motivation and performance between mainstream and 
bilingual education students? 
 A third main research question addresses how Dutch BHTs perceive the impact 
of teaching CLIL on their level of job satisfaction (Cammarata & Tedick, 2012; Liu & 
Ramsey, 2008; Moate, 2011). Sub-questions are: 3a) how does teaching history in both 
the mainstream and the bilingual stream affect the teachers’ pedagogical competence?; 
3b) to what extent does teaching in English affect the sense of teachers’ professional 
integrity?; and 3c) how do BHTs appreciate teaching CLIL?
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2.2 METHOD

Design 
This is an exploratory study using mixed methods. Quantitative data were generated 
by means of a self-report questionnaire administered to a group of BHTs (N=86), and 
complemented by qualitative data from semi-structured follow-up interviews (Kvale & 
Brinkmann, 2009) with a small sample of history teachers (N=8) to get more in-depth 
and personal teacher views on the questionnaire topics. 

Study sample 
The Dutch mainstream secondary education system consists of three streams: a) pre-
vocational (four years), b) secondary general (five years), and c) pre-university (six 
years). During the last 25 years, bilingual education (in Dutch: ‘Tweetalig Onderwijs’ or 
‘TTO’) has become popular in Dutch secondary education. Currently 20% of the schools 
have chosen to start an English bilingual stream. Most of these are attached to the pre-
university stream. In 2014, there were 117 Dutch schools for pre-university education 
with a bilingual stream. 

 Analysis of the distribution of BHTs across the different streams shows that on 
average schools with a small, medium or large bilingual stream employ 1.5, 2.5 and 3.5 
history teachers respectively. Extrapolating these numbers to all 117 schools results in 
an estimated population of approximately 250 BHTs. 

All bilingual school coordinators (117) were invited by email to provide 
information about the number of BHTs at their school. Based on the information from 
90 responding coordinators, 192 history teachers with teaching experience in both 
streams were approached. 

Finally, a total of 86 BHTs from 82 different schools with history teaching 
experience in both English and Dutch in grade 7 and/or grade 9 returned the questionnaire 
(approximately 45% response rate), but not all questionnaires were fully completed. 
Further contact with coordinators and teachers did not indicate a particular non-response 
bias. ‘Lack of time’ or ‘no interest’ were the main reasons given.

Table 1 describes background information on the participating Dutch BHTs and includes 
data on sex, age, (bilingual education) teaching experience, and a self-assessed English 
proficiency mark.
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Table 1
Background data on BHTs teaching in mainstream and bilingual education, year 7 and/or year 9; Number of 
respondents (N= 86) expressed as percentages or means (in italics with standard deviations in brackets)

Variables Percentages or means
Sex:
Female
Male

-
42.0
58.0

Age:
20-30
31-40
41-50
> 50

39.53 (10.83)
22.6
37.1
22.6
17.7

Years experience as mainstream teacher:
1-5
6-10
11-15
> 15

13.82 (9.12)
10.6
28.8
27.3
33.3

Years experience as bilingual education teacher:
1-5
6-10
11-15

6.61 (3.50)
43.6
41.9
14.5

Self-assessment of L2 proficiency on 10-point scale 
(1=very poor, 10=outstanding):
< 5.0
5.0-5.9
6.0-6.9
7.0-7.9
8.0-8.9
9.0-10

8.28 (.99)

-
 1.6
 4.8 
32.0
37.1
24.2

Note. In the Netherlands, a 10-point scale is used for grading, where 1 is lowest and 10 is the highest possible 
grade. Grades 1 up to and including 5 are considered unsatisfactory, grades 6 up to and including 10 are 
considered satisfactory results, ranging from ‘satisfactory’ (6) to ‘outstanding’ (10).

Most of the responding BHTs (see Table 1) fall within the age category of 31 and older 
(77%) and a very large majority have more than 6 years of experience as a mainstream 
history teacher (89%). Based on their experience as BHTs more than half of them can be 
classified as experienced or very experienced (42% had 6-10 years’ experience and 15% 
more than 10 years). Still, with only 1-5 years of experience, a considerable proportion 
of the history teachers must be considered beginners in bilingual education (44%). Most 
teachers (61%) rate their English language skills as (very) good (scores 8 - 9) or even 
excellent (scores 9 - 10), but a small group (6.4%) rate themselves as less competent 
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with weak scores between 5.5 and 6.9, and a considerable group (32%) as moderate 
with scores between 7.0 and 7.9.

In addition to the questionnaire survey we randomly selected eight teachers 
(five females, three males; from eight different bilingual schools across the Netherlands) 
from a group of 15 BHTs who were willing to take part in further research activities and 
agreed to an in-depth interview as a follow-up to the questionnaire they completed. All 
but one of the participants had substantial experience teaching history (15-37 versus 
3 years) and teaching history in bilingual education (3-12 years). Three of them were 
also bilingual stream coordinators; one of these three was a native speaker of English. 

Instruments
Questionnaire for the BHT 
The questionnaire consisted of questions about teacher background (See Table 1 above), 
followed by four sections with mainly statements and a few multiple-choice questions 
related to using the CLIL methodology (see Appendix A) (Bertaux et al., 2010; Dale & 
Tanner, 2012; Mehisto, Marsh & Frigols, 2008).

The first section of the questionnaire contained four statements regarding the use 
of L1 (Dutch) in bilingual education (e.g. Only English is spoken in the history classroom) 
to find out if BHTs live up to the Dutch Bilingual Standard (Europees Platform, 2012). 
Do they allow students to use L1 in their CLIL classroom as is not uncommon in other 
European countries? Students usually have very mixed backgrounds with regard to 
English language skills when they enter bilingual education (Oostdam, 2010). Due to 
the students’ limited English language skills it is difficult to comply with the required 
English-only policy, and each history teacher makes the individual choice if, how and for 
how long s/he will use L1 to support CLIL teaching.

The second section of the questionnaire focused on two topics: a) teaching 
CLIL in grades 7 and 9 (e.g. I spend a lot of time preparing lessons), and b) the teacher’s 
appreciation of teaching CLIL (e.g. I prefer teaching history in English). Sections one 
and two provided data for answering research questions one (RQ1) and three (RQ3). 
Questions about teaching CLIL in grades 7 and 9 should indicate whether there is a shift 
in balance between language and content as the students progress. And, does this shift 
in balance affect the BHT’s appreciation of teaching CLIL? 

The third section contained statements on teachers' perceptions of teaching 
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history to both mainstream and bilingual education students in grades 7 and 9 (RQ2). 
It consisted of questions to enable comparison of students’ learning capacities in both 
streams (e.g. How do you rate students’ cognitive strength?). Are bilingual education 
students high capacity learners that outperform their mainstream counterparts? It 
also addressed research question three (RQ3): the effect that teaching bilingual history 
education has on the BHT’s pedagogical competence (e.g. In the bilingual stream I use 
assignments that stimulate oral language use more frequently). Does teaching CLIL have 
an impact on BHTs' pedagogical practice and competence?

Most BHTs started their career as mainstream history teachers. Therefore, the 
fourth section contained statements about if and how teaching history in English affects 
their professional integrity (e.g. I feel more like an English teacher than a history teacher) 
as Coonan (2007), Moate (2011), Papaja (2013) and others suggested. Do Dutch BHTs 
go through the same stages in their quest to become a CLIL teacher? This provided data 
to answer research question three (RQ3).

BHTs were asked to rate questionnaire statements on a five-point Likert scale 
ranging from 1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree. The questionnaire design was 
analysed and tested on consistency and required time by three CLIL experts and three 
BHTs. Small adaptations (rephrasing, replacing statements) were made before the 
questionnaire was distributed.

In-depth interview guide
The main aim of the interviews was to gain extra information from the eight selected 
BHTs (labelled Teacher A to Teacher H) on the outcomes of the questionnaire. The 
semi-structured interviews (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009) followed the four sections of the 
questionnaire: the use of L1 in bilingual education, lesson preparation and execution in 
bilingual education grade 7 and grade 9, comparing teaching (students) in mainstream 
and bilingual history education and personal experiences with teaching CLIL in grades 
7 and 9. 

All interviews started with questions about the professional background of the 
teachers (age, experience as a BHT) and their motive(s) for joining bilingual education, 
and ended with the option for the interviewee to return to an earlier discussed topic 
or to start a new topic they felt would contribute to the interview. One pilot interview 
was conducted in order to test the interview questions, the interview protocol and the 
estimated required time.
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Procedure 
In January 2015, all 117 bilingual school coordinators were asked to invite their history 
teachers to fill in the BHT questionnaire. A digital reminder was sent to individual 
coordinators after two weeks and the appeal was repeated during a national seminar 
for bilingual education coordinators. The BHTs had access to the online questionnaire 
in March and April 2015. After two and four weeks, the appeal for teacher participation 
was repeated. 

In May, June and September 2015 eight BHTs were interviewed. The teachers 
were informed in advance that the interview would be based on the questionnaire topics. 
All interviews were held individually, face to face, at the interviewee’s school and took 
approximately sixty minutes. An interview protocol stating the aims of the interview, 
the professional use of the data and the fixed order of topics to be discussed was used to 
ensure the interviews were conducted in a uniform way. None of the interviewees used 
the options to read through the verbatim transcript or to receive a copy of the recorded 
interview. Participation in the questionnaire and the interviews was voluntary and 
anonymity of the participants was guaranteed.

Data analysis
The quantitative data from the web-based questionnaire were collected using NetQ 
software (2015) and were then exported and analysed using the Statistical Package for 
Social Sciences (SPSS) version 22. The qualitative data from the eight in-depth interviews 
were transcribed verbatim. We analysed the interview data, using MAXQDA version 12, 
Qualitative Data Analysis Software, by first labelling interview segments based on open 
coding, for example: use of L1, preference for teaching in English, and comparing students’ 
performance. We then related labels across the distinctive interviews using axial coding 
and illustrative quotes were marked (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009).

2.3 RESULTS 

The results are presented in the order of the main research questions. For each sub-
question, we will first explain the results of the questionnaire followed by the outcomes 
of the interviews. 
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Perceived relation between CLIL principles and classroom practice
Table 2 focuses on the teachers’ perceptions of their bilingual education teaching practices 
in grades 7 and 9. Apparently, the balance between time spent on language learning 
and time spent on subject content learning is perceived to shift with the development 
of students’ language skills. BHTs report setting significantly fewer separate goals for 
language and subject content (item 1) in grade 9 than in grade 7, and they also perceive 
less need to simplify subject content (2). This suggests that the emphasis in CLIL in 
grade 9 has shifted from content and language learning to content learning, but teachers 
nevertheless also indicate that they spend equal amounts of time on language and on 
subject content (3) in grade 9. Teachers indicate that significantly more time is spent 
on language teaching and start-up activities to activate prior knowledge in grade 7 (5), 
while teachers in grade 9 report significantly more visuals during instruction (7). No 
major differences in BHTs' perceptions were found between teaching grades 7 and 9 
as regards the need to adjust the teacher language level to that of the students (4), the 
use of group-work assignments to stimulate language activity (6), and finding authentic 
teaching materials (8).

Table 2
BHTs’ perceptions of preparation and execution of CLIL lessons in grades 7 and 9; means and standard deviations; 
*= significant differences between grades (p < .05)

Items (scale: 1= strongly disagree, 5= strongly agree) Grade 7
N=76

Grade 9
N=67

1. I set separate goals for language and subject content      3.28 (1.37) 1.76 (0.85)*
2. Due to students’ limited language skills my subject content needs 

simplifying 
2.84 (0.91) 2.27 (0.77)*

3. I make sure an equal amount of time is spent on language and subject 
content

3.93 (0.79) 3.40 (0.13)*

4. I need to adjust my language level to that of the students to teach subject 
content

3.22 (0.87) 3.15 (0.88)

5. Every lesson has a start-up activity to activate prior language and subject 
knowledge

3.69 (1.01) 3.52 (1.08)*

6. I often use group work assignments to stimulate language activity 4.27 (0.62) 4.28 (0.69)
7. I use extra visuals during instruction 3.28 (1.08) 3.49 (0.99)*
8. It is easy to find authentic teaching materials 3.42 (1.12) 3.31 (1.06)
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All interviewees confirmed the unequal balance between language teaching and content 
teaching during the first two to four months in grade 7 when language teaching dominates. 
During that period many history teachers feel more like language teachers and some 
experienced feelings of frustration as expressed by Teacher D: “During that first period, 
when the blackboard is filled with language notes, it sometimes makes me wonder: why 
am I doing this? This is not what I want” (May 29, 2015).

According to the interviewed teachers the English language skills of the students 
improve after three to six months allowing them to spend an increasing proportion of 
the lessons on history content. All confirmed that the language learning process in grade 
7 curbs the quantity and depth of subject content, but they also believed that by the end 
of grade 7 the bilingual education students reach the same subject knowledge level as 
the mainstream students and that the use of L2 no longer slows down teaching subject 
content in grades 8 and 9.

Table 3 reflects how BHTs view the use of L1 when teaching history in English.

Table 3
The use of L1 in bilingual education history lessons in grades 7 and 9; means and standard deviations; *= significant 
differences between grades (p < .05)

 Items (scale: 1= strongly disagree, 5= strongly agree) Grade 7
N=76

Grade 9
N=67

1. Only English is spoken in the history classroom 3.93 (1.08) 4.52 (0.73)*
2. Students are allowed to use L1 during assessments 2.06 (1.10) 1.27 (0.62)*
3. Students are allowed to use L1 in group work 1.72 (0.79) 1.36 (0.75)*
4. I notice that incidental teacher use of L1 helps students’ language 

learning
2.85 (1.18) 2.24 (1.16)*

The BHTs’ reluctance to speak L1 (Dutch) in the classroom (item 1), or to permit students 
to use L1 during assessments (2) or group work (3) was strong in both grades, but was 
significantly stronger in grade 9 as compared to grade 7. The idea of a beneficial effect of 
incidental teacher use of L1 to facilitate the language learning process (4) was rejected 
significantly more strongly in grade 9 than in grade 7. Whereas 37% of the teachers 
indicated disagreeing (strongly) with statement 4 as regards grade 7 students, this 
percentage increased to 64% for grade 9 students. 
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All interviewees first stated that they supported the English-only principle, but, 
except for the native speaker, they also incidentally or structurally - but always deliberately 
- used L1 in all grades. Obviously L1 support is mostly offered in the first months of grade 
7 as the students have to find their way in the English learning environment. “How can 
I explain an unknown English word with another unknown English word? That would 
mean going round in circles. So, I give them an English synonym and the Dutch translation 
and the problem is solved” (Teacher H, September 18, 2015). Four interviewees stated 
that they more or less automatically and unsolicited added the Dutch translation when 
they were teaching. “It’s no extra effort and it’s handy if they know the Dutch words” 
(Teacher A, July 2, 2015). All but two admitted to sometimes adding a few Dutch words 
while teaching in order to keep up the pace of the lesson.

To them using L1 felt as if they were “breaking the rules”, but they justified their 
decision with a number of reasons: to enlarge students’ English and Dutch vocabulary, 
to give meaning to English and Dutch words and historical or academic concepts and to 
prepare bilingual education students for a smooth transition to the return to mainstream 
history lessons in Dutch in grade 10. Teacher H (September 18, 2015) was very outspoken: 
“it is so very obvious that it should be a mix of languages, that you need Dutch to support 
English language learning”.

Because most bilingual education schools start history teaching in grade 10 in 
Dutch, several interviewees explained that they want to prepare their students for this 
transition. One teacher spends the last month in year 9 teaching students basic historical 
knowledge and the Dutch vocabulary they will need, while another teacher presents his 
students with Dutch summaries of the textbook and Dutch history tests at the end of 
year 7, 8 and 9. “It’s useful for them to know the Dutch wording now and later on when 
they start with Dutch spoken history lessons” (Teacher F, July 6, 2015).

Comparing bilingual and mainstream history teaching practices 
BHTs perceive both similarities and differences in the preparation and execution of history 
lessons in mainstream and bilingual stream grades 7 and 9. Table 4 shows significant 
differences and similarities between and within grades.
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Table 4
Differences and similarities when preparing and executing lessons in mainstream and bilingual grades 7 and 9; 
means and standard deviations

Items (scale: 1= strongly disagree, 5= 
strongly agree)

Mainstream 
grade 7

N=51

Bilingual
grade 7

N=61

Mainstream 
grade 9

N=43

Bilingual
grade 9

N=54
1. I start each lesson activating prior 

knowledge 
3.56 (0.97) 3.56 (0.97) 3.63 (0.93) 3.63 (0.93)

2. I use extra visuals during instruction 3.90 (0.86) 3.96 (0.88) 3.77 (0.81) 3.79 (0.83)
3. I have no problem drawing up a good 

test
3.24 (1.15) 3.04 (1.21)* 3.30 (1.10) 3.14 (1.18)

4. I spend a lot of time preparing lessons 3.14 (0.88) 3.88 (0.92)* 3.23 (0.75) 3.98 (0.86)*
5. I set high teaching goals 3.68 (0.74) 3.68 (0.77) 3.84 (0.69) 3.93 (0.70)*
6. I succeed in reaching the set goals 

every year
3.74 (0.85) 3.44 (0.93)* 3.79 (0.80) 3.60 (0.88)*

7. I offer writing aids with written 
assignments

2.56 (1.20) 2.74 (1.32)* 2.56 (1.16) 2.74 (1.30)*

8. My lessons are teacher driven 3.56 (0.79) 3.50 (0.86) 3.47 (0.91) 3.40 (0.90)
9. Lesson content is divided into smaller 

parts
3.50 (0.84) 3.64 (0.88) 3.28 (0.91) 3.35 (0.95)

10. I build in many checks 3.32 (0.68) 3.54 (0.73)* 3.09 (0.72) 3.16 (0.79)
11. I use assignments that stimulate oral 

language use
3.40 (0.78) 4.04 (0.73)* 3.44 (0.80) 4.00 (0.69)*

12. I tailor the written assignments to 
students’ language proficiency

3.74 (0.90) 3.98 (0.89)* 3.60 (0.93) 3.77 (0.90)*

Note. statistically significant differences within grades 7 and 9 between main and bilingual stream are marked 
with an asterisk in the column of the bilingual stream, differences between grades 7 and 9 within main and 
bilingual stream are marked in bold italics.

There are perceived differences as well as similarities in preparing and teaching 
mainstream and bilingual stream grades 7. Teachers stated it was easier to draw up a 
good test (item 3) and to reach set goals (6) in mainstream grade 7. Teaching in bilingual 
stream grade 7 requires significantly more: time preparing lessons (3), writing aids (7), 
checks during lessons (10), assignments that stimulate oral language (11) and specially 
tailored written assignments to meet students’ language proficiency (12). 

When comparing lesson preparation and teaching in mainstream and bilingual 
stream it was perceived to be easier to successfully reach set goals (6) in mainstream 
grade 9 than in bilingual stream grade 9. Compared to mainstream grade 9 bilingual 
stream grade 9 is found to be more demanding when it comes to preparing lessons (4), 
setting high teaching goals (5), and writing aids (7). The stimulation of oral language use 
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(11) and the need to tailor written assignments to the students’ language proficiency (12) 
were also perceived as significantly more demanding in both bilingual streams. “In the 
beginning preparing for CLIL lessons took up a lot of my time and teaching CLIL slowed 
down my history teaching for sure” (Teacher B, May 26, 2015). 

Teachers perceived no significant differences in activating prior knowledge (1), 
using extra visuals during instruction (2), drawing up a good test (3), dividing lesson 
content into smaller parts (9), building in many checks (10) or the teacher driven nature 
of the lessons (8).

The final comparison, between bilingual grades 7 and 9, showed significant 
differences only on three scored items: the teaching goals (5) are set higher in grade 9 
than in grade 7. Not unexpectedly, bilingual grade 7 is more teacher driven (8) and more 
checks are built in (10) as compared to grade 9. No relevant differences were perceived 
on the remaining 9 items of lesson planning and execution (See Table 4). 

Item 1, activating prior knowledge, draws attention because it had an identical 
score in mainstream and bilingual stream grades 7 (3.56) and in mainstream and bilingual 
stream grades 9 (3.63). And finally, reaching set goals for bilingual education is perceived 
to be more difficult than for mainstream education.    

The perceptions of the interviewed history teachers on this topic seem to be 
at least partly inconsistent with the results described in Table 4. While Table 4 showed 
a significant difference in reaching set goals in mainstream and bilingual grade 9, all 
interviewees agreed that the bilingual education students in grade 9 reached at least 
the same level of history knowledge and skills as their mainstream counterparts. All 
interviewed teachers stated very clearly that the bilingual students performed much 
better than mainstream students on writing assignments. This is not surprising as 
language output is supposed to be an integral element of each CLIL lesson as it develops 
the language and processes the subject content (Bertaux et al., 2010; Dale & Tanner, 2012; 
Mehisto, Marsh & Frigols, 2008). Through oral and/or written assignments students 
recycle and acquire the subject content and the corresponding genre-based academic 
language. Mainstream students are expected to be proficient L1 users and thus are less 
frequently challenged with written output assignments.
Table 5 shows BHTs’ perceptions of differences between the learning capacities of 
mainstream and bilingual stream students. They rated the bilingual education students 
significantly higher on intrinsic motivation, ambition and cognitive strength.
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Table 5 
BHTs’ rating of mainstream and bilingual education students. means and standard deviations; *= significant 
differences between mainstream and bilingual stream (p < .05)

Items (scale: 1= very weak,
5=very strong)

Mainstream
Students 

 Bilingual
Students

BHTs 
N=57

BHTs 
N=61

Intrinsic motivation 3.59 (0.73) 4.11 (0.62)*
Ambition 3.73 (0.73) 4.16 (0.65)*
Cognitive strength 3.80 (0.64) 4.14 (0.59)*

All interviewed teachers agreed that the vast majority of the bilingual education students 
were already high capacity learners upon arriving in grade 7, but this did not automatically 
lead to high quality learning results. There was no agreement on the idea that bilingual 
education students outperform the mainstream students in historical knowledge 
and skills. A majority of the interviewees pointed to motivation for school in general 
diminishing in grade 8 as typical adolescent behaviour and an important explanation 
for underachievement (Reis & McCoach, 2000). “After a great start in grade 7, when 
they are very eager to learn and actively participate with their hands waving in the air, 
something happens during the summer holiday. When they return in grade 8 much of 
their enthusiasm seems gone” (Teacher D, May 29, 2015). Another possible explanation 
expressed by several teachers was their assumption that bilingual education students 
with a predisposition for exact science subjects tend to have less affinity with subjects 
that require the use of well-developed language skills. 

Perceived impact and personal appreciation of teaching CLIL on teachers’ 
pedagogical competence and professional integrity
Teaching history in English through CLIL requires that BHTs possess language and CLIL 
skills. As many BHTs also teach mainstream history classes it is relevant to determine 
if and how a history teacher’s pedagogical practice and competence is affected by this 
dual-language teaching environment. 
 Table 6 shows the BHTs’ perceptions of the effect of teaching history in English 
on their personal and professional appreciation of CLIL. Overall, teachers showed no 
clear preference for teaching history in English (item 1) but when comparing teaching 
history in English in grade 7 or in grade 9, the latter was clearly preferred. BHTs feel 
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confident L2 users when it comes to addressing the students at the right language level 
(5) in both grades. 

Although much more time was spent on language in grade 7, BHTs surprisingly 
did not feel they were any more language teacher than subject teacher (6) in either grade.
Furthermore, students’ limited English language skills has more impact on the assessment 
options of the history teacher (9) in grade 7 than in grade 9. Overall, history teachers 
stated being convinced that bilingual education students perform just as well in history 
as mainstream students (4), but this applies more strongly to grade 9 students. 

Table 6
 BHTs’ perceptions of the effect of teaching history in English in grades 7 and 9; means and standard deviations; 
*= significant differences between grades (p < .05)

Items (scale: 1= strongly disagree, 5= strongly agree) Grade 7
N=70

Grade 9
N=62

1. I prefer teaching history in English 2.97 (1.18)   3.18 (1.26)*
2. Except for the language, teaching history to mainstream or bilingual stream 

students is the same to me 
2.77 (1.18)   3.13 (1.19)*

3. Teaching in English has made me more aware of the importance of language 
in history teaching

3.62 (1.07)   3.57 (1.07)

4. Bilingual stream students perform just as well in history as mainstream 
students

3.67 (1.01)   4.00 (0.97)*

5. I am capable of addressing the students at the right language level 4.07 (0.87)   4.13 (0.81)
6. I feel more like an English teacher than a history teacher 2.31 (1.07)   1.93 (0.79)*
7. It’s not easy to address the students at the right language level 2.44 (1.22)   2.11 (1.14)*
8. The limited language command of students has a negative impact on 

learning history
2.87 (1.25)   2.18 (1.15)*

9. Assessment needs to be simplified as a result of students’ limited language 
skills

3.46 (0.96)   2.25 (1.01)*

The interviewed teachers confirmed that the broad range of CLIL activities 
appealed to the students. It also made them more aware of the importance of language 
in history teaching. As a result, most interviewees also used CLIL activities in their 
mainstream classes in order to create language output and activate students through group 
work, whole class discussion and presentation assignments. “CLIL forces you to be more 
creative and to offer the students more variation when teaching. When things work well 
in CLIL it is just as easy to translate and use them also in the regular classes” (Teacher B, 
May 26, 2015). Occasionally a mainstream activity was translated and restructured to fit a 
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bilingual history lesson. Becoming a history teacher with CLIL skills thus seems to enlarge 
the overall pedagogical practice and the pedagogical competence of the subject teacher. 

They also experienced that teaching CLIL is more demanding in terms of lesson 
preparation, execution and assessment. Insecurity about fluency in English can put extra 
pressure on the teacher and limited language proficiency of the students is felt by some to 
lead to a regrettable loss of spontaneity and humour in the classroom. As Teacher E said: 
“It’s difficult to be the teacher you are if students don’t understand the jokes you make 
or the expressions that you use” (May 15, 2015). The first years of teaching history in 
English are experienced as very demanding and putting a lot of pressure on the teacher 
trying to master teaching CLIL. After three to five years they feel far more comfortable 
and relaxed when teaching their subject in English. Still, Teacher G admitted that “after 
teaching four consecutive CLIL lessons I long for a mainstream class and to speak Dutch 
again” (June 30, 2015), while five of the eight interviewees preferred teaching history in 
English. Teacher H (September 18, 2015) also said: 

although I prefer teaching history in English I sometimes have an off-day when I 
just can’t find the right words. That makes you feel clumsy. But on the other hand, 
I can also be proud of myself when I am able to spontaneously and fluently use 
alternative descriptions and synonyms. 

Finally, five teachers agreed that teaching history in English has ultimately enriched their 
teaching career and increased their personal appreciation for CLIL teaching. Their level 
of job satisfaction also rose, because they experienced their CLIL teaching to be more 
challenging, inspiring and leading to more creative thinking. 

 
2.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The goal of this study was to gain insight into the BHTs’ perceptions of bilingual history 
education in the Netherlands. The first main research question focused on how BHTs 
perceive the relation between CLIL principles and CLIL classroom practice. It was their 
impression that when students’ L2 skills increase, the balance between teaching language 
and content shifts and more time is spent on teaching and learning historical knowledge 
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and skills. In order to use CLIL effectively, BHTs – especially, but not exclusively, in grade 
7 – make use of L1 to support both L2-learning and subject content understanding despite 
the official English-only policy. Although all of the interviewed teachers endorsed the 
Dutch network of bilingual schools’ language policy, nearly all of them also stated that they 
consciously used L1 to support language and subject content learning, not just in grade 7 
but in all grades. Teachers’ ‘illegal’ use of L1 in their CLIL lessons is actually underpinned 
by research claiming that shuttling between languages can be very beneficial for the 
development of the L2 and the subject content (Butzkamm, 1998; Creese & Blackledge, 
2010; Cummins, 2007; Gierlinger, 2015; Lasagabaster, 2013; Lin, 2015). Seen in this 
light it should be time for the Dutch network of bilingual schools to recognise and accept 
divergent CLIL practices in the Netherlands and abroad and re-examine their English-
only policy. Perhaps it is advisable to accept and include translanguaging in Dutch CLIL 
teaching which then becomes a truly integrated bilingual teaching method.
  The second main research question investigated teachers’ perceptions of 
differences and similarities between history teaching to mainstream students and bilingual 
education students. Teachers perceived differences and similarities in teaching history 
in both streams and both grades. Not surprisingly teaching bilingual grade 7 differs 
substantially from teaching mainstream grade 7. In bilingual grade 7 more time is spent on 
lesson preparation because teachers need to carefully adjust the language level. Teachers 
need to choose and use effective CLIL components that will help students master both L2 
and subject content. The distinction between teaching grades 9 in both streams seems to 
be less obvious, although the BHT needs to prepare both subject content and language 
skills activities that stimulate L2 development. No unexpected differences emerge when 
comparing lesson preparation and execution in bilingual education grades 7 and 9. 

Research shows that Dutch bilingual students outperform mainstream students 
on all aspects of L2 proficiency and perform at least as well  as mainstream students on 
subject content knowledge (Verspoor et al., 2015). This outcome is generally seen as 
proof of successful CLIL education and high-level student performance. 

One can argue that the cognitive achievements of the Dutch bilingual students 
should be appreciated because of the aggravating language circumstances. On the other 
hand, the BHTs stated that bilingual students outperform mainstream students on intrinsic 
motivation, ambition and cognitive strength. If these students have a better learning 
capacity, then it might be expected that they would outperform mainstream students, 
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not only in English language proficiency but also in subject-related learning results. 
However, the interviewed teachers do not confirm this expectation when it comes to 
students’ historical knowledge and skills, neither in grade 7 nor in grade 9. 

Dutch bilingual education students receive (at least) one extra English lesson 
per week and at least half the curriculum (approx. 15 lessons) is taught in English, giving 
them a great L2 language advantage over their mainstream counterparts. If the English 
language is not the barrier to outperform the mainstream students on subject learning 
results than what can account for them falling short of expectations? Perhaps raising the 
bar of the goals set for bilingual education subject learning should be considered by the 
responsible Dutch network of bilingual schools in order to challenge bilingual education 
students to achieve even better subject learning results.

The third main research question addressed how history teachers perceive the 
impact of teaching CLIL on the level of job satisfaction. Using the CLIL methodology in 
bilingual education is perceived to enlarge teachers’ pedagogical practice and competence, 
as it increases their awareness of the general impact of language on history teaching. 
They also feel that CLIL activities aimed at language output, group work and using whole 
class discussion to fully understand historical concepts, have given them new pedagogical 
tools that they now also use when teaching mainstream classes. With some effort, one 
could imagine the less likely option that some BHTs, who are usually experienced and 
creative mainstream subject teachers, perhaps brought their rich mainstream pedagogical 
tools to CLIL teaching.
  While teachers are not outspoken about whether they can teach history in English 
just as easily as in Dutch, they report that they are capable of teaching at the required 
language level. An interesting discrepancy since nearly forty percent of the BHTs rate 
their level of proficiency in English lower than 8 on the 10-point scale, thereby indicating 
that their language proficiency is ‘satisfactory’, but not ‘good’ or ‘outstanding’ (see Table 
1). They also preferred to teach grade 9 over grade 7 because there they feel less like a 
language teacher and students’ language limitations have less impact on their subject 
teaching. It could be that the BHTs are underestimating their English language skills or 
overestimating their ability to address students at the desired language level.

The interviewed teachers provided more insight into what it means to become 
or to be a BHT and their experiences are in line with earlier research (Cammarata & 
Tedick, 2009; Coonan, 2007; Moate, 2011; Papaja, 2013). The first years in this new role 
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were described as demanding and challenging and regularly leading to uncertainty and 
insecurity, as teaching CLIL requires more than being able to use the appropriate English 
words when teaching history (Vázquez & Ellison, 2013).

As reported in the interviews, teachers also have unique personalities with 
individual styles of communication, using more or less humour or word play to attract 
students’ attention or just to have fun. If a lack of language proficiency on the part of either 
the teacher or the students means that these personal elements that are part of their 
professional integrity cannot be fully used when teaching, teachers may feel incomplete 
or uncomfortable, which in turn may influence their level of job satisfaction. To date 
CLIL focuses strongly on the use of academic language and seems to underestimate and 
undervalue the importance of interpersonal language, which is of crucial importance not 
only in the social communication between teachers and students but also as a means to 
support the use of academic language. 

A general reappraisal of the position of informal, social language in CLIL education 
could perhaps lead to a more fluent, natural and spontaneous way of communication 
in both social and academic settings. Instead of ‘moving on’ from social, less formal 
language to formal, academic language a substantial part of the language activities in CLIL 
should be focused on enhancing the less formal, social register. This may help teachers 
and students to overcome a sterile classroom atmosphere and strengthen academic 
content teaching and learning. It is not unlikely that being able to freely and effectively 
use social and academic language could have a positive impact on the teachers’ sense of 
completeness. This in turn could increase their personal appreciation of teaching CLIL, 
their sense of professional integrity and level of job satisfaction. 

It must be emphasised that the results of this study are based upon self-report 
questionnaires for BHTs and a series of semi-structured interviews. Self-reporting can 
evoke socially desirable answers and over- or underestimation can lead to imprecise 
answers (Tracey, 2016). The recurring discrepancies between the outcome of the 
questionnaire topics and the interviews seem to indicate a certain ambivalence in the 
respondents’ points of view. This may have been caused by the selected research method 
and the instruments used. In this case the one on one, semi-structured interviews offered 
more possibilities to ask the interviewees to clarify or illustrate their initial answers. This 
personal approach resulted in more detailed and in-depth information than the rating 
of statements in the questionnaire did. 
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Approximately 45% of the BHTs participated voluntarily in the questionnaire 
and we believe this to be a representative sample. The interviewed BHTs, who were all 
committed to CLIL education, spoke openly and critically about their perceptions of 
bilingual history teaching and provided valuable additional and sometimes contrasting 
information, e.g. on the use of L1 in their CLIL lessons.

Further study in the shape of classroom observations is necessary in order 
to find out how bilingual education perceptions of the BHTs compare to the actual 
bilingual education practices. Measuring and comparing the yields in terms of subject 
matter knowledge after three years of bilingual or mainstream history education is 
unprecedented. It should indicate whether bilingual education students underachieve, 
perform just as well or even better than their mainstream counterparts. Expanding on 
earlier research on student learning across CLIL contexts in England and Scotland (Coyle, 
2013), it would also be useful to investigate Dutch students’ perceptions of the BHT’s 
impact on their learning. Combining the results of this current study and data from the 
above suggested research topics could help us to better understand how history teachers 
perceive and deal with the challenge to balance content and language in their teaching. 
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Abstract3

This small-scale observational study explores how Dutch bilingual education history 
teachers (BHTs) focus on the L2 component in their CLIL-lessons. We observed and rated 
BHTs on five language learning categories. Results show that Dutch BHTs focus more 
strongly on using the L2 to teach subject content and that they tend to be less engaged 
in teaching specific second language topics, such as focus on form or language learning 
strategies. Further results and suggestions for improving the BHTs’ L2 focus are discussed 
together with a plea for a CLIL definition that is more in line with the everyday reality 
of the CLIL classroom.

3 Based on: Oattes, H., Oostdam, R., De Graaff, R, Fukkink, R., & Wilschut, A. (2018b). CLIL in Dutch 
bilingual education: How Dutch history teachers focus on second language learning. Dutch Journal of 
Applied Linguistics, 7(2), 156-176. doi: 10.1075/dujal.18003.oat
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

Most European countries, including the Netherlands, apply Content and Language 
Integrated Learning (CLIL) as the educational approach to engage students in bilingual 
education (Euridyce, 2006, 2012). Dutch students in year 1-3 (grades 7 - 9) of the pre-
university bilingual stream are exposed to a substantial amount of second language 
input, as at least 50% of their curriculum is taught in English (Europees Platform, 2012; 
Eurydice 2006, 2012; De Graaff & Van Wilgenburg, 2015). English is the sole language of 
instruction and communication in five or six school subjects in that case. 

The Standard for bilingual education, the Dutch bilingual education policy 
document (Europees Platform, 2012; http://www.nuffic.nl), assigns an important role 
to the CLIL subject teacher in the second language (L2) development of students, but how 
this should be developed and systematically taught is less clear. Teachers are expected 
to consistently work on improving L2 proficiency, but this is perhaps easier said than 
done as in many cases there is no subject-specific L2 curriculum available. The Standard 
for bilingual education offers no concrete CLIL definition and the individual CLIL subject 
teachers are supposed to design their own CLIL curriculum (Europees Platform, 2012). 
The minimum required L2 proficiency level of the CLIL subject teachers, B2 (CEFR: 
Council of Europe, 2001), combined with a training in CLIL-methodology is thought to 
be sufficient for subject teachers to integrate L2 learning when teaching subject content. 
Further, there is no hallmark for (in-school) CLIL training courses, which suggests that 
subject teachers are prepared in different ways for their role as language teacher in 
CLIL. In ideal settings CLIL subject teachers are team players within a professional CLIL 
team that has developed a shared teaching ideology and responsibility (Dale, Oostdam 
& Verspoor, 2018). Teaching CLIL nevertheless remains a challenge for the individual 
subject teachers.

Earlier studies have shown that CLIL subject teachers find it difficult to balance 
teaching content and teaching language in their CLIL lessons (Cammarata & Tedick, 2012; 
Koopman, Skeet & De Graaff, 2014; Lorenzo, 2007; Oattes, Oostdam, De Graaff & Wilschut, 
2018b; Schuitemaker-King, 2012). Cammarata and Tedick’s phenomenological study 
(2012) used written accounts and interviews of three experienced teachers, and identified 
five dimensions related to immersion teaching: from seeing themselves as content and 
language teachers, facing external challenges, experiencing a sense of isolation, increased 
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awareness of the interdependence of content and language to struggling to identify 
what language to focus on. The researchers posit that it is mainly a lack of pedagogical 
expertise (knowledge and awareness) of second language learning that leads to the 
teachers’ preference to focus on content teaching 

Lorenzo’s theoretical research into the implementation of CLIL in Andalusia, 
Spain, (2007) suggests that CLIL lessons are often content driven with the linguistic 
focus on meaning. He notices that CLIL lesson plans regularly lack linguistic content, and 
as a result, activities focusing on students’ L2 development are frequently missing or at 
best addressed ad hoc. Lorenzo further indicates that the mismatch between the subject 
teachers’ focus on content and language can be repaired by developing an integrated 
curriculum, building on second language teaching principles. He argues that task-based 
learning offers opportunities to restore the balance between content and language 
teaching. 

Dutch classroom researchers (Koopman, Skeet & De Graaff, 2014) observed six 
teachers who were aware that the focus of the observation would be on the language 
learning activities in their CLIL lessons. After analysing the videotaped lessons and 
questioning the performed language activities it was concluded that CLIL subject teachers 
had limited knowledge of second language learning. It appeared that none of the teachers 
had received training on specific L2 pedagogy, which may have had an impact on their 
teaching in L2. Another explanation for the limited focus of the BHTs on  specific linguistic 
matters is consistent with earlier research on Dutch CLIL teachers (Schuitemaker-King, 
2012) and points to the attitude displayed by some teachers who stated that specific L2 
teaching issues, like focus on form, ‘was a job for the English teacher, not theirs’ (Koopman 
et al., 2014, p. 133). A recent study on Dutch bilingual education (Oattes et al., 2018a) 
showed some of the L2 challenges CLIL teachers face especially in the early stages of 
teaching CLIL in year 1. As subject teachers they want to teach their subject and some 
feel frustrated when the second language is an obstacle: “During that first period, when 
the blackboard is filled with language notes, it sometimes makes me wonder: why am 
I doing this? This is not what I want” (p.170). These CLIL subject teachers for various 
reasons seem to give priority to teaching content thereby showing that keeping a dual 
focus on content and language is not a given.

We want to ascertain if and how a group of Dutch bilingual education history 
teachers (BHTs) focuses on students’ L2 development in their CLIL lessons. When 
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analysing L2 teaching in CLIL practice, the language proficiency of the subject teachers 
also needs to be taken into account. The CLIL teacher initiates and stimulates the CLIL 
process and is expected to be a role model for the students in both content knowledge 
and L2-proficiency (Bertaux, Coonan, Frigols-Martin & Mehisto, 2010), because poor 
language-related teaching skills could interfere with the students’ communicative, 
subject-specific and academic L2 development (Aiello, Di Martino & Di Sabato, 2017; 
Lasagabaster & Sierra, 2010; Nel & Muller, 2010; Papaja, 2013). BHTs need to be able to 
explain historical concepts clearly and fluently and give appropriate corrective feedback 
to enhance students’ L2 development, e.g. on subject-specific terminology and academic 
language use (Schuitemaker-King, 2012). We want to establish if the proficiency level of 
Dutch BHTs in spoken English affects their role as language teachers.

Present study
This study focuses upon BHTs and how they approach L2 teaching in their CLIL lessons. 
That places this study in line with earlier studies on Dutch bilingual education (De Graaff, 
Koopman, Anikina & Westhoff, 2007; Koopman, Skeet & De Graaff, 2014) that looked into 
the ways that L2 learning was addressed by different subject teachers in different CLIL 
lessons. The present study focuses specifically on BHTs because history is a language- 
sensitive school subject. Teaching history means teaching language, and understanding 
and learning history requires the learners to develop language proficiency. To teach 
history in and through a L2 makes the BHTs’ challenge even greater as history uses 
different genres, registers and abstract concepts that need careful explaining (Achugar 
& Schleppegrell, 2006; Coffin, 2006b; De Oliveira, 2011; Llinares & Peña, 2015; Lorenzo, 
2013; Monte-Sano, 2008; Morton, 2010, 2017; Schleppegrell & De Oliveira, 2006b).

This context leads to two research questions: 
1. How do Dutch bilingual education history teachers implement L2 teaching in 

their CLIL lessons? 
2. Is L2 teaching in CLIL affected by the L2 proficiency of the bilingual education 

history teachers?
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3.2 THE LANGUAGE COMPONENT IN CLIL 

CLIL may have established itself as the most common European bilingual education 
teaching methodology, but practitioners and researchers are still trying to theoretically 
underpin if and how the four individual elements of content, language, integration and 
learning add up to one coherent educational approach (Llinares, 2015; Nikula, Dalton-
Puffer, Llinares & Lorenzo, 2016). Current CLIL research focuses on integration because 
it is a vital link in the CLIL concept that should clarify how content and language can 
successfully be approached simultaneously (Lasagabaster, 2017; Llinares, 2015; Ruiz 
de Zarobe & Cenoz, 2015). In CLIL, students access subject content through a foreign 
language and they learn the foreign language through subject content. A well-known 
definition of CLIL was constructed by Coyle, Hood and Marsh (2010): 

Content and Language Integrated Learning is a dual focused educational approach 
in which an additional language is used for the learning and teaching of both 
content and language. That is, in the teaching and learning process there is a 
focus not only on content and not only on language. Each is interwoven, even if 
the emphasis is greater on one or the other at a given time (p.1).

This definition states that content and language are closely linked without prioritising 
one over the other, and which one is emphasised can vary according to the circumstances. 
‘Dual focus’ thus allows for flexibility in the balance between teaching and learning 
content and language. 

To find out if and how second language learning focus is used by subject teachers 
in the Dutch CLIL context, we will take a closer look at two earlier studies. The first 
study concerned itself with the development of an L2 observation tool and will play an 
important role in the current study. The second study focused on the L2 knowledge of a 
mixed group of bilingual education subject teachers. 

In an attempt to get more grip on the second language learning process in CLIL, 
Dutch researchers developed an observation tool for effective L2 teaching (De Graaff et al., 
2007). It is the CLIL teacher’s task to create and facilitate language learning opportunities. 
The tool was based on five basic principles from second language pedagogy as put forward 
by Westhoff’s (2004) ‘penta-pie’ of elements for effective and successful second language 
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acquisition activities. It distinguished: exposure to input, content-oriented processing, 
form-oriented processing, (pushed) output, and strategic language use. These language 
learning principles were then transformed and renamed by De Graaff et al. (2007) into 
five observable L2 learning categories: exposure to L2 input, focus on meaning, focus on 
form, student output and use of strategies. In their study on effective language teaching in 
CLIL the observation tool was used on a small mixed group of Dutch teachers to find out 
which L2 learning activities they used that could be identified as performance indicators 
to validate the relevance of the five second language learning principles (De Graaff et al., 
2007). For each category matching between four and six performance indicators for the 
CLIL context were derived. The observed lessons revealed that performance indicators 
focusing on form were among the least used. The study concluded that not all teachers 
used all performance indicators all of the time, but that the involved CLIL subject teachers 
performed "at least incidentally as effective language teachers" (p. 620) according to 
Westhoff’s model. 

In a separate subsequent study, Koopman et al. (2014) observed a small sample 
of experienced CLIL subject teachers to find out about their second language teaching 
knowledge, using Long’s (2009) categorisation of four language teaching areas: activities, 
input, learning processes and learner interaction. Little focus on language learning 
processes such as the teaching of language chunks was observed, as the teachers were 
more strongly engaged in language activities at word level to keep meaningful classroom 
communication going. An explanation for the restricted focus on form was found in the 
reaction of several of the CLIL teachers who stressed that they were subject teachers 
and that feedback on form and giving language rules was the domain of the English 
language teachers (Koopman et al., 2014). The researchers explained the lack of language 
learning activities in the CLIL classroom as a result of teachers’ limited knowledge of 
developmental L2 learning processes because they never had proper training in L2 
pedagogy (Koopman et al., 2014). 

These studies leave us with the question of what can reasonably be expected 
of CLIL subject teachers when it comes to maintaining a dual focus on teaching content 
and teaching language. 
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3.3 METHOD

Design
In this observational study we explored, described and assessed Dutch BHTs’ focus on L2 
in their CLIL subject lessons in relation to their English proficiency. The eight BHTs were 
videotaped during fourteen CLIL-lessons all together (see Table 1) taught according to 
the curriculum in junior secondary education and scored quantitatively on five aspects of 
their L2 teaching and eight aspects of their demonstrated proficiency in spoken English.

Study sample 
The sample consisted of eight Dutch BHTs teaching one or more CLIL lessons in year 1 and/
or 3 in the pre-university stream of eight secondary schools throughout the Netherlands. 
A total number of fourteen CLIL history lessons were observed (see Table 1).
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Table 1
Videotaped history lessons: identification letter BHT (A-H), year, lesson theme, lesson goals, designation of activities

Teacher Year Lesson theme Lesson goals (set by BHTs) Activities
A 1 Middle Ages (1);

Agriculture, Islam
Understanding medieval 
agricultural society & the rise 
of Islam

Teacher driven; narrative, 
Teacher/Student dialogue, 
individual written assignments

A 1 Middle Ages (2);
Christianity

Understanding the spread of 
Christianity in Europe

Teacher driven; narrative, T/S 
dialogue, individual written 
assignments

B 1 Middle Ages;
Daily life

Activating prior knowledge of 
Middle Ages

Teacher/student driven; written 
assignment in groups

C 1 Roman Empire;
Roman culture

Understanding the lasting 
influence of Roman culture 
(repetition)

Teacher driven; verbal student 
output (games) 

C 3 World War II; 
Occupation of the 
Netherlands

Response to German 
occupation: collaboration & 
resistance

Teacher driven; narrative, 
dialogue, ‘what if..’ assignment

D 3 Modern World 
propaganda

Designing a propaganda 
poster in pairs

Discussing and creating a 
propaganda poster in pairs

E 3 Cold War
Vietnam War

Understanding the Vietnam 
war through lyrics (1)

Teacher/student driven; 
narrative, translating lyrics in 
groups

E 1 Middle Ages
Class-society

Understanding medieval 
agricultural society; the 
peasants

Teacher driven; narrative, 
life of farmers/serfs, written 
assignments

E 3 Cold War (2)
Vietnam, Berlin Wall

Understanding the Vietnam 
war through lyrics (2)

Student driven; students 
presenting new lyrics

F 3 World War I (1) Final 
Years

Understanding the ending of 
World War I

Teacher driven; T/S dialogue, 
individual written assignments

F 3 World War I (2) 
Causes

Understanding the origins of 
World War I

Teacher driven; T/S dialogue, 
written assignments

G 3 World War I;
Versailles

Understanding the ending of 
World War I

Teacher/Student driven; T/S 
dialogue, written assignments 
in pairs (treaty, historical atlas)

G 3 Interbellum;
Germany ’19-33

Understanding Hitler’s rise to 
power

Teacher driven; T/S dialogue, 
written assignments in pairs

H 3 Interbellum;
Germany ’33-39

Understanding the build-up of 
the totalitarian Nazi-state & 
the violations of the Versailles 
Treaty

Teacher driven; T/S dialogue, 
individual written assignment

Note. BHTs taught in year 1, in year 3 or in both years.
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The eight history teachers involved volunteered to participate in this research. In a 
previous study by the first author (Oattes et al., 2018a) into Dutch bilingual education 
they had made known that they were willing to participate in further research activities. 
They were informed of the goal and procedure of the study and assured anonymity. 
We chose BHTs who had experienced the transition from mainstream subject teacher 
to CLIL teacher and were thus familiar with integrating language teaching into their 
subject teaching. 

The history teachers, two females and six males with between 8 and 29 years 
(M=14,63, SD=7.0) of history teaching experience and between 6 and 10 years (M=8 years, 
SD=1.3) of CLIL-teaching, all had a Cambridge Advanced English certificate (CAE = CEFR: 
C1) and four of them also had a Cambridge Proficiency English certificate (CPE= CEFR: 
C2) or similar qualification. As regards proficiency in CLIL methodology, their training 
was diverse. All teachers had completed in-school CLIL courses and four teachers had 
taken extra CLIL courses, e.g. at language training institutes in the UK, while pursuing 
their teaching degree or through private education consultants.

Measurement instruments 
To be able to answer the two research questions we used two observation and marking 
schemes: The L2 Pedagogy assessment instrument for assessing the BHTs’ use of L2 
pedagogy and the Spoken English assessment instrument for assessing the proficiency 
of the BHTs’ spoken English during the observed lessons.

L2 Pedagogy assessment instrument
To analyse the use of L2 pedagogy by the BHTs, we adapted an existing observation tool 
(De Graaff et al., 2007) by adding an assessment scale (see Appendix B). We adapted the 
existing L2 pedagogy assessment instrument in order to not only observe if the BHTs 
used all five language learning categories in their CLIL lessons, as De Graaff et al. (2007) 
did, but also to assess the frequency and quality of the BHTs’ language activities. 

The L2 pedagogy assessment instrument (see Table 2) focuses on five language 
learning categories used by De Graaff et al. (2007). In category 1, exposure to input, the 
teacher facilitates extended exposure to challenging, meaningful and functional L2 input. 
In category 2, focus on meaning, the teacher facilitates meaning-focused processing 
and so students are given tasks that will challenge their understanding of the (new) 
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topic. In category 3, focus on form, the teacher facilitates form-focused processing by 
raising students’ awareness of language form by noticing and discussing problematic or 
correct use of language forms in texts and by correcting students’ use of language forms 
‘on the spot’, and organising peer feedback. In category 4, student output, the teacher 
facilitates opportunities for output production because both content and language are 
being processed through meaningful communication (oral or written) and are open 
for discussion by means of teacher or peer-feedback. In category 5, use of strategies, 
subject teachers should teach students how to compensate for deficiencies in receptive 
and productive skills by employing strategies like using prior knowledge, inferring, or 
paraphrasing. 

De Graaff et al. (2007) also developed matching teacher performance indicators 
that consist of elements that are part of or directly related to a language learning category, 
e.g. ‘creating a context for students to communicate’ is a performance indicator of the 
‘facilitating student output’ category (see Table 2). The performance indicators helped 
the observers to identify, analyse and rate the BHTs’ dealing with the different language 
learning categories. 

Adding an assessment scale was deemed necessary because our exploratory 
analysis indicated that, in line with earlier research (Cammarata & Tedick, 2012; Koopman, 
Skeet & De Graaff, 2014; Lorenzo, 2007; Oattes, Oostdam, De Graaff & Wilschut, 2018a; 
Schuitemaker-King, 2012), the more subject language and meaning-related categories 
(1, 2 and 4) received considerably more attention from the BHTs than the more L2 form- 
related categories (3 and to a lesser extent 5). 

Table 2 shows the five observation categories, the related performance indicators and 
some classroom examples that we used to analyse the video recordings. 
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Table 2 
L2 pedagogy assessment instrument based on De Graaff, Koopman, Anikina & Westhoff (2007): category of 
observation, performance indicators and examples from the present study

The (CLIL) teacher facilitates:
Category of observation Performance indicators Examples from the present study
1 Exposure to input Text selection in advance, text 

adaptation in advance, adaptation 
of teacher talk in advance, text 
adaptation during teaching and fine-
tuning of teacher talk.

When teaching about the political 
developments in Germany in the 
nineteen-thirties a teacher used 
a tailored digital presentation to 
introduce key players, key events and 
key concepts to support his teacher 
talk with images, graphs and film 
footage. Noticing that not every student 
understood all of the new content in the 
textbook he was able to adapt the text 
by breaking it down into smaller parts 
and use alternative descriptions to fine-
tune his teacher talk.

2 Focus on meaning Stimulating meaning identification, 
checking meaning identification, 
emphasising correct and relevant 
identifications of meaning, and 
exercise on correct and relevant 
identifications of meaning.

A teacher asked students to fill out a 
table matching new concepts and their 
description. Students were challenged 
to discuss the meaning of the concepts.

3 Focus on form Noticing problematic and relevant 
language forms, providing examples 
of correct and relevant language 
forms, correcting use of problematic 
and relevant language forms, e.g. by 
giving rules and having pupils give 
peer feedback.

A teacher gave his students a 
writing assignment: A day in the life 
of a medieval man or woman and 
demonstrated the use of a writing 
frame to help the students organise and 
structure their paper.

4 Student output Asking for reactions, asking for 
interaction, letting students 
communicate, stimulating the use 
of the target language, providing 
feedback, focusing on corrected 
output and organising written 
practice.

A teacher asked students to rewrite 
lyrics of a pop song on the war in 
Vietnam and they were encouraged 
to discuss the meaning of the original 
lyrics and replace those with a new 
text with similar content. The newly 
produced output was presented orally 
in class.

5 Use of strategies Eliciting receptive compensation 
strategies, productive compensation 
strategies, reflection on strategy use 
and scaffolding strategy use.

When a student could not give a clear 
definition of the concept ‘heathen’, 
she was stimulated by her teacher to 
activate her prior knowledge about the 
rise of Christianity to trigger the lexis 
she was looking for.

Note. Marking scheme 0-6: 0 = (not observed) insufficient, 2 = sufficient, 4 = good, 6 = excellent. 
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With the assessment instrument categories 1 to 5 were rated based on a holistic approach 
taking into account the quantity and quality of the observed performance indicators. We 
designed a marking scheme ranging from 0 (insufficient), 2 (sufficient), 4 (good) to 6 
(excellent), with 1, 3 and 5 as the in-between marks. We deployed one researcher and 
four student-teachers of English who were taking a specialised International Degree 
in English and Education course. The student-teachers volunteered to be part of the 
observer team and received training on how to use the observation and marking scheme. 
Each videotaped BHT was assessed by the researcher plus two rotating student teachers. 
Intraclass Correlation Coefficients were calculated for all five categories and proved 
to be sufficient (cat.1 = 0.73; cat.2 = 0.70; cat.3 = 0.77; cat. 4 = 0.73 and cat.5 = 0.77). 
Partial correlations between the different categories were calculated controlled for 
teachers’ proficiency level of Cambridge Spoken English. This analysis showed a significant 
correlation between all categories, with the exception of category 4 which shows no 
empirical connection to the other four categories. 

Spoken English assessment instrument
For the Spoken English assessment, we slightly adapted the existing In-Service Certificate 
in English Language Teaching (ICELT) marking scheme for Spoken English (CELA, 2015). 
This well-known marking scheme was used to analyse and rate the BHTs’ English 
proficiency in two different circumstances that were based on the Council of Europe’s 
distinction between Spoken Production and Spoken Interaction (Common European 
Framework of Reference for Languages or CEFR, 2001) focusing on the four spoken 
language elements: accuracy, range and flexibility, pronunciation and audience awareness 
(see Table 3). We wanted to be able to distinguish the English language proficiency of 
the BHT in different circumstances or contexts, e.g. is the pre-planned presentation/
instruction (made) suitable for the audience? And also, how skilfully does the BHT 
respond to spontaneous interaction with her/his audience?

The eight categories of this Spoken English assessment instrument showed a 
high internal consistency (Cronbach’s a: 0.97). The original ICELT marking scheme uses 
five categories of assessment: well below requirements, not to standard, pass, merit, and 
distinction. Because of the expected adequate level of teachers’ language proficiency, we 
changed this into a four-point scale where 1 contains both the ‘well below requirements’ 
and the ‘not to standard’ qualification, 2 equals ‘pass’, 3 equals ‘merit’ and 4 is equal to 
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‘distinction’. According to the BHTs their English language level was either C1 (Cambridge 
Advanced English) or C2 (Cambridge Proficiency English). Therefore, there was no reason 
to believe that they would perform below the ‘pass’ level on any of the spoken English 
requirements (see Table 3 for the descriptions). 

For the Spoken English assessment, we selected four experienced English 
language teachers from our institute; three of them were native speakers, and all four 
had broad expertise in language assessment. Each videotaped BHT was assessed by two 
rotating English language teachers. The inter-rater reliability (Intraclass Correlation 
Coefficient) was not applied as there was too little variance between both raters (N=2). 
An alternative way to demonstrate rater reliability is to show their agreement on observed 
and rated BHT language use in the eight different categories. In approximately 83% of 
the ratings there was no (48%) or just a one scale (35%) difference in scores between 
the raters. In 17% of the ratings there were two scale differences in scores, e.g. 4 and 2. 
Scores with three or four scale differences did not occur. 

Table 3
ICELT Spoken English assessment instrument (2015): ‘Pass’ level qualifications

Requirements Description 
Accuracy a. understand and identify main ideas and implications of the source text 

b. use clear, generally accurate English for oral presentation and discussion questions 

Range and 
flexibility

c. employ sufficient lexical range and flexibility to convey the content of the source 
text without distortion 

d. use appropriate professional-to-professional discourse *

Pronunciation e. ensure that pronunciation and use of stress and intonation maintain a reasonable 
level of intelligibility and are helpful in emphasizing key points 

Audience 
awareness

f. select and present relevant information to facilitate understanding 
g. adapt and adjust information effectively to meet the needs and responses of the 

audience 
h. use appropriate and relevant questions to initiate peer group discussion

* Note. Range and flexibility description d was not used as it does not fit the classroom context.
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Procedure
The videotaped lessons (50-80 minutes each) were first used to assess the quality of L2 
teaching in the BHTs’ history lessons, and secondly to determine the spoken L2 proficiency 
level of the eight BHTs. They were asked to teach according to the curriculum and to 
‘business as usual’. The teachers received a modest gift voucher afterwards. 

Each of the four student-teachers involved in analysing the L2 pedagogy of the 
BHTs observed and assessed eight videotaped history lessons, while the first author 
observed and assessed all fourteen videotaped history lessons. In this way, each lesson 
was observed and assessed by three observers, one fixed and two rotating observers. The 
language proficiency of each BHT was observed and assessed by two English language 
teachers.

Data analysis
To answer the first research question (RQ1), we used the L2 Pedagogy assessment 
instrument and calculated means and standard deviations. Because the unit of analysis 
is the individual BHT we averaged the cases where the BHT taught two or more history 
lessons. To answer the second research question (RQ2) we used the Spoken English 
assessment instrument and calculated means and standard deviations. We then analysed 
the relationship between the BHTs’ L2 proficiency and their demonstrated L2 pedagogy 
when teaching CLIL.

3.3 RESULTS

Implementing L2 teaching in CLIL lessons (RQ1)
The mean scores of the eight BHTs combined in Table 4 show substantial differences 
between the language teaching categories. Teacher input (1), focus on meaning (2), and 
students’ output (4) are strongly connected to language activities that focus on subject 
content. Categories focus on form (3) and use of strategies (5) are more strongly focused 
on specific second language learning activities. In accordance with our exploratory 
analysis they were observed less and received lower ratings (<1.00).

At an individual level and irrespective of their L2 proficiency (C1 /C2), all eight 
BHTs’ ratings also show a gap between the BHTs’ focus on teaching subject content and 
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(L2) language. All eight teachers show a tendency to focus more on the language activities 
directly connected to subject content (categories 1, 2 and 4) and less on the language 
form activities (categories 3 and 5). 

Table 4
Mean BHT score and individual BHT score (min-max: 0-6) for applying L2-learning categories in lessons; Means, 
standard deviations between brackets

Teacher A-H  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H
Proficiency level * C1 C2 C1 C1 C2 C2 C2 C1
1 Exposure to teacher input 3.58 (0.59) 4.00 4.00 3.83 2.67 2.67 4.17 3.67 3.67
2 Focus on meaning 3.35 (0.94) 3.67 4.33 3.83 1.33 2.78 3.50 3.33 4.00
3 Focus on form 0.74 (0.44) .50 1.33 .50 .33 .22 .67 1.00 1.33
4 Student output 2.67 (0.73) 2.17 2.67 3.67 2.67 2.56 1.83 3.83 2.00
5 Use of strategies 0.26 (0.58) .00 .33 .00 .00 .11 .00 .00 1.67

* Note. Self-reported proficiency levels according to the CEFR: C1 (= Cambridge Advanced English), C2 (= 
Cambridge Proficiency English)

CLIL teaching and English proficiency levels (RQ2)
The official minimum language proficiency requirement for Dutch CLIL teachers is a B2 
language level (CEFR: Council of Europe, 2001) in English (Europees Platform, 2012). 
All of the involved BHTs reported having a C1 or C2 level certificate and as such were 
amply qualified. 

The mean scores for the combined BHTs on eight categories of the spoken English 
assessment, the means of the scores given by two assessors, were high (between 3.25 
and 3.56 on a 4-point scale; See Table 5). There was no significant difference between 
the BHTs spoken production and spoken interaction (t (7)= .229, p=.786).

At an individual level we see more variance in the BHTs’ scores of spoken English. 
Teachers C and F score a 4.00 on all 8 categories, while Teachers D and H fall behind 
with scores between 2.00 and 3.00. Looking at the individual differences between the 
teachers, a CEFR (Council of Europe, 2001) proficiency level at C1 or C2 apparently does 
not automatically imply a high level (merit or distinction) for spoken production and/or 
spoken interaction. Furthermore, the higher C2 level is no guarantee for higher scores 
in spoken English, as in this case the C1 qualified Teachers C and A outperform some of 
their C2 colleagues.

Also, there is no clear relation between the BHT’s L2 proficiency level (C1 or C2) 
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and the L2 teaching quality, as is shown in several cases where C1 qualified BHTs reach 
equal or higher scores than their C2 qualified colleagues. The results in Table 4 show 
that three language learning categories receive more attention in the history lessons 
than the two L2 learning categories focus on form and use of strategies. Regardless of 
the assessed individual proficiency levels of the BHTs it is not obvious that they will keep 
up the dual focus in their CLIL lessons. This is reflected in the lower scores of focus on 
form (category 3) or the use of strategies to compensate second language deficiencies 
(category 5). 

Table 5
Mean BHT score and individual BHT scores of the Spoken English scores (divided into Spoken Production and 
Spoken Interaction); Means, min-max: 1-4, standard deviations between brackets

Teacher A-H A B C D E F G H
Proficiency level C1 C2 C1 C1 C2 C2 C2 C1
Spoken production
Accuracy 3.56 (.42) 4.00 3.50 4.00 3.00 3.50 4.00 3.50 3.00 
Range & flexibility 3.38 (.69)  4.00 3.50 4.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 3.50 3.00 
Pronunciation 3.50 (.53)   3.50 4.00 4.00 2.50 3.50 4.00 3.50 3.00 
Audience awareness 3.50 (.60) 4.00 3.50 4.00 2.50 3.50 4.00 4.00 3.00
Spoken interaction
Accuracy 3.25 (.85) 4.00 3.00 4.00 2.00 3.50 4.00 4.00 2.00 
Range & flexibility 3.25 (.76) 4.00 2.50 4.00 2.00 3.50 4.00 3.50 3.00
Pronunciation 3.50 (.53) 3.50 4.00 4.00 2.50 3.50 4.00 3.50 3.00
Audience awareness 3.25 (.76) 4.00 2.50 4.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 3.50 3.00
Overall scores
Spoken production 3.49 (.56) 3.88 3.63 4.00 2.50 3.38 4.00 3.63 3.00
Spoken interaction 3.31 (.73) 3.88 3.00 4.00 2.13 3.38 4.00 3.63 2.75
Total 3.40 (.65) 3.88 3.32 4.00 2.32 3.38 4.00 3.63 2.88

Note. Self-reported proficiency levels according to the CEFR: C1 (= Cambridge Advanced English), C2 (= 
Cambridge Proficiency English)

3.4 DISCUSSION

The goal of this study was to establish how Dutch BHTs implement their role as language 
teacher when teaching history through English and whether the L2 proficiency of Dutch 
BHTs affects the application of CLIL pedagogy.
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When BHTs teach their subject in English using an English-language history 
textbook and teaching materials, they create a user-friendly L2 context with ample 
opportunities for students to learn the L2 as they listen, read, speak, interact and write 
in English. One could argue that because of this the CLIL teacher fulfils her/his role as 
language teacher, but looking closer at the L2 component of the CLIL lessons a more 
detailed and refined picture appears.

The BHTs that were observed in this study seemed to be comfortable using 
English to teach history content but implementing L2 teaching in their CLIL lessons 
(RQ 1) does not seem self-evident. The results of this study show that teaching explicit 
second language knowledge receives far less attention. This indicates that BHTs feel 
better equipped to teach L2 that is directly connected to subject content (focus on input, 
meaning, and output) and are less engaged to teach the linguistic features of L2 (e.g. 
focus on form and use of strategies). On the other hand, we have to consider that there 
is no fixed ratio between the five language learning categories used in this study and that 
the lower scores for focus on form and use of strategies therefore do not automatically 
imply that the BHTs consider these categories to be less important. Perhaps they lack the 
awareness and knowledge regarding these categories or consider these less important 
for their role as subject teachers and as a result pay less attention to them when teaching. 
This conclusion regarding the Dutch BHTs’ language focus fits in with earlier research 
that reported on the displayed preference of CLIL subject teachers to teach content over 
language (Achugar, 2001; Cammarata & Tedick, 2012; Koopman et al., 2014; Lo, 2017; 
Lorenzo, 2007).

Checking the BHTs’ L2 proficiency through a twofold assessment of their spoken 
English confirmed that their Spoken English proficiency on average reached a high level, 
but individually showed more variation in their scores. Their L2 proficiency supports 
their role as subject content teachers and suggests that the BHTs are capable of switching 
between teaching pre-planned presentations and reacting on the spot to, e.g., spontaneous 
student input. 

Their Spoken English proficiency also assumes that the BHTs would be able 
recognise students’ form-related language errors (such as grammar, lexis, spelling, 
pronunciation) and offer appropriate corrective feedback, e.g. on the students’ oral 
output. The latter however was hardly observed in this study, indicating that the BHTs 
assign less prominence to these aspects of their role as language teacher. Regarding RQ  
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2 we may therefore conclude that L2 teaching in CLIL in general does not seem affected 
by the BHT’s L2 proficiency. We could not find significant differences in L2 teaching 
between C1 or C2 qualified BHTs.

 At another level BHTs’ L2 proficiency both does and does not affect their L2 teaching 
in CLIL. On the one hand the BHTs’ L2 proficiency enables them to especially teach content- 
related language (exposure to input, focus on meaning and student output) in the L2. On 
the other hand, that same L2 proficiency does not lead BHTs to teach language-related 
matter with the same intensity, as BHTs seem hesitant (cf. Oattes et al., 2018a) to engage 
in teaching more specific L2 features (focus on form, use of strategies) and offering 
corrective feedback 

There are a number of reasons that could explain the observed differences in 
the BHTS’ L2 teaching. For many BHTs a CLIL course is the only means to prepare for an 
additional focus on language teaching within subject teaching. Can such a course prepare 
the BHT for her/his additional role as language teacher or facilitator? As non-language 
teachers with limited awareness and knowledge of second language acquisition (Andrews, 
2001; Cammarata & Tedick, 2012; Koopman et al., 2014; Lo, 2017; Lorenzo, 2007), BHTs 
may hesitate to get involved in explicit linguistic matters, like teaching spelling or grammar 
rules. The observed lack of corrective feedback by the BHTs on students’ spoken English 
could be another example of a limited focus on specific L2 teaching. Also, there often is 
the pressure of the subject curriculum (Bonnet & Breidbach, 2017) which could lead to 
a more prominent teacher focus on covering subject content and spending less time on 
developing students’ L2 proficiency. A CLIL subject teacher after all only has two or three 
lessons per week to teach the subject in the L2, but the students have about 15 hours per 
week to learn and use the L2 in five or six different subjects (Europees Platform, 2012). 

Limitations of the study and suggestions for future research
This study used a small sample of fourteen recorded CLIL lessons of eight BHTs, all of 
whom volunteered to participate. This limits the possibility to generalise the results that 
were found. It would be useful to know if a large-scale random study and an increased 
number of observed lessons of the BHTs’ use of L2 in the CLIL classroom would confirm 
or refute the pattern in the BHTs L2 teaching as we have established in this study. On 
the other hand, our findings most likely apply to more CLIL subject teachers because 
the attempt to balance teaching subject content and teaching L2 is a generic challenge 
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in bilingual education (Cammarata & Tedick, 2012; Lorenzo, 2007; Nikula et al., 2016). 
Future research could increase our insight into integrating language in content 

by subject teachers. What if BHTs focus on teaching their students to think, talk and write 
like a historian? Several researchers (cf. Achugar & Schleppegrell, 2006; Coffin, 2006a; 
De Oliveira, 2011; Llinares & Peña, 2015; Lorenzo, 2013; Monte-Sano, 2008; Morton, 
2010, 2017; Schleppegrell & De Oliveira, 2006) have shown that the language of history 
consists of specific genres each with its own register. Discussing assignments involving 
cause and consequence, multi-perspectivity, chronology, sourcing etc. demands the ability 
to use the right wording. A genre-based approach could be a promising starting point 
for the creation of an appropriate subject-specific L2 curriculum. New history textbooks 
written by subject and language specialists with clearly described subject content and 
language goals, would be a practical aid for BHTs. 

In the short run BHTs may improve the focus on language teaching in their CLIL 
lessons by setting clearly defined language learning outcomes in the curriculum and 
language goals for each CLIL lesson (Lorenzo, 2007). Also, the recognition and employment 
of translanguaging (cf. Butzkamm, 1998; Creese & Blackledge, 2010; Cummins, 2007; 
Gierlinger, 2015; Lasagabaster, 2013; Lin, 2015; Nikula & Moore, 2016), or the deliberate 
shuttling between the mother tongue and the L2, in the Dutch CLIL classroom may reduce 
the subject teacher’s hesitation to engage in specific second language learning activities. 
It opens up the possibility for both students and teachers to make additional use of 
the familiar mother tongue and familiar L1 concepts, which could lower the threshold 
when teaching and learning the L2 These L2 approaches seem relevant for the further 
development of second language learning through CLIL.

Conclusion
In conclusion, it appears that Dutch BHTs succeed in teaching the second language when 
it is focused on subject content (exposure to teacher input, focus on meaning, students’ 
output). We also noticed that Dutch BHTs tend to be less engaged to address specific 
L2 language issues (focus on form, use of strategies) although their L2 proficiency is 
relatively high (C1-C2).

Based on these results it is difficult to uphold that CLIL teachers’ dual focus 
on teaching content and language demonstrates that ‘they are interwoven, even if the 
emphasis might shift from one to the other’ (Coyle et al., 2010, p.1). This study shows 
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that they are partly interwoven, but that the emphasis does not seem to shift as the BHTs’ 
focus is predominantly on content. Due to a different teacher perspective or to limited 
knowledge and awareness of second language teaching (Andrews, 2001; Cammarata & 
Tedick, 2012; Koopman et al., 2014; Lo, 2017; Lorenzo, 2007) one should not expect the 
subject teachers’ role as language teacher to be of the same intensity and quality as her/
his role as professionally educated content teacher. 

Adjusting the definition of CLIL to the reality of the CLIL classroom should 
therefore be considered. De Graaff (2013, p. 11) proposed a definition with less emphasis 
on specific language learning, which would fit this new CLIL perspective: “CLIL is a dual-
focused educational approach with an additional focus on language for the learning 
and teaching of content, which also supports language learning”. This way CLIL keeps 
its double focus on both content and language, but without asking too much of the CLIL 
subject teacher who primarily uses L2 to teach subject content. Perhaps the role of the 
subject teacher could be that of a L2 learning facilitator creating a user-friendly L2-
context while the English-language teacher, being the language specialist, could teach 
the specific L2 linguistic features.
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Abstract4  

This study placed subject teachers at centre stage by researching whether teaching 
history in a second language affected their use of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). 
We observed, compared and analysed, both quantitatively and qualitatively, seven history 
teachers in 12 Dutch-spoken and 12 English-spoken paired history lessons in grades 7 
and 9. Our main findings showed a strong similarity between the teachers’ use of PCK 
irrespective of the used language and grades. Teachers in grade 9 used a more advanced 
PCK compared to teachers in grade 7. Teachers’ word-for-word explanations of two 
historical concepts in both grades were more comprehensive in L1 than in L2. 

 

4 Based on: Oattes, H., Fukkink, R., Oostdam, R., De Graaff, R., & Wilschut, A. (Submitted). The impact of 
language of instruction on history teachers’ use of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK).
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

During the last 25 years globalisation and the digital revolution have had an enormous 
impact on the lives of many people. The need for a lingua franca to participate in this 
global community has stimulated many countries to include English as a second language 
(L2) in their countries' language policy and school curricula. The European Union 
wants all its citizens to speak at least two foreign languages in addition to their mother 
tongue (European Commision, 2009). In the EU countries English (97%) is the most 
learned language (French 34%, German 23%) in junior secondary education (European 
Commision/EACEA/Eurydice, 2017). A growing number of schools apply forms of Bilingual 
Education (BE) to intensify the process of L2 learning. They are encouraged by research 
showing that the development of proficiency in multiple languages is possible, which 
makes it attractive for policy makers, educators, and parents (Tucker, 2001).

BE is often practiced by means of Content and Language Integrated Learning 
(CLIL), a teaching approach that comes in numerous forms and shapes, but that is based on 
developing L2 proficiency by learning subject content knowledge in and through English. 

In this study the focus is on BE in the Netherlands, where approximately twenty 
per cent of junior secondary schools have a parallel bilingual education department. 
The main goals of these departments are for students to learn meaningful and content-
rich English as a L2 and to develop a sense of world citizenship. BE uses CLIL, in which 
both subject teachers and English teachers are involved in reaching those goals (Dale, 
Oostdam & Verspoor, 2018). For the subject teachers, CLIL teaching means that they 
teach subject knowledge in a second language and simultaneously operate as a language 
teacher and develop students’ L2 proficiency (Coyle, Hood & Marsh, 2010). At least fifty 
per cent of the Dutch BE curriculum in grades 7, 8 and 9 is offered in L2, thus involving 
approximately five subjects and subject teachers plus the English teacher in CLIL. History 
is usually part of the BE curriculum (for more specifics on BE in the Netherlands see 
De Graaff & Van Wilgenburg, 2015). The Dutch BE context offers a unique opportunity 
to compare and reveal differences in the PCK use of history teachers when teaching in 
L1 and L2 because in the Netherlands parallel history lessons are taught in mainstream 
(MS) and BE stream in the same school, usually by the same history teacher, using the 
same curriculum, often using the same (literally translated) textbooks, during the same 
period of the year. 
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History and language
The history curriculum in junior secondary education focuses on developing a context-
providing chronological knowledge framework to support skills that enhance historical 
consciousness. Students are taught a framework consisting of Ten Eras with four or five 
characteristic features each, for example: Era of Monks and Knights (500-1000) with 
characteristic features like ‘feudalism’, ‘manorial system and serfdom’, and ‘spread of 
Christianity in Europe’. Understanding and applying organising ideas, or second order 
concepts, like causation, change, evidence, and significance, are concepts of a different 
nature which requires students to use analytical and evaluative skills that will help them 
develop historical consciousness. 

History entails the use of an extensive range of historical concepts, and therefore 
teaching concepts is essential to history lessons (Wilschut, Van Straaten & Van Riessen, 
2013). For many students with a limited language proficiency the academic school and 
subject-specific language used in history textbooks, assignments and teacher explanations 
is problematic. Students are known to struggle, even in their mother tongue, with tasks 
that require the use of general academic, subject-specific words, and formal language (Van 
Boxtel & Grever, 2011; Van Drie, Braaksma & Van Boxtel, 2015; Wilschut, 2015). Explaining 
historical concepts in English to students with a developing L2 thus becomes an extra 
challenge (Llinares & Morton, 2010; Lorenzo, 2013; Schleppegrell & De Oliveira, 2006). 

According to history teachers in BE grade 7 – the first grade of junior secondary 
education- teaching in L2 is quite a challenge due to language deficiency. Much teaching 
time in grade 7 has to be spent on additional explaining of information, translation, and 
contextualisation of ‘difficult’ texts (Oattes, Oostdam, De Graaff & Wilschut, 2018a). 
For example: explaining serfdom requires the expansion of the student’s vocabulary 
and conceptual knowledge, as serfdom would be a new concept for them in Dutch as 
well. The history teacher uses appropriate subject-specific language (e.g. lord, peasant, 
serf, domain, manor, corvée), and related general academic language (e.g. dependency, 
obligation, obedience, protection, hierarchy, freedom), which may also contain unknown 
concepts and words. 

Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK)
The tension in BE between teaching and learning subject content and simultaneously 
teaching and learning a second language may affect how subject teachers choose to 
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use their Pedagogical Content Knowledge, a concept originally introduced by Shulman 
(1987). His initial idea was that teacher knowledge consisted of subject matter content 
knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge, and curricular knowledge. He defined PCK 
as: "represents the blending of content and pedagogy into an understanding of how 
particular topics, problems, or issues are organized, represented, and adapted to the 
diverse interests and abilities of learners, and presented for instruction" (p. 8). This 
implies that the teacher has the essential skills to use appropriate representations and 
instructional strategies, and knowledge of students’ understanding, including language 
skills. PCK developed further, especially in science education, when three new theoretical 
elements were added by Magnusson, Krajcik and Borko (1999): the teacher’s knowledge 
of assessment, of the curriculum, and of teaching orientation. More recently PCK has 
been faced with two influential developments. 

The introduction of new (digital) technologies has had a considerable impact 
on classroom education and resulted in a new branch of PCK with its own conceptual 
framework, the Technological Pedagogical and Content Knowledge, or TPCK model 
(Mishra & Koehler, 2006). But even the technological revolution depends on language, 
the most important teaching tool at the disposal of the teacher. The realisation that 
content teaching is closely linked to language teaching has had consequences for PCK. In 
order to support and assist students with language deficiency many Dutch schools have 
added a language policy to the curriculum, and turned to Language-Oriented Content 
Teaching (LOCT). Its basic principle is that subject teaching should be rich in context, 
that it stimulates oral interaction, writing and that it offers language support (Hajer, 
2018; Hajer & Meestringa, 2015).

Language-Oriented Content Teaching that is used in MS education has a lot in 
common with the L2 learning that takes place in CLIL. Subject teachers in both languages 
do not only prepare themselves on the subject content, but they also think about how 
they will use language to activate prior knowledge, introduce new key words and key 
concepts with the help of images, word and gesture, and create opportunities for students 
to express and discuss their ideas, thoughts or knowledge in order to embed the new 
content knowledge and the new accompanying language. The language support consists 
of teachers’ (subject-specific and general academic) language feedback.

So, subject teachers have to be aware, careful and selective with the words they 
use, adjust their PCK to the average language proficiency, and add language learning 
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goals when teaching subject knowledge in either L1 or L2. Teaching in a second language, 
with learners who have a limited L2 proficiency, makes teaching subject knowledge 
more difficult and likely needs an adjusted L2-PCK. This research addresses the relation 
between the teachers’ use of PCK and the language used in a BE context.

Present Study
To date there are studies focusing on PCK, mostly science oriented, or focusing on CLIL 
(cf. Nikula, Dalton-Puffer & Llinares, 2013). Insight into possible effects that teaching in 
a second language (CLIL) has on subject teachers’ use of PCK, has not been the object of 
research before. The present study contributes to the knowledge bases of both CLIL and 
PCK by adopting Shulman’s original concept of PCK in a comparison of history teachers’ 
classroom instruction of subject content in the L2 bilingual stream and the L1 mainstream. 

Our research question is: To what extent is the teacher’s use of pedagogical content 
knowledge affected when the history lessons in junior secondary bilingual education are 
taught in English?

4.2 METHOD 

Sample
The sample consisted of twelve digitally recorded sets of paired lessons (with a range of 
50-80 minutes), each set consisting of one Dutch and one English-spoken lesson about 
the same historical topic taught by the same history teacher to a MS class and a BE class 
of the same secondary school. The focus of this study was on the teachers’ instructional 
part of the lessons. Four paired lessons were recorded in grade 7, and eight paired 
lessons in grade 9 of the pre-university education stream (vwo) involving approximately 
200 junior students from 7th grade and 400 9th graders, between the ages of 12-15. The 
lessons were taught at seven different schools across the country. 

The seven teachers involved in this study (Teachers A- G) were regular Dutch 
history teachers whose native language was Dutch. They were educated and certified in 
using English as the language of instruction and communication in the bilingual stream. 
The history teachers, two females and five males, had between 8 and 29 years (M = 15.14, 
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SD = 7.43) of history teaching experience and between 6 and 10 years (M = 8.00, SD = 
1.41) of BE teaching experience. Three teachers had a bachelor’s degree and four had a 
master’s degree in history education. All teachers had a minimally required Cambridge 
Advanced English (CAE) certificate, and four of them also had the Cambridge Proficiency 
English (CPE) certificate or similar qualification. They all passed CLIL-training courses, 
either through in-school training or through external institutes. 

One of the teachers (A) taught in grades 7 and 9, the others taught either in 
grade 7 or grade 9 (see Table 3). Six teachers used the same, literally translated, history 
textbook in both streams. One teacher used an English-language history textbook specially 
developed for Dutch bilingual education in grade 7, and an American history textbook 
focusing on world history with many of the 20th century topics that are mentioned in 
the Dutch curriculum in grade 9. The participating BE-teachers taught according to the 
curriculum, using the history textbook as the foundation of their history lessons. All 
lessons were presented using digital visual support (Powerpoint), usually containing 
lesson goals, chronological information, multimodal visualisations of historical events, key 
concepts and assignments (homework). All 24 recorded history lessons were authentic, 
typical, and most teachers used whole class instruction. 

Measurements
Each lesson was rated quantitively and qualitatively analysed. We employed three 
instruments to collect data: a quantitative PCK scoring list to register the frequency 
and quality with which certain elements of PCK were employed. We used qualitative 
data software to analyse fourteen key elements from twelve paired lessons to distinguish 
differences and similarities in the language of instruction. Furthermore, we used the close 
reading technique to analyse and evaluate the content of two spoken key concepts word-
for-word in both languages. Together these three instruments provided both a broad and 
a detailed perspective on the history teachers’ PCK use in a BE context.

The quantitative PCK-observation instrument
For a quantitative analysis of the history teachers’ use of PCK, we developed an 
observation instrument based on key elements of Shulman’s (1987) PCK description, 
but we concretised them for analysing history teachers’ classroom instruction. The 
available observation models of teaching behaviour are geared towards mainstream 
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education and appeared to be too generally pedagogic-didactic (Van de Grift, 2007) or 
too languageoriented (De Graaff, Koopman, Anikina & Westhoff, 2007) in nature for 
our study. And then there are specialised observation tools, for instance on historical 
thinking and reasoning (Gestsdottir, Van Boxtel & Van Drie, 2018) or even exclusively on a 
specific element of historical thinking and reasoning, such as historical contextualisation 
(Huijgen, 2018).

As none of the observation instruments mentioned above was fully suited for our 
research, we developed and implemented our own instruments, sometimes using elements 
from existing instruments. Gautschi’s (2015) history teaching observation instrument 
was not suitable because of its broad scope. He subdivided ‘good history teaching’ in 
three categories: lesson content, lesson structure and lesson impact, using 15 indicators. 
We used three indicators which we slightly adapted to fit in our observation scheme, 
e.g. ‘adressing changes over time and the connection between developments’, ‘factual 
accuracy, multiple perspectives, controversy’, and ‘awareness of historical witnesses and 
changes over time’. We were also inspired by the Protocol for Assessing the Teaching of 
History (PATH) designed by Van Hover, Hicks & Cotton (2012), an observation scheme 
including six categories with the goal to improve instruction. Elements of three categories, 
Lesson Components, Narratives, and Interpretations, fitted in with our ideas on teachers’ 
use of PCK.

The final quantitative PCK observation instrument we used consisted of four 
analytic PCK categories and a holistic category that were labelled: Core of the lesson, 
Concepts, Assessment & Perspective, Chronology & Context, and Holistic Assessment (see 
Appendix C). The described categories are based on the text used to elucidate the 
observation instrument to the observers. Core of the lesson focuses on the history teacher’s 
capability to use details (poignant and illustrative examples) to support and strengthen 
the core of the lesson without these details becoming dominant or weakening the core 
of the lesson. The ‘big picture’ or the main theme of the lesson remains the central focal 
point (Gautschi, 2015; Hattie, 2012; Van Hover et al., 2012). Concepts is aimed at the 
history teacher’s command of the subject knowledge, the ability to concretise, provide 
current and appropriate examples, and give alternative descriptions (Gautschi, 2015; 
van Hover et al., 2012). Assessment & Perspective emphasises the exemplary role of the 
history teacher who should make a clear distinction between an opinion and a judgment. 
The teacher does not give or invite unfounded opinion(s), but stimulates students to 
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judge, take a position, choose one or several perspectives (Gautschi, 2015; Stradling, 
2010; van Hover et al., 2012) on an evaluative question based on historical arguments. 
The teacher emphasises the role of coincidence in historical development (Van Straaten, 
Claassen, Groot, Raven & Wilschut, 2015). Chronology & Context refers to the history 
teacher’s usepeople's of chronology and different concepts of time (era and dates), and 
places events or  actions in the correct historical context (Huijgen, 2018; van Hover et al., 
2012). Holistic Assessment is a complementing category to appraise the teacher’s overall 
performance more spontaneous and impressionistic, as proposed by Sadler (2009), to 
be a counter weight to breaking down the observation in analytic categories and using 
strictly defined pre-set assessment criteria. The sum of the five individual scores (min-
max: 0-30) made up the Lesson Score (see Table 3).

Raters used the quantitative PCK observation instrument that included four 
rating rubrics (see Table 1 for one example) integrated in a seven-point Likert scale 
(min-max: 0-6), that has four benchmarks:
(a) insufficiently recognisable (0 = insufficient, 1: just short of sufficient);
(b) partly recognisable (2 = just sufficient, 3: sufficient);
(c] recognisable and comprehensible (4 = more than sufficient, 5: good); 
(d) comprehensible and providing insight (6 = very good). 

Table 1
Description of a rating rubric of one analytic category of the PCK observation instrument

Category 2: Concepts
Score = 0
‘insufficient’

The teacher uses no/insufficient/inaccurate description of key concept(s).

Score = 2
‘just sufficient’

The teacher provides almost complete and accurate content or definition of 
key concept(s) without using examples.

Score = 4
‘more than sufficient’

The teacher provides accurate content (definition) of key concept(s) using 
appropriate examples. Or: teacher disproves misconception(s).

Score = 6
‘very good’

The teacher provides multiple alternative descriptions of key concept(s) and 
uses functional examples to explain, clarify.

Note. If score 2 does not do justice to the PCK demonstrated by the teacher, but score 4 is not (fully) achieved, 
then score 3 offers a middle course. 
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Table 2
Correlations of PCK categories

PCK variable 1 2 3 4 5
1. Core of the lesson -
2. Concepts .709** -
3. Assessment & Perspective .464* .516* -
4. Chronology & Context .224 .109 .340 -
5. Holistic Assessment .766** .731** .651** .393 -

Note.    *. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed), **. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

The five distinct categories of the PCK observation instrument reached sufficient interrater 
agreement: Core of the lesson .89; Concepts .89; Assessment & Perspective .88; Chronology 
& Context .72, and Holistic Assessment .86 (two-way mixed, consistency).

We calculated correlations to examine the interrelationship between the five 
categories in the instrument (see Table 2). The scores showed statistically significant 
correlations, varying from a low .109 to a high .766. Three of the four analytic categories 
(1, 2 and 3) were significantly related; ratings for category 4, Chronology & Context, 
showed no significant relationship with the other scales. The analytical PCK categories 
1, 2 and 3 proved to be significant predictors of the Holistic Assessment.

The qualitative PCK analysis instruments
Firstly, MaxQDA (Verbi Software, 2018) was used to analyse and label transcripts 
of instructional teacher talk in twelve paired history lessons (see Table 4). We then                                   
compared the teachers’ oral explanations in both languages of fourteen diverse and 
representative key elements (e.g. concepts, processes, learning activities) that reflected 
the core of the history lessons. Thus, we could determine: a) the total number of words 
used by the teacher in Dutch and English to explain the key element, b) the number of 
words in corresponding episodes, and c) the number of words in unique episodes that 
are only used in one of the two languages. 
  Secondly, the first author selected and compared teacher explanations of two 
historical key concepts using the close reading technique. A detailed word-for-word 
comparison was used to illustrate and demonstrate similarities and differences in teaching 
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content knowledge in both languages and in both grades (see Examples 1 and 2). We 
selected episodes on key concepts from teachers with contrasting PCK performances: 
Teacher B (grade 7) had an above-average lesson score, and Teacher G (grade 9) who 
had a below-average lesson score. They represent the diversity within the sample of 
teachers.

Procedure 
All teachers volunteered and consented to participate in this study on the basis of 
anonymity after an appeal in a questionnaire on bilingual education, designed by the 
first author for a previous study (Oattes et al., 2018a). In 2015-2016 the first author made 
all video and sound recordings on location. Paired lessons taught by the same history 
teacher were usually recorded within the same week.  

Seven experts (three history teacher educators and four experienced history 
teachers) assessed the recordings of the 24 history lessons. The experts received a training 
and practiced using the observation and rating instrument in two sessions. Then, each 
lesson was analysed by three experts: the first author, who analysed all 24 lessons, plus 
a random selection of two assessors from a group of six experts. To limit the burden of 
time investment, each expert analysed and assessed eight lessons, equally divided and 
randomly chosen from mainstream and bilingual grades 7 and 9. In order to prevent 
contamination, the experts were allowed to assess only one of the paired lessons. 

 
Data analysis 
For the quantitative part, assessment scores of the 24 observed lessons were analysed 
using SPSS (IBM, version 25) to calculate descriptive statistics. In addition, we determined 
effectsizes to quantify differences between use of PCK in L1 or L2 spoken lessons.

 We checked the total number of words used in the teachers’ explanations of 
a key element in both languages. Unique episodes were marked in both the Dutch and 
English lesson and the words used were counted. The total number of words used in 
unique episodes was subtracted from the word total to determine the number of words 
in corresponding episodes. 

The analyses of the two historical concepts were carried out in the original 
languages, but for the reader’s convenience the recorded explanations in Dutch were 
translated into English (see Examples 1 and 2). 
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4.3 RESULTS 

Quantitative results
Table 3 shows the scores of the individual teachers (A-G) and lessons (1-12), and the 
mean scores of the PCK categories of both grades and both streams. Overall, there was 
little variation between the history teachers’ PCK use in MS and BE lessons. Individual 
MS and BE results between paired lessons in both grades never differed more than 2.5 
points (min-max = 0-30), while the mean lesson scores were nearly identical (15.5 vs 
15.6 in grade 7, and 14.2 vs 14.1 in grade 9). 
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In grade 7, both BE and MS, the history teachers scored highest on Core of the 
lesson (MS = 4,38, BE = 4.63). Concepts was second with scores of 3.75 (MS) and 3.88 
(BE). In comparison Assessment & Perspective (MS = 2.00, BE = 2.00) and Chronology & 
Context (MS = 2.00, BE = 1.88) received substantially lower scores. The Holistic Assessment 
of the MS and BE lessons was almost identical (MS = 3.38, BE = 3.25). Teachers were 
focusing on Core of the lesson more strongly in BE than in MS (d = 0.52). Teachers’ use 
of Concepts, Assessment & Perspective, and Chronology & Context received similar scores 
in both streams. In grade 7 the highest individual overall lesson score in MS was 17.5 
(min-max = 0-30) and the lowest was 14.0. In BE the highest score was 18.5 and the 
lowest was 12.0.

In both grade 9 streams the history teachers scored highest on Core of the lesson 
(MS = 3.69, BE = 3.06), closely followed by Concepts (MS = 2,88, BE = 3.00). However, 
compared to grade 7 the scores have decreased. Assessment & Perspectives (MS = 2.19, 
BE = 2.50) and Chronology & Context (MS = 2.44, BE = 2.69) received lower scores, but 
compared to grade 7 both category scores increased. The Holistic Assessment (MS = 2.98, 
BE = 3.02) of the teacher performance in both grade 9 streams was almost identical. The 
analysis and grading within grade 9 indicated differences in the means of the used PCK in 
BE. Teachers scored substantially less on Core of the lesson in BE than in MS (d = -0.47). 
The comparison Chronology & Context in BE and MS showed an opposite effect, as the 
BE teachers scored higher on this category (d = 0.32). Comparing the teachers’ scores 
on Assessment & Perspective, they also scored higher in BE than MS (d = 0.37). Scores for 
Concepts and Holistic Assessment in BE and MS were similar. 

Qualitative results
We first performed a word count of the 14 key elements of the twelve paired lessons. 
The word total in Table 4 showed that teachers in grade 7 used more words in English 
(± 20%) than in Dutch for the explanations, while in grade 9 more words in Dutch were 
used (±15%). In grades 7 and 9 just over half of the episodes used more words in English. 
On average the differences in words used in corresponding episodes were limited: ± 6% 
more Dutch words in grade 7, and ± 5% more English words in grade 9. 
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Table 4
Overview of teachers’ words spent on key elements (Word Total), and percentages of words used in 
Corresponding Episodes of teachers’ explanations in MS and BE in grades 7 and 9 

Key elements of the lesson Teacher Word Total Used words in Episode
Grade 7 MS BE MS        BE
1 Historical thinking game: Odd one out A 353 383 97.7% 88.5%
2 Christianisation: Nature gods B 452 448 62.8% 78.1%
3a Medieval domains: Third estate B 257 308 75.1% 39.3%
3b Religion: Origins of Islam B 814 784 80.1% 84.7%
4 Middle-Ages: Writing assignment C 395 559 79.5% 71.4%
Mean 454 577 79.0% 72.4%
Grade 9
5a Nazi-Germany: Antisemitism A 362 255 65.5% 69.8%
5b Nazi-Germany: Holocaust A 280 381 96.8% 65.6%
6 Interbellum: Hitler’s rise to power D 835 402 37.0% 85.3%
7 World War 1: Versailles Treaty, 1919 D 267 386 83.5% 53.4%
8 World War 1: Submarine warfare E 587 889 100% 52.6%
9 World War 1: Black Hand E 556 214 52.2% 100%
10 Interbellum: Hitler and Sudetenland F 445 186 63.8% 100%
11 Vietnam War: Lyrics assignment G 257 296 93.4% 85.1%
12 Vietnam War: Chronological overview G 204 235 42.2% 65.1%
Mean 421 360 70.5% 75.2%

Four of the five paired explanations in grade 7 showed a high percentage of words used 
in corresponding episodes, with limited differences between pairs (4% and 15%). This 
indicated similarity in the taught lesson content in both languages. Only one (L2) key 
element explanation differed more than 35% from the Dutch version. 

 There was more variation between the grade 9 lessons, as 6 out of 8 paired 
explanations of key elements differed between 20% and 50% in the number of words in 
corresponding episodes. This indicated more diversity in the teachers’ choice of words 
used to explain the key elements. The remaining two grade 9 lessons had less than 10% 
difference in the number of words used in corresponding episodes. 

However, counting words can only lead to indications about possible differences 
between the explanations of key elements. To illustrate the overall results, we compared 
the historical content of two key concepts word-for-word, to show if there was a difference 
in quality between the explanations in both languages. We analysed two (transcribed) 
teachers’ oral explanations of historical concepts in L1 and L2: medieval domain in grade 
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7 (Example 1), and guerrilla-warfare in grade 9 (Example 2). 

Example 1
MS and BE grade 7: the medieval domain according to Teacher B (lesson 3)

This domain is how the people in the Middle Ages lived. So, there were no big cities. 
There were mainly small villages. Small villages, like this one, and they nearly all had 
the same structure. You can also see my drawing here on the blackboard. You can see 
the manor, or sometimes the lord’s castle. That is where the lord of the domain lived 
and he was also a knight. He actually protected the village and it was sometimes built 
on a hill.
You should have also drawn it yourself on your blueprint. Next to it is a church, 
Christianity was important in the Middle Ages. Christian faith spreads, and nowadays 
you can see in villages that the church is the oldest building and also often located 
in the Centre of the village. Sometimes this was the only stone building, thereby 
showing us how important faith really was. Around it are small farms, as you can see 
on this drawing, where the ordinary farmers lived and worked the land. Sometimes 
near open water, sometimes near a river. Often there were woods close by where the 
pigs could range freely, and where wood could be gathered for the fireplace. And of 
course, there was farming land. The farmers partly had to work the lord’s farmland, 
and partly their own land. That was what you had to draw, because we will continue 
with this subject in this paragraph. 

Box 1a: Excerpt from lesson 3; Literal translation of the Dutch version.
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Last time we had this drawing of a domain, you might remember. So on the domain, you 
had to draw certain places, certain things. You had to for example draw the house of a 
lord, which is called a manor or even a castle sometimes. You also had to draw a church. 
If you’ll visit some villages in the Netherlands, and also in other countries, you will 
see that many villages have a church as a centre building. So, Christianity was spread 
and then the church becomes an important building in the village. And sometimes it 
was even, sometimes together with the manor, it was the only building made of stone. 
Because you can see that the farms that surround the church are made of wood. You 
also made farmlands, and you made a river and a mill that the farmers could use, but 
they had to pay taxes for it to the lord, so it was actually owned by the lord. The lord 
of this domain was also a knight and this knight had to protect the farmers. So, you 
could find out that these farmers lived close to his castle or manor because he could 
protect them. Because there were times that there were wars or even Vikings who 
invaded the coast and they destroyed whole villages. And if you don’t live close to 
someone who can protect you, it can cost you your life.

Box 1b: Excerpt from lesson 3; the English version.

Both in Dutch and in English the description of a medieval domain was the core of Teacher 
B’s explanation, in this case connected to an earlier drawing assignment. The words used 
by Teacher B were quite similar as both explanations included manor, castle, church, 
Christianity, village centre, stone building, protection, taxes, farmland, knight. However, 
on closer inspection some differences were apparent.

The English explanation contained three elements that were not mentioned in the 
Dutch version: farms were made of wood, the presence of a mill and using it would cost 
you, and the protection offered, for instance, against Viking raids. The Dutch explanation 
contains six elements that were not mentioned in the English version: there were only a 
few big cities, the castle was often positioned on a hill, the church nowadays is often the 
oldest building of a village, only important buildings were made of stone, description of 
the village’s location, the distinction between land of the lord and land of the farmers, 
and the farmers’ obligation to work the lord’s land.

Teacher B kept both explanations on the same track and included many similar 
words, but the Dutch explanation of a medieval domain contained more detailed, 
informative, and expressive information.
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Example 2
MS and BE grade 9: guerrilla-warfare in Vietnam according to Teacher G (lesson 12)

Who doesn’t know what a guerrilla war is? Okay. I always call a guerrilla war a sort 
of war of resistance, with people from the resistance fighting the war. It is not two 
armies against each other, no, it’s a sort of secret war that launches attacks on army 
troops, that’s possible. Or you go and steal their food supplies, or you blow up an army 
base, or a pub full of American soldiers. Then we call it a guerrilla war. So, many of the 
terrorists -the word terrorist is quite difficult to position when you think about it- are 
involved in guerrilla wars. They feel like soldiers, but are not wearing green outfits 
and then start using their Kalashnikovs to fight other people. No, it happens more 
like under the surface. Why is the word terrorist emotionally charged? Everyone sees 
himself as a freedom fighter, the IS warriors also believe that, but we are the victims, 
so they are the terrorists. But in fact, they are fighting a guerrilla war. Certainly here 
in the West. So, then the guerrilla war starts in South Vietnam, where there are people 
opposing their government. So, the North-Vietnamese find support in South Vietnam 
for their war of resistance. 

Box 2a: Excerpt from lesson 12; Literal translation of the Dutch version.

Who doesn’t know what a guerrilla war is? All right, I wrote it down somewhere in 
here… A guerrilla war is when you have not official soldiers in green suits but more 
like the resistance in the Netherlands in World War 1, 2 sorry, were fighting a guerrilla 
war. It’s a war under the radar. The way I see it you’re not official warfare but more 
‘hit and run’ kind of actions. So, in the Vietnam situation it was North Vietnamese 
warriors infiltrating in South Vietnam and not everyone in South Vietnam was agreeing 
with their governments –a lot of corruption going on- so resistance fighters in South-
Vietnam started a guerrilla war against their government, supported by the North 
Vietnamese. So this was the war that America was getting into, a guerrilla war. The 
Vietnamese know Vietnam, they know the ins and outs of Vietnam. This is a problem. 
The Americans are new, it’s not their country, it’s not their climate. It’s a bit like the 
German army fighting the Soviet Union in the Second World War when they were not 
really ready to fight in winter. Here we have got a similar problem and that makes it 
scary. The Americans feel like in a way they’re fighting ghosts. 

Box 2b: Excerpt from lesson 12; the English version.
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Guerrilla-warfare was at the core of these explanations, and resistance was a key word 
used in both, but the context and examples differed quite a lot between the versions. An 
attempt was made to define the concept, but Teacher G did not have a clear-cut definition 
at hand (...I wrote it down somewhere in here…) and this led to two different explanations. 

The English explanation mentions ‘not official soldiers in green suits’ and later 
on ‘not official warfare’, and ‘under the radar’. The Dutch version states: ‘no two armies 
against each other. No, it was more of a war of resistance’, ‘a secret war”. Without further 
elaboration, Teacher G used the terms ‘under the radar’ and ‘hit-and-run kind of actions’, 
which raises the question whether students understood the meaning and whether these 
terms clarified or confused the explanation. In the Dutch version, on the other hand, 
Teacher G gave four clear examples of guerrilla-warfare.

Only in the Dutch version did Teacher G connect Vietnamese guerrilla-warfare 
with current IS terrorism. In the English version the teacher elaborated on Vietnam as 
a difficult battleground for the Americans and made a comparison with German troops 
in the Russian winter in World War 2. Without any further elaboration the explanation 
finishes with ‘the Americans feel like in a way they are fighting ghosts’. This remark was 
not connected to any part of the given explanation. Teacher G had difficulty defining and 
keeping close to the original concept in both languages, and wandered off the track on 
several occasions. Nevertheless, the Dutch explanation of the concept guerrillawarfare 
was more concrete and detailed than the English version.

4.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The research question driving this study was to what extent the use of history teachers’ 
PCK is affected when history is taught in a second language (English) in junior secondary 
bilingual education in the Netherlands. This study revealed a close similarity in the 
teachers’ use of PCK in both languages and both grades. There were some limited effects 
of the language of instruction on teachers’ PCK use, which were diverse in grade 7 and 
in grade 9.

History teachers’ use of PCK in grade 7
Teaching history lessons in English in grade 7 is no simple matter for BE teachers, as their 
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students’ English proficiency is limited and they can only use a modest, but developing, 
vocabulary (Oattes et al., 2018b; Coonan, 2007; Moate, 2011; Papaja, 2013). This language 
issue seemed to lead BE history teachers to focus strongly on the PCK categories Core 
of the lesson and Concepts. The teachers’ focus in MS was the same even though there 
was not a similar language issue. In both streams, the PCK categories Assessment & 
Perspective, and Chronology & Context were hardly observed, hence their lower scores. 
In terms of Holistic Assessment no significant difference was observed between teachers’ 
use of PCK in MS or BE. 

The mean Lesson Score of the five PCK categories in grade 7 was very similar in 
both streams, while the language proficiency in L1 and L2 was not. No individual teacher 
differed more than 2.5 points between their PCK score in MS and BE, which suggested that 
teaching in English or Dutch hardly affected their use of PCK. This language advantage 
of the MS was not reflected in the results. Two out of four paired lessons scored a little 
higher in MS.

The quantitative outcome in grade 7 was complemented with two qualitative 
evaluations of the teachers’ language use in explaining fourteen key elements of the 
history lesson in Dutch and English. Results showed that four out of five MS and BE 
explanations of historical key elements shared approximately 85% of the content, thus 
indicating that the content of the paired lessons was quite similar. This was not unexpected 
in view of the fact that BE students’ limited L2 proficiency enhances passive language 
use (listening and reading) and curbs teacher-student interaction, thereby leaving most 
of the communication up to the teacher. Explaining new concepts in the mother tongue, 
however, should have been easier for the MS teacher, as mainstream students have the 
advantage of their richer vocabulary to help them to understand and integrate new 
subject content and new words. Could this mean that teachers preferred to keep both 
streams and grades on the same track, at the same pace and using the same PCK (Oattes 
et al., 2018a)?

The prevalence of the mother tongue was illustrated in the second qualitative
evaluation, where the Dutch explanation of the medieval domain concept (Example 1) 
was richer in detail, depth and expression, and therefore deemed to be stronger than the 
English version.    
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History teachers use of PCK in grade 9
In grade 9 BE teaching circumstances were different, as 9th graders have developed a 
(much) better L2-proficiency and possess more comprehensive historical knowledge and 
skills which they built up in grades 7, 8, and 9. The difference in L1 and L2 proficiency 
between MS and BE students that was noticeable in grade 7, has diminished in grade 9 
according to the teachers, thereby making teaching in English more attractive (Oattes 
et al., 2018a, Coonan, 2007; Moate, 2011; 2020; Papaja, 2013). In BE, interaction has 
become increasingly natural and more prominent in grade 9 (from the CLIL perspective of 
stimulating students’ language output), enabling history teachers’ PCK focus to gradually 
shift from a teacher-driven to a more teacher-student-driven teaching classroom (Nikula, 
Dalton-Puffer & Llinares, 2013). In this setting there is more room for spontaneous 
communication, e.g. student questions that could cause teachers to stray from the original 
lesson plan and improvise or elaborate on unprepared topics.

We observed a shift towards a more advanced PCK focus in both streams, with 
less emphasis on Core of the lesson and Concepts, and higher scores for Assessment & 
Perspective and Chronology & Context. In terms of Holistic Assessment, we found that the 
history teachers in BE and MS grade 9 were rated equally, suggesting that their use of 
PCK was of similar quality. The mean lesson score of the five PCK categories in grade 9 
was nearly identical in both streams. Six out of the eight paired lessons scored a little 
higher in MS. It is striking to see that individual teachers differed no more than 1.5 points 
between their MS and BE lesson scores, which suggests that teaching in English or Dutch 
led to similar use of PCK also in grade 9. The teacher’s instructions in both streams 
showed similarity, for instance in the used visual support (Powerpoints) usually with 
identical content in both languages. 

The first qualitative evaluation showed that, in seven cases, MS and BE 
explanations of nine historical key elements of the lessonsshared between 50-80% of 
the content, indicating that the content of the paired lessons was less similar than in 
grade 7. In the second qualitative evaluation both explanations of the guerrillawarfare 
concept (Example 2) were quite different, but as in Example 1, the Dutch explanation 
proved to be richer in detail, depth, and expression. 

Limitations and suggestions for future research
To appraise the results of this study we need to be aware of a number of limitations 
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that may have affected the outcome. First of all, the number of analysed lessons was 
unevenly divided (four paired lessons in grade 7 and eight paired lessons in grade 9) 
and the number of observed teachers (seven) in this study was limited, which prompts 
us to exercise restraint regarding the generalisation of results we found. 

Secondly, we focused our analysis on the instructional part of the lesson, in 
particular on teachers’ explanations of historical concepts. Other elements of the lesson, 
for instance the teachers’ social interaction in the CLIL classroom, were not analysed 
and could lead to additional insight (cf. Dalton-Puffer, 2007; Nikula, Dalton-Puffer & 
Llinares, 2013).

Thirdly, the newly developed, experimental PCK observation and analysis 
instrument focused on four analytic PCK categories and a holistic PCK assessment. 
Formulating additional and more refined PCK categories could help to capture history 
teachers’ use of PCK in greater detail and would contribute to the further development of 
our knowledge of history and PCK (cf. Tuithof, 2017) and of an improved PCK observation 
instrument. 

Fourthly, are Dutch history teachers capable of a flexible use of their L2 proficiency 
to fit in at the adequate L2 proficiency level of the BE students? A study comparing 
English-speaking Dutch history teachers and native speakers of English could lead to 
insights that might improve and refine existing L2-PCK practice in the history classroom.

Finally, we decided upon a supplementary, qualitative comparative verbatim 
analysis of the teachers’ explanation of two historical concepts, based on comparing 
the presented subject content. We think that a comparative linguistic analysis could 
also reveal differences in the teachers’ language use and quality of the taught subject 
content knowledge in the different streams (cf. Dallinger, Jonkman, Hollm & Fiege, 2016; 
Gablasova, 2014, 2015).

Conclusion
Overall, the results lead us to the conclusion that history teachers’ use of PCK is hardly 
affected when the language of instruction changes from the mother tongue to English, 
as there are no substantial differences in the PCK approach in both languages in grades 
7 and 9. The equal performance was visible in the holistic assessments, the mean lesson 
scores, and in the teachers’ individual PCK lesson scores. We determined a small degree 
of inequality between the history teachers’ use of PCK, as half of the lesson scores in 
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grade 7 and three-quarters of the lesson scores in grade 9 were rated slightly higher in 
MS than in BE. Also, the explanations of historical concepts in L1 and L2 showed that 
the mother tongue (L1-PCK) had that little bit extra to offer. 

There is little urgency for teachers to change their uniform teaching approach 
as BE students are known to be motivated, high capacity learners (Mearns, De Graaff & 
Coyle, 2020) who can keep up or even outperform their MS counterparts, certainly in 
grade 9 (Oattes et al., 2020; Verspoor, De Bot & Xu, 2015). But BE students, especially 
those in grade 7, lag behind their MS counterparts in historical knowledge due to their 
second language deficiency (Oattes et al., 2020). Keeping both streams on the same track 
and at the same pace, using the same PCK approach, may be convenient for the teachers 
for organisational reasons (Oattes et al., 2018a), but is this ‘one size fits all’ the most 
suitable approach for the BE students? History teachers easily flip the language switch 
when they enter BE classrooms, but they do not seem to consider looking for a PCK 
approach that will further enhance their teaching quality in L2, and that will enable them 
to explain key concepts as rich in detail, depth and expression as if they were teaching 
in the mother tongue.
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Abstract5

Bilingual education has become popular in many countries in the last two decades. It is 
generally acknowledged that learning a second language (L2) through subject content 
has a positive impact on students’ L2 learning, but there is less agreement on whether 
this also applies to learning subject content knowledge in and through L2. This cross-
sectional study compared Dutch pre-university mainstream and bilingual education 
students in grades 7 and 9 on a history knowledge test, taking into consideration the 
language of instruction and testing. Students were also tested on their motivation to learn 
and affinity with history, because of the alleged higher motivation bilingual education 
students bring to the classroom. Multilevel analyses showed that bilingual education 
students in grade 7 lagged behind in the English part of the test but performed at the 
same level in the Dutch part. 9th bilingual education graders on the other hand performed 
significantly better on the knowledge test than 9th mainstream graders in both L2 and 
L1, thus providing evidence for the non-detrimental effect of bilingual education on the 
acquisition of subject content knowledge. 

 

5  Based on: Oattes, H., Fukkink, R., Oostdam, R., De Graaff, R., & Wilschut, A. (2020). A showdown 
between bilingual and mainstream education: The impact of language of instruction on learning subject 
content knowledge. International Journal of Bilingual Education and Bilingualism. Advance online 
publication. 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Bilingual Education (BE) comes in many shapes, forms and sizes (Eurydice, 2017) and 
Dutch bilingual secondary education also has some particular features that distinguish 
it from other countries. In the Dutch junior BE program (grades 7, 8, and 9) of secondary 
schools with a BE department, at least fifty per cent of the curriculum is in English (L2). 

In BE the preferred pedagogy is content and language integrated learning (CLIL) 
which implies that a foreign language is learned through learning subject content. Use 
of the mother tongue (L1) is actively discouraged in Dutch BE except for the first few 
months in grade 7, when BE students sometimes need the support of L1 to help them 
understand the teacher or express themselves (Oattes, Oostdam, De Graaff & Wilschut, 
2018a). BE students get one extra English lesson per week in order to support their L2 
development.

Over the past 20 years (inter)national research into BE has mainly focused on 
the development of BE students’ L2-proficiency, and the evaluation of CLIL pedagogy 
by (subject) teachers and students. The focus in this study, however, is on learning 
subject content knowledge in Dutch BE. The main goal is to determine the impact of the 
language of instruction on the acquisition of subject content knowledge in grades 7 and 
9 of bilingual secondary education.

Studies focusing on the development of subject content knowledge in L2 show 
a diversity of results (Dalton-Puffer, 2011; Perez-Canado, 2017). Several examples 
illustrate these different research conditions and reported effects of BE on students’ 
language and subject content learning. San Isidro and Lasagabaster (2018) conclude 
that various European studies confirm mostly positive or non-detrimental effects of BE. 
They performed a small-scale (N=44) plurilingual Spanish study and found no differences 
between BE and MS (mainstream) students in subject content learning. Stohler (2006) 
also showed no significant differences between Swiss BE and MS students on developing 
subject knowledge. However, the sample was very heterogeneous, containing students 
with French or German as L1 and test results from different grades and subjects. In 
addition, a Finnish study (Jappinen, 2005) reported positive students’ results on learning 
mathematics and science through CLIL. The longitudinal study involved 669 students 
between the ages of 7 and 15 (BE, N=335, MS, N=334) who were tested four times over 
a period of two years. All testing was done in L1 and participating schools had a lot of 
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freedom in how to meet the demands, as only the English language, the (curriculum) 
topics and the testing time slots were mandatory. 

Recent German research (Dallinger, Jonkman, Hollm & Fiege, 2016) did not find 
differences in acquired academic history knowledge between MS and BE students. Yet, 
they considered this to be a negative result because the BE students received one extra 
lesson per week and therefore had more instruction to reach the same level of history 
knowledge as the MS students. Another German study among 191 grade 10 students in 
three Berlin schools showed a significant positive correlation between L2 proficiency 
and knowledge of basic concepts from a mix of three school subjects. However, the 
level of L2 proficiency caused some students to have problems understanding detailed 
subject content knowledge (Zydatiss, 2007). This L2 proficiency problem also emerged 
in the amount and quality of subject knowledge obtained through L2 by German BE 
students who were clearly surpassed by MS students using their mother tongue (Coetzee-
Lachmann, 2009).

The above-mentioned BE outcomes on subject content learning range from 
positive to neutral to negative. The multitude and diversity of settings, measurement 
instruments, sample sizes and student populations make it difficult to reach general 
conclusions on the impact of the language of instruction on BE students’ learning of subject 
content knowledge. Moreover, Bruton (2011) criticized the methodological inaccuracy 
and therefore the quality of BE studies. He mentions incorrect interpretation of outcome 
scores, neglecting extra CLIL support and a lack of comparability of the study samples, 
for instance in the selection of non-BE control groups.

Present study
The first research on BE subject learning outcomes dates from the early days of Dutch BE 
at the beginning of the millennium (Huibregtse, 2001). It compared four cohorts of MS and 
BE students’ final exam results in grade 12. Results showed that BE students performed 
better in L2 (English), and performed just as well when subject content knowledge 
(history and geography) was tested in L1. However, the impact of BE students being 
taught subject content in Dutch in the three upper years of Dutch secondary education 
was not taken into consideration. 

Later research confirmed that CLIL students’ English proficiency exceeds that of 
the MS students and found no negative effects for Dutch, geography and history (Admiraal, 
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Westhoff & de Bot, 2006; Verspoor, De Bot & Xu, 2015). They compared BE students 
(N=157) to MS students (N=242) in grades 7 and 9 and gave special attention to the 
lead the BE students had in L2 development, scholastic aptitude, initial L2 proficiency, 
motivation, and out of school contact with L2.

The aim of the present study is to contribute to the existing general knowledge 
on the impact of Dutch BE on academic outcomes. Our goal is to determine if being taught 
in L2 has an impact on Dutch pre-university level students’ development of historical 
subject content knowledge in grades 7 and 9. History was chosen because the particular 
language intensity of this school subject makes it challenging to teach and to learn in 
L2 (Coffin, 2006b; De Oliveira, 2011; Van Drie, Braaksma & van Boxtel, 2015). Dutch BE 
students in grades 7 through 9 are taught history exclusively in English for three years, 
implying that they actively develop a historical vocabulary in L2, not in L1. This leads to 
the first research question: To what extent does the language of instruction influence the 
test performance of grade 7 and grade 9 bilingual education and mainstream students 
on history content knowledge? This question is answered by testing subject content 
knowledge in BE grades 7 and 9 in both English and Dutch, and only in the mother 
tongue in MS grades 7 and 9.

Many authors have suggested that BE students are a particular group because of 
their above-average intrinsic motivation to learn, their positive attitude towards school, 
their academic capacity and their willingness to invest extra time in mastering a second 
language (Mearns, De Graaff & Coyle, 2020; Sylvén & Thompson, 2015; Verspoor, de Bot & 
Xu, 2015). Based on these findings about possible differences between MS and BE students, 
a second research question was formulated: Are there differences between mainstream 
and bilingual education students in motivation to learn and attitude towards the school 
subject history, and if so, is this related to bilingual education students’ performance 
when tested on history content knowledge?

5.2 METHOD

Design
In this study we applied a cross-sectional design to examine whether the use of English 
(L2) as the sole language of instruction and communication in history class influenced 
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BE students’ development of curricular historical knowledge, and their ability to apply 
this knowledge in both English and Dutch.

Sample
Twelve schools, approximately 10% of all Dutch BE schools, participated in the study. 
The schools were spread across the Netherlands and form a representative sample of 
Dutch BE schools. They have a mix of BE experience (between 6 and 19 years, average 
12.8 years), and BE teachers with level C1 or C2 (CEFR) in English language proficiency 
and CLIL certification. Within each school 2 to 3 teachers participated, summing up to 
a total of 28 teachers.

Within schools some participating history teachers taught in one grade, others 
in both (only in grade 7, N=8; only in grade 9, N=14; in both grades, N=6). Some of these 
teachers only taught history in BE classes (in grade 7, N=3; in grade 9, N=5; in both 
grades, N=3), some only in MS classes (in grade 7, N=3; in grade 9, N=5; in both grades, 
N=2), and others taught both BE and MS students (in grade 7, N=2; in grade 9, N=4; in 
both grades, N=1).

Some BE teachers who also taught in MS used the same textbook, the MS version 
in Dutch and an identical English version for BE students for practical reasons (in grade 
7, N=6; in grade 9, N=6). These history textbooks are all based on the Dutch history 
curriculum. The other BE teachers used alternative English, Anglo-American, and/or 
self-developed textbooks often adding self-developed teaching materials to stay in line 
with MS and the Dutch history curriculum (in grade 7, N=8; in grade 9, N=15). Both 
MS and BE streams spent an equal amount of time (100-120 minutes) per week on the 
history curriculum. 

The final study sample consisted of 1127 students; 19 classes of 7th graders 
and 24 classes of 9th graders, both of pre-university level, which were divided into four 
subgroups. Grade 7 was split up in mainstream (Dutch, N=176, male: 51%), and bilingual 
stream (English, N=324, male: 55%). Grade 9 also was divided into mainstream (Dutch, 
N=291, male 46%), and bilingual stream (English, N=336, male 47%). In the mainstream, 
three grade 7 classes (N=86) were excluded from participating because they unexpectedly 
also contained unknown numbers of students of a non-pre-university level. This exclusion 
resulted in a somewhat skewed distribution of MS versus BE students in grade 7. 

The students in grade 7 and grade 9 are from two different cohorts and the test 
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results therefore represent two different groups of students. The age of students in grade 
7 is 12-13, and 14-15 in grade 9. The distribution of boys and girls in MS and BE within 
grades was mostly evenly matched, in both grade 7 (MS girls 49%; BE girls 44%) and 
grade 9 (MS girls 54%; BE girls 53%). This also goes for the distribution of country of 
birth of parents (Dutch born versus non-Dutch born): in grade 7 (MS Dutch born 76%; 
BE Dutch born 75%) and grade 9 (MS Dutch born 81%; BE Dutch born 77%). Concerning 
the home language (Dutch or other) the pattern is almost the same: grade 7 (MS Dutch 
76%; BE Dutch 75%) and grade 9 (MS Dutch 81%; BE Dutch 77%) respectively.

Measurements 
History Knowledge Test (HKT)
For this study two history knowledge tests (HKTs) were developed for grades 7 and 9 
(see Appendix D). These consisted of multiple-choice questions about subject content 
knowledge fitting in with the Dutch history curriculum. Multiple-choice items were 
chosen so all students could fully concentrate on reading subject content and to prevent 
possible cognitive overload by having to write answers. The main attainment goal in 
upper secondary history education is to develop students’ ability in historical thinking 
and reasoning, for example understanding causal connections. They therefore need to 
be able to use a chronological frame of reference that is central in history teaching in 
grades 7 through 9 (Wilschut, 2015). This framework consists of ten eras, each with four 
or five typical general features that in turn are made up of multiple historical events, 
developments, concepts and actors. For example, era 3 is called Era of Monks and Knights, 
500-1000 AD and is characterized by four general features: Christianisation of Europe, 
Rise of Islam, Domains and serfdom, and Feudalism. Each of these topics is taught within 
a chronological frame and based on related key concepts using historical actors and their 
involvement in historical events to demonstrate relevant causal connections. In general, 
the chronological framework determines the content of the curriculum, but textbook 
writers are free to choose their own accents, and that also applies to the history teachers.

The HKT in grade 7 focused on three eras that were taught that same year. In 
grade 9 the HKT focused on seven eras that were taught in earlier years (grade 7, grade 
8) and two in the year of the test (grade 9). Both HKTs also contained questions with 
a focus on initial historical reasoning, or the ability to understand and use historical 
knowledge (historical events, developments, concepts and actors) in a new context (see 
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examples in Table 1). 
With the help of three experienced history teachers, multiple-choice items were 

developed that enabled comparison of the acquired historical knowledge of students 
in grade 7 and grade 9. Each question had three answer options. Nearly all items were 
derived from the chronological frame of reference with known eras, and their related 
general features (see Table 1). Because historical subject matter is inherently diverse 
and heterogeneous the HKT covers a broad and multifaceted reference area in both time 
and content. The test was not created for measuring in-depth knowledge of underlying 
constructs or specific knowledge domains, but for testing a representative selection of 
historical subject matter from a broad curricular domain.

The HKT was first pilot tested in ten schools (139 7th graders and 216 9th graders). 
After analysing the results from the pilot phase (p- and Rit-values for individual items and 
Cronbach’s alphas), and the feedback from experts (the history teachers involved), a set 
of 40 test items per grade was established. Next, the HKT for each grade was subdivided 
into two sets (Part A and Part B) of comparable size (twenty test items) and similar 
content. The items were evenly distributed over the various eras that were tested, i.e. 
three eras in grade 7 and seven eras in grade 9.

For both grades Part A was translated from Dutch into English. To check whether 
the test halves of Part  A within grades are identical in L1 (Dutch) and L2 (English), a back 
translation was done to check for possible deviations. For both grades this procedure 
resulted in parallel versions of Part A (in Dutch and English) and one version of Part B 
(in Dutch). 

Per grade, all forty items in both streams were administered in the same order. In 
MS all items were in Dutch, whereas in the BE stream the items in Part A were in English 
and the items in Part B were in Dutch. This approach created the opportunity to examine 
BE student’s ability to deploy their mother tongue in answering questions about history 
content knowledge. Per grade several items with low item total correlations (rit < .30) 
were removed. Close inspection of these items revealed that in some cases more than 
one answer options was justifiable. In others the level of complexity was too high, for 
instance when the application of both detailed subject and general academic knowledge 
was required to select the correct answer. This eventually resulted in a HKT for grade 7 
containing 31 items (a=.64) and a HKT for grade 9 with 30 items (a=.69) with adequate 
internal consistency (Taber, 2016) and with coverage of all eras.
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Personal Motivation Scale (PMS)
For the personal motivation test, a survey was put together that consisted of three 
previously validated and often used motivation constructs: a) Self-efficacy: academic 
self-efficacy enhances personal accomplishments and a person’s sense of well-being, 
consisting of 6 items, a= .77 (Midgley, Maehr, Hruda, Anderman, Anderman & Freeman, 
2000); b) Intrinsic value: relates to the value that students attribute to learning new 
subject knowledge and skills at school, consisting of 7 items, a= .83 (Pintrich & De Groot, 
1990), and c) Performance approach, or the drive to try to outperform other students, 
consisting of 6 items, a= .85 (Seegers, Van Putten & De Brabander, 2002). Following the 
recommendation of Sturgis, Roberts and Smith (2014), we used a 6-point Likert scale 
(1= strongly disagree, 6= strongly agree) to avoid students choosing a neutral position 
when rating the statements.

School Subject Experience Scale (SSES)
Students’ attitude towards a school subject may influence their test results. We therefore 
conducted a small-scale survey on the personal appreciation of the school subject 
history. The widely used and validated School Subject Experience Scale (SSES) (Martinot, 
Kuhlemaier & Feenstra, 1988; Otten & Boekaerts, 1990) addresses four affective attitudes 
students may have towards a school subject. Two affective subscales were included: 
perceived enjoyment (8 items, a=.88) and perceived difficulty & anxiety (8 items a=.80). 
Again, a 6-point Likert scale (1=strongly disagree, 6=strongly agree) was used.
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Table 1
Examples of items from the History Knowledge Test (HKT), Personal Motivation Scale (PMS) and School 
Subject Experience Scale (SSES)

 Example Answer options: multiple choice or Likert 
scale

HKT grade 7
 

The oldest civilisations first formed 
along which rivers?

1 Danube, Nile, Amazon
2 Euphrate, Danube, Indus
3 Nile, Euphrate, Tigris*

HKT grade 7
 

Which groups of subjects did the 
Egyptian pharaoh use to govern his 
land?

1 Farmers, soldiers, priests
2 Priests, slaves, soldiers
3 Soldiers, civil servants, priests*

HKT grade 9
 

Why did hunter-gatherers have to live 
as nomads?

1 To survive they had to travel around 
following herds of wild animals*

2 Since there wasn’t enough food, they 
travelled from city to city

3 In the winter there are no carrots, berries 
or mushrooms to be found 

HKT grade 9
 

Which statement about the First World 
War is true?

1 The First World War created the direct 
cause for the start of the Second World 
War

2 During the First World War Germany was 
occupied by the allies

3 Shortly after the First World War the 
League of Nations was established*

HKT Historical 
reasoning
grade 7 and 9

During the German occupation the 
Jewish Frank family went into hiding in 
Amsterdam. Young Anne kept a diary 
during two years until the family was 
arrested by the Germans. For which 
research is her diary NOT suitable?

1 Life in the city for Jewish persons in 
hiding

2 How Jewish youngsters experienced  
living in hiding

3 German sanctions against people 
assisting Jews in hiding*

PMS Self-efficacy I am sure that this year everything will 
work out fine at school.

1 = strongly disagree - 6 = strongly agree

PMS Intrinsic value I prefer challenging assignments so that 
I can learn new things.

1 = strongly disagree - 6 = strongly agree

PMS Performance 
approach  

I enjoy being the only one who knows 
an answer.

1 = strongly disagree - 6 = strongly agree

SSES History & 
Enjoyment

I enjoy history lessons. 1 = strongly disagree - 6 = strongly agree

SSES History & 
Difficulty & Anxiety

I find it difficult to understand the 
history textbook. 

1 = strongly disagree - 6 = strongly agree

Note. *correct answer option HKT.
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Procedure
The HKT was directly based on one and three years of history teaching respectively. 
Students participating in the study were not informed beforehand about the HKT and 
had to rely solely on their ready knowledge during test taking. BE students were told at 
the beginning of the test that part B would be in Dutch. 

All participants had sufficient time to complete the test and questionnaires, which 
were administered in May 2018 by the history teacher who had received instructions on 
how to supervise the test procedure. It took students about 50 minutes to complete the 
entire test and rate thirty-five statements that were combined in a booklet. Participants 
were guaranteed that schools, history teachers and the results of the individual students 
would be anonymised .

Data analysis
In our sample, students (level 1) were nested in classes (level 2), which were nested in 
schools (level 3). We therefore analysed our data with multilevel regression analysis, 
which takes into account the hierarchical, clustered structure of the data, for grade 7 
and grade 9 separately.

The two outcome measures were Historical Knowledge part A (HKT-A) and 
Historical knowledge part B (HKT-B). To adjust for possible differences between the 
bilingual education sample and the mainstream group, we included student motivation, 
perceived self-efficacy, intrinsic value, performance approach, enjoyment (in history) 
and difficulty & anxiety (with history) as covariates. We also included students’ gender, 
parents’ country of birth, and home language as demographic covariates, as these could 
influence the outcome of the test results. 
 We tested the statistical significance of the differences in outcome measures at 
the conventional alpha level of .05. An a priori analysis indicated that power was adequate 
(β= .80) for finding small-to-medium differences between the BE group and MS group 
(ES= 0.35) at the conventional level of α= .05 (two-sided) with a sample of at least 130 
students in each condition. The clustering effect and the effect of covariates were not 
yet included in this a priori analysis. In view of the fact that in the current study the final 
size of the sample per condition was much larger than 130 students, there was sufficient 
power to demonstrate small-to-medium effects (Cohen, 1988).

We tested the statistical significance of BE (i.e., is there a difference between BE 
and MS students?) and the interaction effect of BE with gender (i.e., are there differential, 
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gendered BE effects?) in each model at .05. Finally, model fit was determined with the log-
likelihood ratio (-2LL), Aikake Information Criterion and Bayesian Information Criterion 
(BIC). The fit of a final model with BE as main variable of interest and all covariates was 
compared with the fit of a basic model without any predictor (‘null model’) by comparing 
the differences in model fit (i.e., Δ-2LL, ΔAIC, ΔBIC). Cohen’s d was calculated as the effect 
size, based on the observed means and standard deviations. Following Cohen’s rule of 
thumb, effect sizes can be classified as small, medium or large with corresponding values 
of 0.20, 0.50 and ≥0.80 (Cohen, 1988).

5.3 RESULTS

Table 2 shows the HKT results for MS and BE students in grade 7 and grade 9 and Table 
3 reflects the mean differences between the MS and BE group for the affective measures. 
In the statistical analysis related to our research questions, we take differences between 
the BE and MS sample into account. Multilevel regression analyses were used to test 
differences between the BE and MS groups on the HKT (part A and B), taking into account 
the (generally small) differences between the groups. Table 4 shows the results of the 
final model in which the five affective variables were added as covariates; three related 
to motivation (self-efficacy, intrinsic value and performance approach) and two related 
to subject appreciation (enjoyment and difficulty & anxiety). The predictors from our 
model improved the model fit significantly, as indicated by the statistically significant 
decrease of the log-likelihood, AIC and BIC scores (p < .001). 

The results show that in grade 7 MS students outperformed BE students on 
HKT-A (i.e., with the items for the BE group in English). For HKT-B (i.e., the items for both 
groups in Dutch), no significant difference was found. Results in grade 9, however, show 
a significantly different outcome, as the BE students outperformed the MS students in 
both part A (in English) and part B (in Dutch) of the HKT.

In our models, the individual student background variables ‘place of birth of 
parents’, and ‘home language’ showed no significant relationship with the HKT results, not 
for part A nor for part B, neither for grade 7 nor for grade 9. Boys performed significantly 
better than girls in grade 7 on the A part (English) and in grade 9 on the B part (Dutch) of 
the HKT. For both grades some significant correlations can be observed for ‘self-efficacy’, 
‘enjoyment’, and perceived ‘difficulty & anxiety'.
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Table 4
Outcomes for Multilevel Models: Historical Knowledge Tests in Dutch/English (HKT-A) and Dutch (HKT-B) in 
bilingual education grades 7 and 9

Grade 7 Grade 9

HKT-A 
(Dutch/
English)

HKT-B
(Dutch)

HKT-A 
(Dutch/
English)

HKT-B
(Dutch)

Fixed part
Intercept 4.89***(0.83) 6.80*** (1.11) 4.12*** (0.92) 6.26*** (1.00)

Type of school - (BE) -1.54*** (0.36) -0.54 (0.57) 0.85** (0.36) 0.68* (0.29)

Gender (boy) 0.40* (0.24) -0.01 (0.32) 0.27 (0.27) 0.61** (0.22)

Type of school*Gender 0.04 (0.37) 0.05 (0.48) -0.02 (0.37) -0.36 (0.40)
Parents born in Netherlands 0.18 (0.24) 0.35 (0.32) 0.21 (0.26) 0.09 (0.28)
Home language Dutch -0.42 (0.35) -0.44 (0.46) 0.24 (0.35) 0.59 (0.38)

Self-efficacy 0.03 (0.03) 0.03 (0.04) 0.07** (0.03) 0.10** (0.03)

Intrinsic value 0.00 (0.02) -0.04 (0.03) 0.02 (0.02) -0.04 (0.03)

Performance approach -0.03 (0.02) -0.02 (0.02) 0.00 (0.02) -0.02 (0.02)

Enjoyment 0.04** (0.01) 0.08*** (0.02) 0.02 (0.01) 0.04* (0.02)

Difficulty & Anxiety 0.04 (0.02) 0.06* (0.02) 0.08*** (0.02) 0.06* (0.02)
Random part

Residual  3.61*** (0.24) 6.21*** (0.42) 4.16*** (0.27) 5.01*** (0.32)

School*Class 0.39* (0.16) 1.22** (0.46) 0.37* (0.17) 0.29 (0.15)

Model fit
-2LL (df= 3) basic model 2506.9 2836.1 2794.7 2919.9
-2LL (df=13) final model 1927.2 2187.8 2243.3 2333.8
Δ-2LL(Δdf=10) 579.7*** 648.3*** 551.4*** 586.1***
AIC (df= 3) basic model 2512.9 2842.1 2800.7 2925.9
AIC (df= 13) final model 1953.2 2213.8 2269.3 2359.8
ΔAIC (Δdf=10) 559.7*** 628.3*** 531.4*** 566.1***
BIC (df= 3) basic model 2526.0 2855.2 2814.0 2939.2
BIC (df= 13) final model 2006.9 2267.5 2324.6 2415.1
ΔBIC (Δdf= 10) 519.1*** 587.7*** 489.4*** 524.1***

Note. * =.05, ** =.01, *** =.001.
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5.4 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The first research question of this study was posed to determine to what extent the 
language of instruction influences the test performance of grade 7 and grade 9 BE and 
MS students on history content knowledge. 

Results show that in grade 7 BE students were outperformed by MS students on 
part A of the HKT which was taken in Dutch for MS or English for BE. Concerning part B 
(in Dutch for all students) no differences were found. In grade 9 significant differences 
in favour of the BE students were found on both parts of the HKT and thus also in both 
languages. Overall, boys performed better than girls, while no systematic patterns occurred 
in relation to the background variables ‘parents born in the Netherlands’ and ‘home 
language’. This is in line with other studies that also showed that boys perform slightly 
better in history than girls in primary and secondary education (cf. Cito, 2019; Van der 
Kaap & Visser, 2016).
 The second research question focused upon students’ motivation to learn and 
attitude towards the school subject history in relation to their performance on the 
knowledge test. Results of the multilevel regression analyses, which take into account 
possible differences in students’ affective measures between the BE and the MS samples, 
showed some significant but very small correlations that have little meaning. BE students 
perceived a slightly stronger sense of ‘self-efficacy’, ‘enjoyment’, and ‘difficulty & anxiety’ 
than their MS peers. Considering the scores on the HKT, we established that BE students 
in grade 7 had some difficulty when tested in English and this negatively affected their 
score. However, when the language of testing changed to L1 they were able to keep up 
with MS 7th graders. The lower test results of the BE students after nearly one year of 
CLIL history teaching in L2, seem to be the result of BE students’ difficulties with the 
language of testing. A likely explanation is that they lagged behind in their ability to fully 
comprehend subject-specific English questions and pre-selected answers. The first year 
of BE is challenging since most students arrive with a limited L2 vocabulary and have to 
process a great deal of new information. Developing subject-specific and general academic 
vocabulary in English in grade 7 takes up a lot of time and energy, for both students and 
teacher (Oattes et al., 2018a). However, the result that grade 7 BE students performed at 
a similar level on the Dutch part of the knowledge test as the MS students, indicates that 
the focus on L2 apparently does not negatively affect their understanding of historical 
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knowledge. This substantiates the assumption of a language backlog in English in grade 7.
A language backlog can no longer be observed in grade 9 since BE students 

performed significantly better on both parts of the HKT than the MS students. They 
performed better in L2 than MS students did in their L1 (Part A). On top of that the BE 
students also outperformed the MS students in L1 (Part B) despite being taught history 
only in English as the language of instruction for three years. Teaching history in L2 
therefore does not seem to impede these students’ use of the mother tongue when it 
comes to understanding subject-specific knowledge. It seems that BE students develop 
understanding of the subject-specific vocabulary in L1 autonomously, e.g. at home or 
outside the classroom, although some BE history teachers may occasionally apply code-
switching to support their CLIL teaching (Oattes, Oostdam, De Graaff, Fukkink & Wilschut, 
2018b).

The finding that BE students in grade 9 outperformed their MS counterparts in 
both parts of the knowledge test, also provides evidence for the non-detrimental effect 
of BE on the acquisition of subject content knowledge. Therefore, it could be concluded 
that CLIL teaching in BE has a positive effect on learning subject content in L2.These 
results may support earlier research suggesting that CLIL pedagogy stimulates deep 
learning (Coyle et al., 2010; Lublin, 2003), as the use of L2 in the classroom requires 
students to focus on the content and the L2, to process content in the L2 (meaning) and 
to use both adequately (output) to communicate on content matters (Bertaux, Coonan, 
Frigols-Martin & Mehisto, 2010). However, as no classroom observation or curriculum 
plans were analysed in this study, we cannot attribute the positive outcomes for the BE 
group to specific CLIL pedagogy.

In the multilevel regression analyses with the scores on the knowledge test as 
outcome measures and the affective variables as covariates, we observed some significant, 
although very small, relationships for grade 7 and/or grade 9 students between their HKT 
scores and the scores on the scales for self-efficacy (grade 9), enjoyment and perceived 
difficulty & anxiety (grades 7 and 9). For example, students who considered the subject 
history more difficult, performed, as expected, somewhat lower on the knowledge test. 
However, students in grade 9, who assessed their self-efficacy to be high, scored slightly 
lower than expected on the knowledge test. Perhaps BE students had overconfidence 
in their self-efficacy (cf. Dunlosky & Rawson, 2012) or underestimated the difficulty of 
the subject-specific knowledge.
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Limitations
The design of this study was cross-sectional, which made it impossible to follow the 
development of individual students regarding the development of their subject content 
knowledge in order to discover longitudinal relations between background and school 
variables. A longitudinal design could have offered greater insight in the development 
of the BE students’ subject content knowledge. 

Furthermore, we did not map out the content of the history lessons exhaustively. 
Some teachers may have focused more strongly on certain historical topics than others. 
Likewise, we do not know whether individual students had access to additional support to 
improve their performance level, for example through parental coaching or professional 
homework guidance. Although most teachers follow the curriculum fairly closely (Oattes 
et al., 2018a), making systematic bias between MS and BE unlikely, deviations at school 
and/or teacher level cannot be completely excluded. 

In this study a multiple-choice test was used to determine the acquired history 
knowledge of students. In this way speaking and writing in L2 were deliberately excluded 
to prevent students being distracted or slowed down due to a possible lack of active L2 
proficiency. It is conceivable that other test formats in which a greater appeal is made 
on L2 proficiency will show different results. Future research into the effects of different 
test formats on students’ performance regarding their acquisition of subject content 
knowledge can provide more insight. Also, the HKT was held unannounced, which is 
not common in Dutch education, and test results could have been different if students 
had had time to prepare for the HKT. No standardised L2 measure was performed and 
the obtained student grades for English and history were incomparable due to schools 
using different grading systems.

This study seems consistent with earlier research claiming that BE students bring 
a stronger pre-existing motivation to learn to the classroom than MS students (Admiraal 
et al., 2006; Mearns et al., 2020; Verspoor et al., 2015). The intrinsic value of BE students 
in both grade 7 and grade 9 is significantly stronger than of the MS peers (M=31.52, SD 
=4.56; M=30.44, SD=5.34; t(468)=-2.32, p=.021 in grade 7 and M=29.78, SD=4.48; M= 
28.89, SD=5.16; t(598)=-2.26, p=.024 in grade 9, respectively). BE students in grade 7 
further derive significantly more pleasure from history, but show comparable scores to 
the MS 7th graders when it comes to ‘self-efficacy’, ‘performance approach’ and ‘difficulty 
& anxiety’. BE students in grade 9 show an even greater distinction compared to the MS 
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9th graders by also outperforming them significantly on ‘self-efficacy’ (M=26.99, SD=3.91; 
M =26.08, SD=4.46; t(600)=-2.68, p=.008, respectively) and ‘performance approach’ 
(M=24.23, SD=5.75; M=23.05, SD=6.20; t(602)=-2.44, p=.015 respectively).

 On the other hand, they have lost their sense of ‘pleasure’ compared to BE grade 
7 and show no difference with the mainstream group on ‘difficulty & anxiety’. However, 
the measurement of affective variables in the present study was primarily examined 
in relation to the school subject history. In other contexts, in relation to other subjects, 
other differences between MS and BE students may be observed. 

Implications 
Considering the limitations mentioned, the results of this study support the conclusion 
that BE students can apply subject content knowledge in another language than the 
language of instruction. Although BE students learned history content knowledge using 
L2 as language of instruction, they were able to apply this knowledge not only in L2 but 
also in L1. 
 The skills and language of testing in L2 in grade 7 need the BE teachers’ special 
attention as the BE students seem to find this difficult. When subject knowledge is 
tested in L2 a flexible language approach is advisable as some students (partly) need a 
dictionary to get a grip on a L2 text or permission to use L1 to demonstrate their subject 
knowledge.

In this study content knowledge seems to be acquired independently of the 
language of instruction. It raises the question whether a more gradual transition is 
preferable after grade 9 when the language of instruction becomes exclusively L1 for all 
exam subjects and all streams in the Netherlands. Given the demonstrated non-disruptive 
effect of BE on the learning of subject content knowledge in this particular research setting 
(passive language use, multiple-choice questions), it would be interesting to find out if 
the outcome holds when BE students need to demonstrate an active command of L2 and 
L1, for instance when questions require written answers in the appropriate academic 
and subject-specific language. 

In future research the effects of different languages of instruction on the learning 
of content subject knowledge need to be examined more closely. In Dutch society, the 
English language is popular and omnipresent, but outside school Dutch is the language 
of communication for students. In case the language of instruction is less popular and 
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students are less familiar with it, this may have a negative impact on the learning of subject 
content knowledge. This is in contrast with bilingual societies in which the languages 
of instruction in BE are also languages of communication. Within that bilingual context 
the language of instruction will probably not impede the learning of subject content 
knowledge. 

Against the background of Dutch BE, the present study can be seen as a 
confrontation between two distinct groups of MS and BE students, who learned subject 
content knowledge through different languages of instruction. Based on the overall 
outcome, we believe Dutch BE has proven its strength in this showdown by catching up 
in grade 7, and coming out on top in grade 9.







6 
MAIN FINDINGS, DISCUSSION AND

IMPLICATIONS
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This research project aimed to explore the role and position of Bilingual Education History 
Teachers (BHTs) teaching Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) in Dutch 
junior secondary education. An approach comparing history teaching in both English 
and Dutch by the same history teacher was possible as most BHTs are also mainstream 
teachers of history.

The research project was divided into three parts. In the first part the self-
reported experiences and perceptions of history teachers regarding bilingual education 
were made visible (Study 1). In the second part, we compared these perceptions with 
classroom practice by observing a) how teachers dealt with second language learning 
in the CLIL classroom (Study 2), and b) how history teachers’ application of pedagogical 
content knowledge was influenced by using the first language (Dutch) or the second 
language (English) (Study 3). In the fourth study, we measured and compared the impact 
of CLIL teaching on students’ subject content learning after one and three years of bilingual 
education by means of a basic history knowledge test.

In this final chapter, the main findings of this thesis are presented and discussed. 
It starts with main findings and conclusions of the four studies (Chapters 2-5) and 
conclusions are drawn, which are then reflected upon. Limitations of this study will be 
considered, leading to suggestions for future research. Finally, possible implications of 
this study for teaching and learning history in secondary bilingual education and for 
teacher-education will be discussed.

6.1 MAIN FINDINGS PER STUDY

The following summaries contain descriptions of the design, the implementation, and 
the main findings of the studies. For detailed discussions of results, limitations, and 
embedding in existing literature, we refer to the conclusions in the previous chapters, 
and the other sections in this chapter. 

Study 1: The challenge of balancing content and language: Perceptions of Dutch 
bilingual education history teachers (Chapter 2)

The main objective of this study was to find out how HT perceive the differences between 
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teaching history in mainstream and in bilingiual education based on three questions. 
The first question focused on CLIL principles and CLIL practice in general and included 
dealing with the frequently changing balance between language and content, and using 
L1 to support CLIL. The second question focused more strongly on the comparison of 
history teaching in English and Dutch and the differences between bilingual education 
and mainstream students. The third question was dedicated to the well-being of the 
bilingual education history teacher by asking after the effect of teaching CLIL on the 
personal level of job satisfaction, including perceived effects on pedagogical competence, 
professional integrity and appreciation of teaching CLIL.

A self-report questionnaire, mostly using statements, was administered to 
bilingual education history teachers (N = 86), complemented with qualitative semi-
structured follow-up interviews with a group of teachers (N = 8) who offered to elaborate 
on their questionnaire responses. 

The results showed that concerning the relationship between principles and 
practice of CLIL the bilingual education history teachers (BHTs) perceived the balance 
to be shifting from more language orientated in grade 7 to more content orientated 
in grade 9, depending on the L2 proficiency of the students. Unlike the questionnaire 
outcome, in which the majority of respondents showed determination to support the 
English language policy, all but one of the teachers acknowledged during the follow-up 
interviews using L1 in their lessons to support the teaching of both content and language. 
This difference in outcomes indicates that it cannot be ruled out that questionnaire 
respondents sometimes gave socially desirable answers or that the teachers responded 
based on their average CLIL-experiences.

The BHTs’ perceptions regarding differences and similarities in teaching CLIL 
or teaching history in Dutch showed that most differences are to be found in grade 
7. Preparation and execution of the CLIL lessons was strongly affected by the limited 
L2 proficiency of many 7th grade students, and this limitation was perceived as more 
demanding and time consuming than teaching mainstream history classes. This was 
less true in grade 9 when students’ L2 proficiency had substantially improved, which 
made teaching history more natural and easier. Finding or designing CLIL assignments 
that stimulate L2 development was still perceived to be demanding and time consuming. 
Teachers perceived the students of the bilingual stream to be the better students, 
surpassing their mainstream counterparts on intrinsic motivation, ambition and cognitive 
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ability. The interviewed teachers agreed on this, but a majority also denied that this 
was visible when it came to historical knowledge and skills. They attributed this to the 
adolescents’ diminishing motivation for school matters in general.

Regarding job satisfaction, BHTs acknowledged bilingual education to be 
both demanding and challenging, which sometimes led to feelings of uncertainty and 
insecurity especially in the first few years as a bilingual education teacher. All teachers 
acknowledged that the first months of bilingual education could be demanding because 
of the one-sided focus on language. Also, difficult communication in English could lead 
to an uninspiring classroom atmosphere and less spontaneity in teaching. However, over 
time, BHTs saw bilingual education as rewarding, after they experienced being able to 
successfully teach history in English. They further perceived that using CLIL activities 
enriched their pedagogical and creative skills, and that they could also apply these skills 
in mainstream teaching.  

 In summary, Study 1 provided insight into the BHTs perceptions of differences 
and similarities between teaching mainstream and bilingual education students. The 
differences were strongest in grade 7 where the limited English proficiency of the 
students forced teachers to strongly focus on the meaning of language to be able to 
convey the subject content. This perception did not apply to grade 9 due to improved 
L2 proficiency of the students. BHTs reported sticking to the English-only policy, but the 
interviewed Dutch BHTs confirmed using L1 to support their CLIL teaching, especially, 
but not exclusively, in the first months of grade 7. This suggests that the use of L1 is a 
common practice. Bilingual education language limitation in grade 7 also demanded 
more effort on the part of the BHTs to find and prepare adequate teaching materials 
already. Despite these differences the general perception was that bilingual education 
students already outperformed mainstream students in intrinsic motivation, ambition 
and cognitive strength when entering grade 7. Experienced mainstream history teachers 
perceived the first few years teaching CLIL to be exciting, challenging and demanding, but 
they regained a sense of job satisfaction once they were able to smoothly teach history 
in English and also use the newly developed CLIL skills in mainstream history teaching.

Study 2: Content and Language Integrated Learning in Dutch bilingual education: 
How do Dutch history teachers focus on second language teaching? (Chapter 3)
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In Study 1 BHTs reported experiences with and perceptions about bilingual history 
education. However, in Study 2 we observed that there were discrepancies between 
earlier expressed teachers’ perceptions and actual classroom teaching. 

This observational study investigated how BHTs implemented teaching of L2 in 
their CLIL lessons, as earlier research (cf. Cammarata & Tedick, 2012; Lorenzo, 2007) 
demonstrated that teachers tend to focus their L2 teaching mainly on meaning (clarifying 
content) and spend (far) less teaching time focusing on form (clarifying language). Also, 
the BHTs’ proficiency in spoken English was examined to establish whether English 
language proficiency affects the quality of teachers’ L2 teaching. 

Eight BHTs taught a total of 28 lessons, i.e., 14 sets of paired lessons. Each paired 
set focused on the same historical topic and was taught both in Dutch and in English 
by the same history teacher. The paired lessons were videotaped, observed, analysed 
and evaluated to determine the teachers’ L2-teaching skills in CLIL lessons. An existing 
analytical L2 pedagogy assessment instrument (De Graaf et al., 2007) was used, to which 
we added a holistic assessment scale. The resulting observation instrument included five 
language learning categories: 1) exposure to (teacher) input; 2) focus on meaning; 3) 
focus on form; 4) student output; and 5) use of strategies. Each category had a number 
of indicators that helped observers to identify teacher behaviour characteristic of one 
of the language learning categories. The results of the analysis of the BHTs’ L2 focus in 
five language learning categories in CLIL lessons confirmed their preference for teaching 
meaning (clarifying content) over form (clarifying language). The BHTs focused on the 
categories directly connected to subject content (focus on teacher input, focus on meaning, 
student output), but they seemed far less engaged when it came to linguistic features of 
L2 (focus on form, use of strategies). 

The L2 pedagogy assessment was carried out by the lead researcher plus four 
senior student-teachers specialised in bilingual education. Each lesson was observed 
and assessed by three rotating observers. The English language proficiency assessment 
was carried out by four experienced English language teacher educators who were also 
Cambridge English examiners, and each videotaped lesson was assessed by two rotating 
observers. On average the spoken English assessment of the BHTs was of a high level, even 
though there were individual differences between the BHTs. There was no significant 
difference between the teachers’ spoken production and spoken interaction. The observed 
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BHTs took CLIL training courses that were predominantly focused on communication 
and interaction in the CLIL classroom. BHTs hesitated to get involved in explicit linguistic 
matters, even when there were obvious opportunities, e.g., to give corrective feedback. 
Their behaviour indicated that they preferred to leave linguistic matters to the English 
teacher. As history teachers, on the other hand, they seemed to feel a stronger urge to 
prioritise the focus of the CLIL lessons on the meaning of subject content. This outcome 
was in line with earlier research that CLIL teachers focus first and foremost on being a 
subject teacher (Koopman et al., 2014; Lorenzo, 2007; Schuitemaker-King, 2012). 

In summary, Study 2 provides insight into the BHTs’ approach of using L2 in 
CLIL. Most of the BHTs’ language activities focused on three language learning categories 
that mainly support learning of subject content. Two explicit language learning 
categories received considerably less attention from the teachers. BHTs had a high level 
of L2 proficiency which they could use to offer corrective feedback (grammar, lexis, 
pronunciation, spelling), but they rarely did. They were more strongly committed to 
teaching subject content for which they were professionally trained, than to engage 
themselves in linguistic matters in which they had only limited training. It is therefore 
more realistic to appreciate the CLIL teacher as a language facilitator who creates a user-
friendly second language learning context, for instance in the English-speaking classroom.

Study 3: The impact of bilingual education on history teachers’ use of pedagogical 
content knowledge (Chapter 4)

This study presents the outcome of a comparative study using quantitative and qualitative 
research data to establish the impact of teaching CLIL (in English) on the history teachers’ 
use of PCK. Does teaching CLIL lead to a different use of PCK as compared to teaching 
history in the mother tongue? 

Originally defined in 1987 by Shulman, PCK "represents the blending of content 
and pedagogy into an understanding of how particular topics, problems, or issues are 
organized, represented, and adapted to the diverse interests and abilities of learners, 
and presented for instruction" (p. 8). This definition implies that the teacher has the 
skills to use representations and instructional strategies, and knowledge of students’ 
understanding. 

History knowledge is based on knowing and understanding historical concepts. 
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Therefore, students need a well-developed language proficiency to understand subject-
specific and related general academic language that the BHTs use when explaining these 
concepts. Earlier research (Van Boxtel & Grever, 2011; Van Drie, Braaksma & Van Boxtel, 
2015; Wilschut, 2015) showed that mainstream students perceived history to be a 
language-sensitive subject that is quite difficult to understand and to apply in assignments 
and tests. This is also the case in the students’ restricted bilingual context due to the 
developing second language (Llinares & Morton, 2010; Lorenzo, 2013; Schleppegrell & 
De Oliveira, 2006).

Twelve sets of paired lessons were recorded, each set consisting of one Dutch-
spoken and one English-spoken lesson about the same historical topic taught by the 
same history teacher to a parallel mainstream and bilingual education class of the same 
secondary school. The lessons were taught by seven BHTs at seven different schools 
across the Netherlands. Four paired lessons were recorded in grade 7, and eight paired 
lessons in grade 9 of the pre-university education stream (vwo), involving approximately 
200 7thgraders and 400 9th graders, between 12-15 years old. 

As no suitable quantitative PCK observation instrument was available to analyse 
history teachers’ pedagogical performance, a new, concise PCK instrument was designed 
and implemented. It consisted of four analytic PCK categories: 1) Core of the lesson; 
2) Concepts; 3) Assessment & Perspective, and 4) Chronology & Context. A separate 
holistic category labelled 5) Holistic Assessment was added to obtain an overall rating 
of history teachers’ use of PCK. Each PCK category was individually graded. In addition, 
a qualitative analysis was carried out on a selection of fourteen oral explanations of 
historical concepts presented by teachers in two languages to establish the similarity of 
the explanations. Finally, the quality of the oral explanations of two concepts in English 
and Dutch was analysed at the word level to illustrate and differentiate the results of 
the quantitative analysis.

 The results of the observations showed that the application of PCK in both 
streams and both grades was very similar, suggesting that the language of instruction 
was not decisive in the teachers’ use of PCK. The holistic assessment in both streams also 
showed no significant differences. Nevertheless, there were some differences between 
grades. Concerning the analytic PCK categories the main focus of the 7th grade teachers 
in both streams was on two categories: Core of the lesson and Concepts. Although the 
average score on the five categories was nearly identical compared to mainstream, the 
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variation between teachers was greater in the bilingual education stream, indicating that 
teaching in another language is slightly more restrictive for some teachers.

Also, a linguistic analysis was used to investigate the language use of the teachers. 
An analysis at the word level, a word count, showed a strong similarity (± 85%) in the 
number of words in a corresponding episode used by the BHT in both streams. The 
number of words in a corresponding episode refers to the similarity of words used by 
the history teacher to explain concept content in both languages. The number of words 
in unique episodes was used to distinguish between words that were used in only one of 
the two languages. The similarity of words may be a result of using the same textbooks. 
The qualitative analysis of two explanations at the word level of the concept ‘medieval 
domain’ showed much similarity, but overall the Dutch explanation was richer in detail 
and expression, and was therefore deemed to be stronger than the English version. 

In grade 9 the teaching circumstances are different because students have an 
improved language proficiency and possess more history knowledge and skills. Grade 9 
was more dynamic and interaction between teachers and students and between students 
has become a main factor in the BHTs’ CLIL teaching. The PCK score of Core of the lesson 
and Concept dropped, while Assessment & Perspective and Chronology & Context, which 
required students to demonstrate more historical knowledge and a richer vocabulary, 
received considerably more attention from the teachers in both streams. Again, we found 
a strong similarity in the teachers’ use of PCK in both streams. 

There was less similarity in the number of words used by BHTs in a corresponding 
episode in both language streams, suggesting that teachers felt less compelled to use 
the same (type of) words in both streams to explain a concept. Finally, the qualitative 
analysis of the explanations of concepts showed many similarities, but again the Dutch 
explanation was richer in detail and expression, and was therefore deemed to be stronger 
than the English version. 

In summary, Study 3 provides insight into how the subject teachers’ use of  
pedagogical content knowledge was affected by the use of the second language. Using a 
quantitative observation instrument, we found strong similarities and very few differences 
in the teachers’ use of PCK both in grade 7 and in grade 9, regardless of whether history 
was taught in English or in Dutch. Apparently teaching in the second language does not 
require the BHTs to use an adjusted form of PCK. We also noticed that teachers used more 
PCK categories in grade 9 than in grade 7, probably because of the students’ increased 
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language proficiency and their increased subject knowledge and skills. There was more 
variation in the number of words used in a corresponding episode in grade 9, indicating 
that the teachers felt more confident if their concept explanations varied in both languages. 
However, the analysis at the word level of historical concept explanations in two languages 
showed that the teachers’ use of the mother tongue is more refined than the teachers’ 
use of the second language. On the other hand, this difference in refinement might relate 
to the teachers’ own L2 proficiency, and/or to the adjustment of their language use to 
their students’ level of L2 understanding.

Study 4: A showdown between bilingual and mainstream education: The impact of 
language of instruction on learning subject content knowledge (Chapter 5)

In this study we used a cross-sectional design to examine whether the use of English 
as the language of instruction and communication in history class influenced bilingual 
education students’ development of historical content knowledge, and their ability to 
recall basic knowledge in an unannounced test consisting of both English and Dutch 
multiple-choice questions. Their results were compared with mainstream students who 
took the same test in Dutch. We also checked both groups for the influence of general 
school motivation and attitude towards history as a school subject. A total of 1127 
students from grades 7 and 9 of both streams of twelve secondary schools with bilingual 
education departments were involved in this study.

The History Knowledge Test (HKT) was developed in two versions: one for 
grade 7, and one for grade 9. Each test consisted of 40 multiple-choice questions, split 
up in two 20 question parts (A and B), and aimed at testing basic historical content 
knowledge. The 7th graders were tested on grade 7 topics, while grade 9 students were 
tested on topics taught in grades 7, 8, and 9. Mainstream students were tested in Dutch 
(Parts A and B), while bilingual education students were tested in both English (Part A) 
and in Dutch (Part B). The bilingual education students were informed at the start that 
part B of the test was in Dutch.

These students also took part in the adapted Personal Motivation Scale (PMS), 
and the School Subject Experience Scale (SSES) in order to be able to adjust for possible 
differences between mainstream and bilingual education students. The Personal 
Motivation Scale measured three motivational constructs: self-efficacy, intrinsic value 
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and performance approach. The SSES for history was limited to two of the original 
four constructs to measure students’ attitude towards a subject: perceived enjoyment 
and perceived difficulty & anxiety. PMS and SSES were added as five covariates in the 
comparative analysis of bilingual education versus mainstream students, and showed 
some small but statistically significant relationships with the outcome of the HKT.

In grade 7 the BE students were outperformed by the mainstream students in 
Part A of the test, which was in English for the bilingual education students and in Dutch 
for the mainstream students. In Part B, which was in Dutch for all grade 7 students, we 
found no differences. These outcomes suggest that in bilingual education grade 7 the 
students struggled mainly with the language of testing and this negatively impacted the 
test results. When the language of testing changed to Dutch they performed similar to 
the mainstream students on historical knowledge. 

The outcome of the HKT in grade 9 showed significant differences in favour of 
the bilingual education students. The bilingual education students performed better in 
English than the mainstream students in Dutch (Part A), and even more surprisingly 
they performed significantly better in the second part (B) in Dutch even though they 
had three years of English history lessons. 

In summary, Study 4 demonstrated that one year of CLIL teaching in grade 
7 resulted in the bilingual education students being outperformed in a basic history 
knowledge test by the mainstream students. In the Dutch part of the test the bilingual 
education students performed at the same level as the mainstream students, thereby 
demonstrating that their history knowledge as such was not lagging behind. A likely 
explanation for being outperformed was that their English proficiency was not at the 
required level. Being taught in English did not seem to result in the 7th graders having 
problems taking a test in the L1. After three years of CLIL teaching the 9th graders 
performed better on the HKT in English (Part A) than their mainstream counterparts did 
in Dutch. A new finding is that bilingual education students were also able to outperform 
mainstream students in the Dutch part of this HKT. The former had three years of history 
lessons exclusively in English, but were still able to use the Dutch language of testing and 
even produce better subject knowledge results. 
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6.2 DISCUSSION 

Our research into the role and position of the Dutch bilingual education history teachers 
is discussed in relation to key literature, and thus forms a useful addition and deepening 
of Van Kampen’s research (2019) into different CLIL pedagogies used by non-specified 
subject teachers’ in Dutch bilingual education. Specifically, because we focused on one 
group of subject teachers and their specific CLIL teaching whereas Van Kampen focused 
more strongly on the diversity of used CLIL pedagogies by subject teachers in general.

This dissertation has shown that there are a number of discrepancies between 
CLIL principles and CLIL practice, for instance in teachers’ time spent and focus on second 
language development. BHTs perceived that they spent equal amounts of time on teaching 
content and on teaching language, while a one-sided focus on content was evident in 
CLIL practice. Further, BHTs said they strongly supported the preferred English-only 
policy, while in practice probably many BHTs also occasionally use L1 to support their 
CLIL teaching. Finally, the remarkable results of grade 9 bilingual education students on 
a Dutch written knowledge test invites some speculation of what the future of bilingual 
education might be, for example regarding the continuation of bilingual education in 
senior grades. These observations deserve further discussion as they touch directly 
upon the BHTs’ interpretation and implementation of CLIL as described in this research.

Although bilingual education is all about subject learning in a second language, 
it is the L1, or mother tongue, that seems to be the connecting thread in our discussion 
of bottlenecks and recommendations to improve this already well-established special 
branch of education.

Teaching subject content and facilitating second language learning
Teaching CLIL means teaching subject content in a second language, preferably in an 
integrated way. The Dutch Standard for Bilingual Education (2012), however, did not clarify 
or specify how a CLIL subject teacher should realise this. The recently (2019) updated, 
adjusted and more outspoken version of the Standard states that CLIL should activate 
and stimulate students to actively use the English language, also among themselves. 
Teachers are expected to give the students feedback on their language use and make 
them aware of subject-specific language aspects. Finally, the Standard advises close 
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cooperation with the English teachers to optimise CLIL and share responsibility for the 
language acquisition of the students (Nuffic, 2019). Formulated like this, the new Standard 
2.0 provides outlines for CLIL and CLIL teachers, but every bilingual education school 
is expected to develop, implement and account for their own, school-specific bilingual 
education policy. And although it offers bilingual education schools the opportunity to 
develop a customised bilingual education policy and curriculum that fit the school’s 
profile, it will require a substantial effort from the bilingual education team to overcome 
existing bottlenecks. In Chapter 3 we described the reluctance of the subject teachers to 
engage in specific L2-teaching, and we also know that English teachers find it difficult 
to engage in subject-specific language (Dale et al., 2018b) 

Research has shown that the relationship bilingual education teachers have with 
their task to engage in language teaching is strained (cf. Cammarata & Tedick, 2012; Dale, 
2020; De Graaff et al., 2007; Lorenzo, 2007). In Study 2 (Chapter 3) we tested our sample 
of BHTs and they too were clearly far more active with teacher input, focus on meaning, 
and student output, i.e. categories that focus more exclusively on teaching and learning 
of content through language. The two categories that more exclusively focus on teaching 
and learning of the second language, i.e. focus on form, and use of strategies received far 
less attention from the BHTs. The average level of spoken English of the Dutch BHTs was 
high and they should be able, and are expected (Nuffic, 2019) to use this proficiency to 
provide different types of corrective feedback. However, they avoided this language task 
as we did not observe a single subject teacher giving corrective feedback. 

One explanation for this outcome could be that the wide variety of CLIL 
training courses lack a standardised curriculum that offers adequate content for a basic 
understanding of language learning pedagogy and the use of corrective feedback. Another 
explanation may be found in the BHTs’ notion that they are first and foremost subject 
teachers who are solely responsible for the development of historical knowledge and 
skills, which puts pressure on them to realise the curriculum goals. As a consequence 
they focus on teaching subject content, thereby diminishing their focus on the second 
language development. The English teacher is seen as the language specialist who needs 
to take care of linguistic matters. This result was in line with older and more recent 
Dutch research that came to the same conclusion (Huibregtse, 2001; Schuitemaker-King, 
2012; Van Kampen, 2019). However, it is not in line with the BHTs’ perception (Study 1) 
that they spend as much teaching time on language as on content (Oattes et al., 2018a). 
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Why is there such a difference between content teaching and language teaching in the 
CLIL lessons? 

It is plausible that BHTs are simply unaware of their limitations in teaching 
language elements. Every lesson they create an English-friendly context in which the 
language of instruction and communication, the books, the teaching materials, and the 
student assignments are all in English as well. Perhaps the BHTs therefore perceive they 
are actively teaching the second language, while in practice they fulfil a more supportive 
and facilitating role.  

Using L1 to enhance teaching CLIL        
The BHTs that participated in Study 1, the self-reported survey, made it clear that teaching 
history in English and using CLIL is something that even experienced history teachers must 
learn to master and to enjoy. The BHTs also reported that this settling-in process usually 
took a few years, but they subsequently perceived teaching CLIL as being challenging, 
but also rewarding. The teachers perceived teaching CLIL in grade 9 as more comfortable 
than teaching CLIL in grade 7. 

The main reason for this discomfort was the combination of teaching in the target 
language only and the limited English proficiency level of the students. Most bilingual 
education history teachers found the first months of teaching history in English in grade 
7 difficult or less rewarding because of the restricted English vocabulary of the students. 
This deficiency puts a brake on classroom communication in general, and teaching history 
in particular as the textbook - often a literal translation of the Dutch textbook - contains 
many unknown subject-specific and general academic words. A monolingual approach 
creates a CLIL imbalance for the teachers as they are forced to spend a lot of teaching 
time on explaining the meaning of words and phrases in texts, when they would rather 
teach subject content instead.

According to the survey results (Study 1) the bilingual education history teachers 
endorsed an English-only approach. However, at the same time, most of the interviewed 
bilingual education history teachers indicated that they allowed themselves and the 
students to moderately use the L1 during the lessons. At the time this made them feel 
as if they were breaking the rules, but this occasional use of L1 was sometimes deemed 
necessary to prevent the CLIL lessons from literally falling silent and coming to a standstill. 
Many students still needed the support of the mother tongue as their English vocabulary 
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was insufficient to actively participate in the CLIL lessons. Not being allowed to use 
the mother tongue can cause considerable pressure and feelings of language anxiety 
(Hashemi, 2011). Many, but not all, schools tolerate a moderate use of L1 by students 
and teachers in this first semester in grade 7. 

This tense situation that mainly arose in the first semester of grade 7 was partly 
created by the Dutch Standard for Bilingual Education (2012) that expected bilingual 
education teachers to use the target language when teaching CLIL. There was no mention 
of using L1 in the 2012 version, but as bilingual education schools are expected to develop 
their own English language policy, the 2.0 version of the Standard (Nuffic, 2019) offers 
bilingual education departments the opportunity to include Dutch when teaching CLIL. 
But there is little if any attention in the new Standard for the need and the added value 
of Dutch in bilingual education and CLIL pedagogy, especially in grade 7. Schools that are 
re-thinking and discussing the role of L1 in CLIL should consider the considerable body 
of research that demonstrates the positive influence the use of the mother tongue has 
on the learning of both content and the second language. Research has shown that code-
switching (changing from one monolingual language to another monolingual language, 
in this case English and Dutch) and translanguaging (where two or more monolingual 
languages are mixed into a multilingual language) are a natural resource and support 
aid to language learning, and in a bilingual education context also to learning subject 
content. It would be unnatural and in fact impossible to try and shut out the mother 
tongue (cf. Butzkamm, 1998; Creese & Blackledge, 2010; Cummins, 2007; Gierlinger, 
2015; Lasagabaster, 2013; Lin, 2015). It is reassuring for students to know that they 
are permitted to fall back on the mother tongue if they need to answer or want to ask 
a question, or write an essay, et cetera. The same argument goes for subject teachers; 
when they have run out of L2 options, they can call on L1 to come to the rescue. It 
would take a weight off their shoulders if bilingual education teachers knew they were 
welcome to switch codes and deploy L1 temporarily as the language of instruction 
and communication when they are presenting themes, topics, concepts for the first 
time and they sense that students are struggling to understand the English spoken or 
written explanation. The same goes for the students who would be able to participate 
more actively and express themselves more freely if code-switching was an option. In 
short, integrating L1 in CLIL is believed to have affective and cognitive benefits for both 
students and teachers. Using L1 in CLIL does not mean that the mother tongue becomes 
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the language of instruction. L1 should be seen as a temporary and phasing out language 
support to stimulate content and language learning always to be used with caution and 
restraint. The priority would still be that teachers and students use L2 as the language 
of communication and instruction. Often a sentence, or even a word, was translated and 
then the teacher continued in English, Monks lived in a monastery, in Dutch ‘een klooster’, 
where they prayed….When writing about an event from the Middle Ages we use the past 
tense, ‘de verleden tijd’’, and not the present tense, ‘de tegenwoordige tijd’, because it is 
not happening now, but it happened in the past. Connecting and using L1 as a support 
language when teaching CLIL in L2 will make Dutch bilingual education truly bilingual. 
The selective use of L1 as a support language (e.g. code-switching or translanguaging) 
could also lower the barrier for the BHTs to engage more frequently in the second language 
development of their students, for instance to demonstrate similarities in the Dutch and 
English vocabulary or grammar. It could make it easier for both the English language 
teachers and the subject teachers to share responsibility for the L2 education of the 
bilingual education students. Code-switching and translanguaging could strengthen and 
speed up the students’ development of the L2, especially during the first phase in grade 7. 
Of course, this would require well-defined guidelines and a principled use of L1 in order 
to prevent that every CLIL teacher randomly decides when, how and how much of the 
mother tongue is needed (Lagasabaster, 2013). In this respect Gierlinger (2015) offers 
a practical framework for a division between regulative and instructive code-switching. 
All individual bilingual education departments should seriously consider giving L1 a 
formal position in bilingual education and a clearly defined role in CLIL.

Continuation of CLIL in exam subjects in senior secondary education 
Study 4, the history knowledge test, gave us insight into the effect that being taught 
history in English had on the understanding and learning of basic history knowledge. 
Mainstream students were tested in Dutch only, but bilingual education students were 
tested partly in English and partly in Dutch. 

The mainstream students of grade 7 performed better on the part of the 
knowledge test that was taken in English by bilingual students and in Dutch by mainstream 
students. This result was not unexpected given the difference in language proficiency 
between both groups in both languages when the history test was administered. However, 
in the Dutch part of the test both student groups scored equally. In grade 9 the test results 
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attracted attention as the bilingual education students performed better in English than 
the mainstream students in Dutch, and they also performed better in Dutch even after 
three years of history teaching in English. Of course, pre-university bilingual education 
students belong to the highest achievers in secondary education, but we do not know 
how they manage to develop subject-specific language in Dutch while being taught in 
English. It suggests that bilingual education students use English in the classroom as 
language of instruction in building up history knowledge, and at one point manage 
to spontaneously connect the learned history knowledge to the mother tongue. It is 
unknown how and when bilingual education students make this connection, but it is 
not part of the teaching process. 

The fact that 9th graders managed to outperform the mainstream students in 
Dutch in the HKT opens up new possibilities to continue teaching CLIL in grades 10 
and higher. The HKT was made up of multiple-choice questions and therefore did not 
test the students’ historical writing skills either in Dutch or in English, but this could 
be tested to find out if bilingual education students would still be able to keep up with 
their mainstream counterparts. In connection with our earlier plea for the use of L1 in 
CLIL we think that allowing bilingual education students to switch codes or to use a 
dictionary in assignments or written tests (which is officially allowed during the final 
exams) might support them in demonstrating their subject knowledge by using the right 
lexicon in English and/or Dutch.

Continued CLIL teaching in senior secondary education would require the 
minimum language proficiency for bilingual education subject (history) teachers to be 
upgraded from B2 to at least C1, but preferably C2. Also, a well-defined and designed 
CLIL course for teaching in senior bilingual education would be a necessity, starting, as 
some schools already do, with grade 10, and when successful, expanding this every year 
up until the final exams. Testing students should be (partly) done in L1 to make sure 
that the students are able to switch from English spoken history classes to written tests 
in Dutch. This way the bilingual education students will be gradually guided to the final 
exam in Dutch. The interruption of CLIL after three years can thus be avoided and CLIL 
can continue during the senior years, which will probably benefit the students as they 
move on to university where many bachelor and master studies are provided in English.
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Two teaching languages and one form of PCK use
In Study 3 we have compared a small group of history teachers when they were teaching 
in English (CLIL) and in Dutch. Because they need to be able to teach two different groups 
of students that have different language needs, they might be expected to possess a rich 
subject-specific pedagogy or pedagogical content knowledge. The bilingual education 
students’ limited (e.g. grade 7) or average (e.g. grade 9) L2 proficiency affects  the BHTs’ 
PCK options because they have to integrate second language pedagogy that stimulates 
students’ L2 development in their PCK. This means that there is less time to focus on 
subject content and therefore the use of PCK in the bilingual education classroom would 
be different compared to the use of PCK in the mainstream classroom. However, within this 
selected group of teachers who taught in both streams, the history pedagogy in English 
looked very similar to their history teaching in Dutch. This consistency applied to all 
history teachers; a high or a low PCK score in Dutch meant a corresponding high or low 
PCK score in English. The fact that there was little difference between the teachers’ PCK 
use in both languages does not reveal the overall PCK quality of the history teachers. An 
average score of 15 (out of 30) shows that there is significant room for PCK improvement 
for the teachers in both grade 7 and grade 9. 

Study 1 (on balancing content and language) and Study 3 (on the impact of 
bilingual education on teachers’ use of pedagogical content knowledge) made it clear 
that the history teachers who taught in the same grade(s) in both languages actively tried 
to keep mainstream and bilingual education grades 7 close together in lesson content 
for practical reasons. Study 3 demonstrated that teaching in English barely affected the 
BHTs’ use of PCK, which was rather surprising as the mainstream students could be 
taught in the mother tongue. That could have been a reason and opportunity for the 
history teachers to speed up the programme for mainstream students or to have a more 
in-depth approach of historical topics, e.g., by involving more PCK categories. None of 
the observed teachers exploited this language advantage of their mainstream students.

On the other hand, Study 4 demonstrated that bilingual education students both 
in grade 7 and grade 9 were not impeded by the BHTs’ practical use of PCK and could 
keep up or even outperform their mainstream counterparts when they were tested on 
basic history knowledge. Looking at this matter from a different perspective we observe 
that history teachers use a similar form of pedagogical content knowledge irrespective of 
the language used. This is probably stimulated when their teaching is based on using the 
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same history textbook and workbook, and they can use the same (translated) teaching 
materials and assignments. A process of PCK cross-pollination will most likely have 
taken place, as was seen in the use of identical, but translated, teaching materials like 
visual aids (e.g. PowerPoints). There are practical arguments for teachers, for instance 
that using the same (translated) lesson plan saves preparation time and to some degree 
guarantees that students in both streams are taught the same subject content at the same 
pace through the same PCK approach. 

We can conclude that PCK deployed by the BHTs fulfilled expectations and, 
looking at their positive results on the HKT, so did the bilingual education students. 
There is no reason to assume that PCK in grade 10 would result in a divergent outcome 
and therefore it is another argument to seriously consider continuation of bilingual 
education in the senior grades.

6.3 LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

Every research project accepts the inevitable limitations it is confronted with and the 
extent to which its results are generalisable. Some of the original research plans had to be 
adjusted during the course of the process because of unexpected organisational changes 
in teachers’ rosters, teachers withdrawing, or technical malfunction of microphones. We 
selected six history teachers who taught the same history topics in both languages in one 
grade, and two teachers who taught in both languages in both grades 7 and 9. Also, we 
had to use different schools, teachers and students for the various studies whereas we 
would have preferred to use a fixed group of schools throughout the whole research. This 
would have allowed for more in-depth comparison of results. Despite these setbacks, we 
were grateful to find schools and BHTs who volunteered to participate in this research 
and give us a relevant impression of the role and position of BHTs in Dutch bilingual 
education schools. 

We realised beforehand that no two lessons are identical and that many variables 
within and outside the classroom could influence the teachers’ performance. We did 
not consider this to be an obstruction because in our explorative research we aimed 
to get an image of real-life, spontaneous CLIL teaching. Therefore, we did not create a 
fixed teaching situation but we simply joined in on the topic being taught that day. Our 
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concern was to find two comparable lessons on the same historical topic taught in two 
languages by the same history teacher. 

There were other limitations. In Study 1 we used a self-report questionnaire 
and semi-structured interviews to get a general idea about the BHTs’ perceptions of the 
differences between teaching in Dutch and in English through CLIL. Self-reporting can 
evoke socially desirable answers and over- or underestimation can lead to imprecise 
answers (Tracey, 2016). The respondents who were willing to complete the extensive 
questionnaire comprised a representative reflection of all Dutch BHTs. Subsequently 
a group of BHTs volunteered to take part in an additional, in-depth interview. These 
volunteers may have been teachers who are comfortable teaching CLIL, whereas teachers 
who were less appreciative of CLIL were also less eager to be interviewed. We nevertheless 
believe that the interviewees were able to clarify, discuss and qualify answers they gave 
in the questionnaire which made the interviews most valuable. In hindsight we would 
recommend future research on this topic to involve a more representative sample of 
BHTs in the interviews to gain more balanced and in-depth knowledge.

In Study 2 we used an existing, but slightly adjusted observation instrument 
(De Graaf et al., 2007) to observe and analyse how eight volunteering BHTs dealt with 
L2 matters in history lessons. Even though it was a small sample the observations 
confirmed earlier research results. We recruited four nearly graduated student-teachers 
who specialised in bilingual education to observe and rate the teachers’ L2 performance. 
Perhaps if we had included experienced BHTs to observe the lessons there would have 
been some minor differences, but overall the results of the observation were very clear: 
BHTs prefer to stay away from explicit linguistic matters and focus strongly on L2 in 
relation to the meaning of the spoken and written words and phrases that clarify the 
subject content. It could be a matter of insecurity as the BHTs may feel inadequately 
prepared to teach language elements based on the CLIL courses they attended. Moreover, 
it is the shared responsibility of all subject teachers to contribute to the L2 development 
of the students and there is the perception that explicit language matters belong to the 
language teacher (of English). 

Dale, Oostdam & Verspoor’s (2018a) analytical framework for language teaching 
in bilingual education presents a model describing the role of teachers of English in 
bilingual education in four quadrants. Two quadrants focus on cooperation with subject 
teachers, on content/meaning and on subject-specific language. The finding that subject 
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teachers and teachers of English do not cooperate as much as they could has a simple 
explanation. Due to a perceived lack of knowledge both parties feel insecure about playing 
an active, supportive role either for language teaching or for subject teaching (Dale et 
al., 2018b; Oattes et al., 2018a). Closer and permanent cooperation between the subject 
teachers and the teachers of English might take away the insecurity that hinders full 
participation in CLIL and benefit both students and teachers. The teaching of subject-
specific or genre-specific language seems the most logical and natural quadrant to work 
on and try out this cooperation. We recommend that the process of cooperation between 
language and subject teachers should already commence during the CLIL courses for 
beginning subject teachers and then naturally continue on a permanent basis at the 
school level as it is part of the Dutch Standard for Bilingual Education.

In Study 3 we compared history teachers’ use of PCK in both language contexts 
using a newly designed observation tool. We expected to find differences between the PCK 
used in the English and Dutch spoken lessons, but this was not the case. The observation 
instrument eventually contained five categories: Core of the lesson, Concepts, Assessment 
& Perspective, Chronology & Context, and Holistic Assessment. These categories were 
chosen because we wanted to capture the instructional part of the lesson. Other parts of 
the lesson were not rated. A broader or different focus on the teachers’ use of PCK could 
lead to adding new or different categories to the observation tool and subsequently to 
different results, but for our purpose the selected five categories sufficed. 

Teachers used very similar PCK irrespective of the language of instruction and 
communication. It is not inconceivable that this is a result of using the same (translated) 
textbook and workbook and that if two different textbooks and workbooks were used 
this could lead to more differences in the teachers’ PCK use. 

When we analysed the content of the spoken concept explanations at the word 
level, quantitative results became more tangible and (subtle) differences between the 
teachers’ use of the mother tongue and the second language became apparent. Further 
research with a stronger focus on language aspects, for instance through syntactic analysis 
of the language used in oral or written assignments, may reveal other differences between 
the teachers’ use of L1 and L2, and the students’ real understanding and handling of 
the second language. Given the particularity of this research, one small group of history 
teachers teaching history in English and Dutch, it might be interesting to study the same 
topic distinguishing Dutch BHTs and BHTs who are native speakers of English, to see 
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how they compare on using the second language and PCK. We also cannot rule out the 
possibility that if the sample consisted of high scoring teachers with a PCK average of 
25 (out of 30) language would have influenced PCK choices.

In cross-sectional Study 4 we used tests consisting of multiple-choice questions 
to establish how much basic history knowledge the students possessed after one and 
three years of history teaching through CLIL. The items were constructed based on the 
Dutch curriculum which was covered in all textbooks. Since we were dealing with highly 
motivated (Mearns, De Graaff & Coyle, 2020) and high achieving students (Verspoor, De 
Bot & Xu, 2015;) we selected detailed factual knowledge questions (names, dates) and 
questions requiring more insight. We wanted to focus on the retained subject knowledge 
and did not want (a lack of) productive language proficiency to distract or otherwise 
interfere. Multiple-choice questions, however, inherently carry the risk of students simply 
guessing an answer without the teacher being able to understand how the choice was 
made. For future research into subject knowledge differences between mainstream 
and bilingual education students we would recommend a longitudinal study to obtain 
more solid knowledge of the students’ progression in CLIL. Further, we would suggest 
complementing the multiple-choice test. It would be of major importance to see how the 
positive results of our multiple-choice test would compare once students are subjected 
to a test with open-ended questions. Written answers require productive language use, 
and we cannot rule out that this could have a restraining effect on the outcome of the 
subject knowledge test in bilingual education students compared to mainstream students 
who can write in their mother tongue (cf. Gablasova, 2014, 2015; Dallinger et al., 2016).

A few matters that are related to our research may be interesting for future research. 
It is difficult to determine if Dutch junior secondary bilingual education has lived up 
to its expectations. Except for English there are no prescribed attainment goals for the 
subjects taught in English, which means that there are no standardised tests to establish 
the quality of three years of CLIL subject lessons. So far, we only have the results of 
one longitudinal study from two decades ago (Huibregtse, 2001) that gives a general 
impression of the indirect influence that junior bilingual education had on the final exam 
results. The study revealed that students who had enjoyed junior bilingual education 
performed substantially better on the English exam in grade 12 than the mainstream 
students, and that the former bilingual education students performed equally for the 
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subjects Dutch, geography and history. These conclusions were drawn based on grades 
scored for the exam subjects. This outcome is still used to convince the outside world 
that junior bilingual education is a safe and reliable route to a secondary education 
graduation. However, it should be mentioned that Huibregtse’s pioneering study was 
conducted at the very beginning of bilingual education in the Netherlands including only 
four schools. Another relevant limitation of Huibregtse’s study is the fact that bilingual 
education students were taught subjects in Dutch in the three senior years preceding 
the final exam, which makes it difficult to estimate the influence bilingual education had 
on the exam results. She could not find an effect, negative or positive, of three years of 
bilingual education on the students’ achievements. Huibregtse was also cautious about 
the results for geography and history as there was very little data available on the exam 
grades of these subjects. In spite of our critical remarks, we think replicating Huibregtse’s 
longitudinal research on Dutch bilingual education twenty years later, with a much larger 
sample of schools and with far more experienced language and CLIL teachers, would 
be useful. It could reveal in greater detail how Dutch bilingual education has evolved 
during the past years. 

Furthermore, bilingual education would benefit if the yield of three years of 
bilingual education/CLIL education was formally established. So far, only the English 
language teacher establishes whether the bilingual education students have reached 
the required achievement level (B2 of the CEFR). There are no standardised tests to 
show how bilingual education students have performed on the CLIL subjects. This lack 
of transparency is not helpful for bilingual education departments to supervise their 
teaching achievements. The exceptional circumstances of bilingual education justify 
closer monitoring of the outcomes of this special form of education. We suggest that the 
Network initiates pilot-projects with diagnostic tests for the CLIL subjects in grade 9.

 Looking back upon this research project we realise that the important voice 
of the students is missing in our attempt to get a better picture of the role and position 
of the BHTs in bilingual education. Not much is yet known about their perspective on 
bilingual education in general (Paulsrud, 2019), or on bilingual education history teachers 
and CLIL in particular. It is important to understand how they experience the bilingual 
education/CLIL setting and how they process English, and which role L1 plays in their 
cognitive and affective development. It would be a relevant adjacent addition to involve 
bilingual education students to add their perspective on the functioning of the history 
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teacher in bilingual education. Future research could therefore focus on, for instance, 
the bilingual education students and how they perceive and experience being taught in 
English, the quality of the subject teachers, their own development in subject knowledge 
and L2 proficiency, the role of L1 in their learning of subjects that were taught in English, 
and the necessity to switch to using the mother tongue after grade 9. 

6.4 IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE

This research into the functioning of the BHTs could have implications for educational 
practice. 

To support the cognitive and affective transition from primary education with its 
safe mother tongue context to the new, challenging and sometimes unsettling secondary 
education with its English-spoken context, a well-balanced and principled use of L1 
could benefit both students and teachers as well as the CLIL pedagogy (Lasagabaster, 
2013). Allowing beginning students to use L1 and/or dictionaries in oral or written 
assignments or tests can help them to expand their vocabulary or to understand and 
answer the test question. Bilingual education teachers can monitor students’ use of L1 
and/or dictionaries and identify how strongly students depend on this support aid and 
act upon that observation. We hope that bilingual education departments will seize the 
opportunity provided by the 2.0 Standard to create their own CLIL language policy and 
include the well-considered application of Dutch as a useful support language in CLIL 
teaching. We also understand that many bilingual education schools are engaged in this 
development and that for many teachers the old language policy still is the dominant 
mindset. It will be a challenge for the bilingual education departments to develop CLIL 
courses that will equip the CLIL teachers with new pedagogical knowledge and an 
approach that fits the new Standard.
 Expanding pre-university bilingual education in final exam subjects would be 
a serious option to consider and should at least be feasible for 10th graders and their 
subject teachers as some bilingual education schools have already proved. It would be 
challenging to find and select an existing textbook or to put together textbook materials 
matching the final exam demands of the history curriculum. We could also learn from 
and cooperate with European countries, like Belgium, Norway and Italy, that already 
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offer CLIL in the senior grades. 
We have some suggestions that may help to rethink the role of the BHTs in 

relation to the language aspect of CLIL. All CLIL training courses for subject teachers in 
bilingual education should be based on a basic curriculum as part of the Standard and 
include at least a stronger focus on language learning pedagogies (cf. Koopman et al., 
2014) and on essential (form focused) corrective feedback. 

The English department should take the lead and confer with the CLIL subject 
teachers to develop a suitable, limited language curriculum consisting of linguistic 
matter that can be routinely integrated in the subject content (cf. Dale, 2020). Part of that 
curriculum should concern corrective feedback, as this is a requirement of the Standard. 
Determining when to provide which kind of corrective feedback is another point of 
concern. To upgrade the corrective feedback from being occasionally provided by a single 
subject teacher to being structurally provided by all subject teachers, language goals 
should become an integrated part of the lesson plans. Perhaps this connection between 
a CLIL language curriculum and lesson plans will make it easier for the subject teachers 
to cross the bridge and also teach a few carefully selected language aspects, in addition 
to being engaged as language facilitators. 

Another linguistic topic that could inspire subject teachers to commit to teaching 
L2 and at the same time genuinely integrate content and language, is the use of a genre-
based teaching approach. Rooted in Systemic Functional Linguistics, genre-based teaching 
rests on the idea that learning a subject requires students to understand which types of 
text (or genres) are used to package that subject-specific knowledge (Morton, 2010; Van 
der Leeuw & Meestringa, 2014). Three main genres are: 1) story genres, that retell events 
in a chronological order, 2) explanation genres, that explain causes and consequences of 
an event, and 3) arguing genres, that promote an interpretation of the past supported 
by evidence. Each genre has its own linguistic features (Schall-Leckrone, 2017) which 
therefore implies that close cooperation with the teachers of English is required. We 
recommend the Network to develop a basic set of second language learning requirements 
that have to be included in CLIL courses. We would also welcome genre-based pilot-
projects to develop attractive second language activities that would benefit the students’ 
language and subject knowledge, shake off the insecurities felt by the language and subject 
teachers and at the same time strengthen their CLIL cooperation. These suggestions fit 
in with the new Standard 2.0 that expects CLIL teams to develop their own language 
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policy and work closely together to further develop CLIL.
As bilingual education keeps expanding, an increasing number of history student-

teachers will probably come into contact with bilingual education at some point. Regular 
teacher training programmes, however, focus on teaching in mainstream secondary 
education, and teaching in bilingual education receives no or little attention. Learning 
about CLIL pedagogy could be a very useful addition to the teacher training curriculum. 

As established before, history teaching and learning in the mother tongue is 
highly language sensitive and has a big impact on both teachers and students. Especially 
linguistically deprived secondary school students can struggle with the formal, subject-
specific and academic textbooks, or with developing the appropriate language to respond 
to oral or written questions. Student-teachers are made aware of this during their 
placements and they learn that they will have to spend a lot of time explaining information 
from the textbook or the workbook. Many secondary schools have therefore adopted 
an overall language policy to steer and coordinate all individual teachers’ efforts to deal 
with this given and find a common approach to improve this language problem. Many 
student-teachers are familiar with Language-Oriented Content Teaching, or LOCT, which 
is characterised by its basic principle that subject teaching should be rich in context, that 
it should stimulate oral interaction, writing and that it offers language support (Hajer, 
2018; Hajer & Meestringa, 2015). 

Also, CLIL is a pedagogy focused on subject content and language, and although 
it is focused on a second language, there are many similarities with LOCT, such as the 
basic elements that determine the lesson plan: activating former knowledge, introducing 
new key words and key concepts with the help of images, word and gesture, and creating 
opportunities for students to express their ideas, thoughts or knowledge orally in a group 
setting. Whereas in mainstream education it is not uncommon to let the students work 
individually on written assignments after the teacher has explained the lesson topic, CLIL 
as well as LOCT pedagogy firstly encourages that bilingual education students deliver 
spoken output to process the subject content and the language to familiarise themselves 
with the new content by actively communicating with other students. This also offers 
the possibility for bilingual education students to pass on peer feedback on both content 
and language. This approach could work equally well for mainstream students. 

 When history is taught in English it means that students will learn subject content 
and at the same time develop their English proficiency through the use of subject-specific 
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and general academic language. For instance, teaching about warfare in the trenches 
during the First World War implies the use of subject-specific concepts like: gas attack, 
no man’s land, trench feet, machine gun, shell shock, ‘over the top’, but also of general 
academic language like: attacking, defending, digging, praying, fear, stalemate, front line, 
destruction, victims. Learning these new words and concepts could also be difficult for 
mainstream students with a limited Dutch language proficiency, and teachers would need 
to apply the LOCT approach for students to learn the new subject content in Dutch. While 
bilingual education students develop a second language, many mainstream students 
need to develop the majority language of instruction. Dutch is not always the mother 
tongue, for example in immigrant families. Whereas the CLIL and LOCT- pedagogies aim 
at similar objectives, the major difference is the language used. Once the mainstream 
student-teachers are familiar with the LOCT pedagogy it would be a small and logical step 
to integrate the closely related CLIL pedagogy and discover how both language learning 
approaches could reinforce each other.

 
Final remarks
Dutch junior bilingual education in the pre-university stream has achieved positive 
results since its beginning thirty years ago. Starting from scratch, pioneering through 
the first couple of years and establishing an autonomous organisation with enthusiastic 
stakeholders and motivated teachers, Dutch bilingual education has secured a solid 
position in the Dutch education system. The growth in the number of participating 
schools, the joining in of other secondary educational tracks show that bilingual education 
is capable of initiating new developments that appeal to many teachers, parents and 
students. The bilingual education teachers are the ones that bring it all together in the 
CLIL classroom. Not everyone is enthusiastic about becoming a bilingual education teacher 
as it has professional and personal impact: the subject teachers’ willingness to improve 
their English, to develop the required CLIL skills, to go through the first challenging phase 
as CLIL beginner, the slow CLIL start in grade 7, regaining professional integrity and 
finding job satisfaction, the struggle to (not) use L1 to support L2, to develop teaching and 
test materials, to find a balance between teaching mainstream and bilingual education 
students, to align mainstream and bilingual education, to develop the fitting pedagogical 
content knowledge, all exemplifies what history teachers were and are engaged in when 
they decided to play their part in bilingual education. The new Standard for Bilingual 
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Education could prove to be an important impetus for renewing Dutch bilingual education. 

We believe the subject teachers have a clear position in bilingual education and a well-
defined role within CLIL. They deserve every support available to them to facilitate and 
enhance their CLIL classroom teaching.
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APPENDIX A: QUESTIONNAIRE - BHTS’ PERCEPTIONS OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION
(translated from Dutch)

1. Part A
The next three questions are about history textbooks.

Which English history textbooks are being used in junior secondary bilingual education?
(You can tick more than one box)

Digging 
Deeper

Geschiedenis-
werkplaats
English

Memo
TTO

Modern 
world history

Moving 
history

Other

Grade7 0 0 0 0 0
Grade 8 0 0 0 0 0
Grade 9 0 0 0 0 0

2. Which Dutch history textbooks are being used in junior secondary mainstream education? (You can tick 
more than one box)

Bronnen Columbus Feniks Geschiedenis-
werkplaats

Indigo Memo Pharos

Grade 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Grade 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Grade 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sprekend verleden Other 
0
0
0

3. Which three main arguments were used by the history department to select the English history textbook?

Compatibility 
with the 
mainstream 
textbook

Referring to 
the EIO goals

Level of 
English of the 
textbook

Teacher’s 
convenience

Quality of the 
textbook

Other,
……….. 

1st argument 0 0 0 0 0
2nd argument 0 0 0 0 0
3rd argument 0 0 0 0 0
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4. In Parts B, C and D you will be asked to what extent you (dis)agree with the statements.

Each statement is matched to grade 7 and grade 9. Only fill in the column with the grade that you are familiar 
teaching in: grade 7 or grade 9 or grades 7 and 9.

Which statement reflects your teaching position?
(You can tick more than one box)

  0  I have teaching experience in mainstream/bilingual grade 7.

  0  I have teaching experience in mainstream/bilingual grade 9.

5. Part B
The next question contains a series of statements with regards to lesson preparation and execution of the 
bilingual education history lessons in grade 7 and grade 9.

To what extent do you (dis)agree with the statements. Please fill in a number between 1-5. 
1= strongly disagree / 2= disagree / 3= partly (dis)agree / 4= agree / 5= strongly agree

Grade 7
1-2-3-4-5

Grade 9
1-2-3-4-5

I set separate goals for language and subject content      
Due to students’ limited language skills my subject content needs simplifying
I make sure an equal amount of time is spent on language and subject content
I need to adjust my language level to that of the students to teach subject content
Every lesson has a start-up activity to activate prior language and subject 
knowledge

I often use group work assignments to stimulate language activity
I use extra visuals during instruction
It is easy to find authentic teaching materials
Only English is spoken in the history classroom
Students are allowed to use L1 during assessments
Students are allowed to use L1 in group work
I notice that incidental teacher use of L1 helps students’ language learning

6. Part C
The next question contains a series of statements with regards to your personal experience with teaching 
history in English in grade 7 and grade 9.

To what extent do you (dis)agree with the statements. Please fill in a number between 1-5. 
1= strongly disagree / 2= disagree / 3= partly (dis)agree / 4= agree / 5= strongly agree
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Grade 7
1-2-3-4-5

Grade 9
1-2-3-4-5

I prefer teaching history in English
Except for the language, teaching history to mainstream or bilingual stream 
students is the same to me

Teaching in English has made me more aware of the importance of language in 
history teaching
Bilingual stream students perform just as well in history as mainstream students
I am capable of addressing the students at the right language level
I feel more like an English teacher than a history teacher
It’s not easy to address the students at the right language level
The limited language command of students has a negative impact on learning 
history
Assessment needs to be simplified as a result of students’ limited language skills

7. Part D
The next question contains a series of statements focusing on a comparison between mainstream and bilingual 
history teaching and a comparison between mainstream and bilingual education students in grade 7 and grade 9.
Please only fill in the grades in which you have teaching experience.

To what extent do you (dis)agree with the statements. Please fill in a number between 1-5. 
1= strongly disagree / 2= disagree / 3= partly (dis)agree / 4= agree / 5= strongly agree

Vwo1 Tvwo1 Vwo3 Tvwo3
1-2-3-4-5

The student can work independently
The student is motivated
The student performs well in knowledge tests
The student can reason historically
The student can work in a team
The student can present
The student requires modelling by the teacher
I start each lesson activating prior knowledge
I use extra visuals during instruction
I have no problem drawing up a good test
I spend a lot of time preparing lessons
I set high teaching goals
I succeed in reaching the set goals every year
I offer writing aids with written assignments
My lessons are teacher driven
I build in many checks
I use assignments that stimulate oral language use
I tailor the written assignments to students’ language proficiency
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8. What are, according to you, the main differences in teaching in Dutch or in English in mainstream grade 7 
and bilingual education grade 7?

9. What are, according to you, the main differences in teaching in Dutch or in English in mainstream grade 9 
and bilingual education grade 9?

10. How would you rate the students’ learning capacity features?
1= very low / 2= low / 3= average / 4= high / 5= very high

Mainstream
students

Bilingual 
education
students

Intrinsic motivation
Ambition
Cognitive strength
Other, ……

11. Part E
The next question is related to history teaching in English in senior bilingual education.
To what extent do you (dis)agree with this statement:

“The transition from history teaching in English in the junior grades to history teaching in Dutch in the senior 
grades is uncomplicated for all students”.

0= strongly agree / 0= agree / 0= partly (dis)agree / 0= disagree / 0= strongly disagree

12. What are, according to you, the main bottlenecks in the transition from history teaching in English in the 
junior grades to history teaching in Dutch in the senior grades?

0= there are no bottlenecks
0= other, ………………………….

13. To what extent do you (dis)agree with this statement?
“In the future English history education should also be offered in the senior grades”

0= strongly disagree / 0= disagree / 0= partly (dis)agree / 0= agree / 0= strongly agree

14. To what extent do you (dis)agree with these two statements?

“English history education in the senior grades should be tested by means of school exams in English in combination 
with the official final exam in Dutch”.
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0= strongly disagree – 0= disagree – 0= partly (dis)agree - 0= agree – 0= strongly agree

“English history education in the senior grades should be tested by means of school exams in English in combination 
with the official final exam in English”.

0= strongly disagree – 0= disagree – 0= partly (dis)agree - 0= agree – 0= strongly agree

5. Part F
Questions regarding your role as a professional history teacher.
Name of your school:

16. You are a: 0= female – 0= male

17. Your age is: …

18. You have been a secondary history teacher for ……..years

19. You have been a secondary bilingual education history teacher for ……… years

20. Which grades and departments do you teach history this year?

Dutch English
vmbo1 1
vmbo2 2
vmbo3 3
vmbo4 4
havo 1
havo 2
havo 3
havo 4
havo 5
vwo 1
vwo 2
vwo 3
vwo 4
vwo 5
vwo 6
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21. Which training courses have you taken to become a bilingual education history teacher?
  (You can tick more than one box)

0 None
0 I am currently attending…..
0 I am a native speaker
0 Classroom English
0 Cambridge English Advanced (CAE)
0 Cambridge English Proficiency (CPE)
0 CLIL-schooling through CLIL coach from my own school
0 CLIL-schooling at my own school through external CLIL experts
0 Certified external CLIL-schooling
0 Other,……….

22. Why did you become a bilingual education history teacher?

0 At my own request
0 I was requested by the bilingual education department
0 At the request of the school’s management
0 Other, ……….

23. How do you rate your own English proficiency on a scale from 1 (very poor) to 10 
  (excellent)? …………………………

24. Would you like to have a chance to win a book token (20,00 €)?

0 Yes – please fill in your email-address
0 No

 
25. Are you interested to be actively involved in this research project about the role of the history teacher in 
junior pre-university bilingual education?

0 Yes. My email address is:
0 No
0 Maybe; please send more information to this email address: ………..

26. Please feel free to comment on the questionnaire:
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APPENDIX B: OBSERVATION INSTRUMENT - HISTORY TEACHER’S SECOND LANGUAGE
TEACHING (based on De Graaff, Koopman, Anikina & Westhoff, 2007)

1 Teacher facilitates exposure to input at a minimally challenging level
1.1 Text selection in advance
1.2 Text adaptation in advance (adjusting a text: list of core concepts, synonyms, translate, visualize text)
1.3 Adaptation of teacher talk in advance
1.4 Text adaptation during teaching (after realizing it is above comprehension level)

2 Teacher facilitates meaning focused processing
2.1 Tasks for students to identify the meaning of important concepts
2.2 Teacher checks whether students have understood the most important concepts or words (do you 

understand that? Do you believe that? Etc.)
2.3 Teacher gives/emphasizes correct meaning of important concepts/words when noticing students 

don’t fully master these concepts. 
2.4 Teacher sets extra tasks that anchor identifications of meaning that have already been identified
3 Teacher facilitates form focused processing à Grammar/speech/pronunciation
3.1 Teacher points out language forms and structures that are essential for understanding/oral/written 

production of the content
3.2  Emphasizes/gives examples of language forms and structures that are also relevant in other contexts
3.3 Correcting incorrect language production from the students
3.4 Teacher explains a rule when (s)he expects that this explanation promotes correct language 

production/recognition in the future
3.5 Teacher signals incorrect language production and makes another student react to this (having 

students correct each other’s language production).
4 Teacher facilitates opportunities for output production
4.1 Teacher asks individual students a question about the content of the lesson. Makes sure student 

answers question each time. (=reactions)
4.2 Teacher encourages students to react to each other’s’ questions (=interaction)
4.3 Teacher sets small assignments which encourage students to talk with one another in small groups 

(=students communicate)
4.4  Teacher uses the target language, and stimulates students to do so as well (=stimulating use of target 

language)
4.5  Correcting incorrect language use + prompting students to give correct language utterance 

(=feedback on language output & focusing on output)
4.6  Teacher sets written assignments for students in which they have to process the subject contents 

(try to make it your own) = organizing written practice
5 Teacher facilitates the use of strategies
5.1 Teacher helps students understand text by asking questions that stimulate students to use reading 

strategies. (=receptive compensation strategies)
5.2 Teacher helps students during oral language production when they fail to express themselves in a 

correct way (describing things in their own words, et cetera.). = productive compensation strategies
5.3 Explicitly discusses advantages for the students of using compensation strategies (=reflection on 

strategy use)
5.4  Helping students prepare a presentation by suggesting ways of how to prepare this from a language 

point of view (which vocab they might need etc.)
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APPENDIX C: OBSERVATION INSTRUMENT - HISTORY TEACHERS’ PCK USE

Category 1: Core of the lesson
Goal: the teacher holds on to the core (theme, subject, big picture - whether or not captured in the goals of 
the lesson) of the lesson and uses details (poignant and illustrative examples) that support and enhance the 
core of the lesson.

Example 1 Core: role and importance of the clergy in the Middle Ages.
 Details: daily schedule of monastic life, distinction between higher and lower clergy.

Example 2 Core: course of the Second World War 1939-1945.
 Details: zoom in on start, turning points, end of the war, using concrete cases.

Score = 0
‘insufficient’

Teacher confuses core of lesson and details; does not distinguish between 
core and details; uses incorrect details; teacher strays (is distracted) from 
core, resulting in core of lesson not becoming clear/apparent.
 

Score = 2
‘just sufficient’

Teacher makes core of lesson recognisable for students, but uses few or no 
details.

Score = 4
‘more than sufficient’

Teacher makes core of lesson comprehensible and supports this with 
(multiple) details. The ‘what?’ questions are discussed.

Score = 6
‘very good’

Teacher makes core of lesson comprehensible and provides insight, using a 
rich variety of powerful details. The ‘why?’ questions are discussed.

Scores 1, 3 and 5 If score 2 does not do justice to the PCK demonstrated by the teacher, but 
score 4 is not (fully) achieved, then score 3 offers a solution.
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Category 2: Concepts
Goal: the teacher uses the key concept (a key concept is the basis of a subject) in a skilful manner (in 
command of the knowledge, able to concretise, provides suitable and topical example(s)) and is able to 
provide alternative descriptions.

Example  Key concept: autarky = economic self-sufficiency. 
 This key concept has different appearances in different eras and/or different locations.

Score = 0
‘insufficient’

The teacher uses no/insufficient/inaccurate description of key concept(s).

Score = 2
‘just sufficient’

Teacher provides almost complete and accurate content or definition of key 
concept(s) without using examples.

Score = 4
‘more than sufficient’

Teacher provides accurate content (definition) of key concept(s) 
using appropriate examples. Or: teacher disproves misconception(s).

Score = 6
‘very good’

Teacher provides multiple alternative descriptions of key concept(s) and 
uses functional examples to explain, clarify.

Scores 1, 3 and 5 If score 2 does not do justice to the PCK demonstrated by the teacher, but 
score 4 is not (fully) achieved, then score 3 offers a solution.

Category 3: Assessment and Perspective
Goal: the teacher gives an opinion, a judgment, takes a position, chooses one or more perspectives on an 
evaluative question/statement and substantiates his choice with historical arguments. He assigns a role to 
coincidence in history (bonus).

Opinion = (here) subjective point of view, insufficiently supported by substantive arguments.
Judgment = balanced, well-founded view 
Perspective = looking and judging from a particular context
Coincidence = unpredictable, unintentional, undirected

Example Could the Second World War have been prevented? Yes, if it had not been for 
Hitler, none of it would have happened (opinion).

Example You can answer that with either yes or no. Yes, if you look at the following 

factors……/ No, if you look at the following factors…… (judgment).

Example If you look at it from a German point of view, then …… From an English point 
of view, however, it could have ……, or: If you look at it from the perspective of 
the economic situation in the 1930s, you can better understand why people 
…… (perspective).

Example These events occurred (un)intentionally, but it could also have gone/ended 
differently (not common in history methods, therefore only included in score 
5 and score 6).
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Score = 0
‘insufficient’

Teacher judges in a presentist manner/imposes a one-sided judgment on 
students/gives an opinion without historical arguments.

Score = 2
‘just sufficient’

Teacher follows the perspective of the method, does not take personal 
position/perspective; history presented as a self-evident (series of) 
development(s).

Score = 4
‘more than sufficient’

The teacher presents a perspective that is recognisable for the students and 
provides historical arguments/judgments based on historical grounds.

Score = 6
‘very good’

The teacher makes different, correctly argued judgments /points of 
view/perspectives recognisable for the students/attention for the role 
of coincidence in history (historical discussion, clear examples of multi-
perspectivity).

Scores 1, 3 and 5 If score 2 does not do justice to the PCK demonstrated by the teacher, but 
score 4 is not (fully) achieved, then score 3 offers a solution.

Category 4: Chronology & Context
Goal: the teacher places the subject in the different concepts of time and in the appropriate context of that 
time, so that students get a better picture and gain deeper understanding of this other (less familiar) time.

Chronology = Working with historical time (years, eras, periods). 
Context = the main historical characteristics of a particular period.

Example Around 1500 Western-European explorers left in search of an alternative sea 
route to Asia. This is the era of Explorers and Reformers, between 1500 and 1600. 
It concludes the Middle Ages and marks the start of modern history (chronology).

Example Around 1500 Western-Europe is in a period of transition, during which medieval 
society slowly changed as a result of the voyages of discovery, changes in religion 
and in urban societies, among other things (context).

Score = 0
‘insufficient’

The teacher has not placed the subject, or placed it incorrectly in time 
(period/dates) or links an incorrect context to that time.

Score = 2
‘just sufficient’

The teacher uses simple dating of subject (period/dates) without placing it 
in a context/without outlining a portrait of the era.

Score = 4
‘more than sufficient’

The teacher links the subject to extensive dating (years, eras, periods) and 
outlines a suitable context for that time.

Score = 6
‘very good’

The teacher discusses the subject in combination with the complexity of 
the time (f.e. the synchronicity of the asynchronous) and/or encourages 
the students to use chronological reasoning, in which the correct context of 
the time is designated.

Scores 1, 3 and 5 If score 2 does not do justice to the PCK demonstrated by the teacher, but 
score 4 is not (fully) achieved, then score 3 offers a solution.
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Category 5: Holistic Assessment
Goal: rating of the history teacher’s overall use of PCK. This category is not composed of the sum of the four 
analytical PCK category scale scores, but of the overall PCK performance as observed by the assessor.  

Scores = 0 - 6 from insufficient (0, 1) to (just, more than) sufficient (2, 3, 4) to (very) 
good (5, 6).
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APPENDIX D: HISTORY KNOWLEDGE TESTS FOR STUDENTS IN GRADES 7 AND 9

Originally:
Mainstream grade 7 and grade 9, HKT Part A and Part B in Dutch
Bilingual education grade 7 and grade 9, HKT Part A in English and Part B in Dutch

Grade 7 / Year 1 - History Knowledge Test - PART A (Questions 1-20)

1. Which term best describes the prehistoric hunter-gatherer lifestyle?
A. Nomad.
B. Writing system.
C. Irrigation.

2. During the Stone Age, which materials did people use to make tools?
A.  Only various types of stone.
B.  Stone, bones, hides, and bronze.
C.  Stone, wood, bones, and hides.

3. In what kind of structures did the prehistoric hunter-gatherers live? 
A. In cave homes.
B.  In huts in villages.
C.  In huts in the wilderness.

4. When did the earliest form of agriculture arise in the Middle East? 
A. 10,000 BC.
B.  3,500 BC.
C.  500 BC.

5. The oldest civilisations first formed along which rivers?
A. The Danube, the Nile, and the Amazon.
B.  The Euphrates, the Danube, and the Indus. 
C.  The Nile, the Euphrates, and the Tigris. 

6. Which groups of subjects did the Egyptian pharaohs use to govern their land? 
A. Farmers, soldiers, priests.
B. Priests, slaves, soldiers.
C. Soldiers, civil servants, priests.

7. Which of the following gods is NOT an Egyptian god?
A.  Anubis.
B.  Poseidon.
C.  Osiris

8. How did Greek philosophers try to explain the world around them? 
They explained that with help from their …
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A. Religion.
B. Popular assembly.
C. Reason.

9. Which statement on architecture is correct?
A.  The Romans copied the style of the Greeks.
B.  The Greeks copied the style of the Egyptians.
C.  The Egyptians copied the style of the Romans.

10. Who conquered Gaul in the first century B.C.?
A.  Emperor Augustus.
B. Julius Caesar.
C.  Emperor Constantine.

11. Germanic tribes played an important role for the Romans. 
Which task did they often carry out?
A. They helped, as allies, to protect the borders.
B. They made up the largest group of the Roman slaves.
C. They were key advisors to the Roman emperors. 

12. Which part of the Roman Empire still existed after the Fall of Rome in 476?
A. The Western Roman Empire with the capital of Paris.
B. The Southern Roman Empire with the capital of Cairo.
C. The Eastern Roman Empire with the capital of Byzantium.

13. Which two well-known followers of Jesus Christ became the main preachers of
Christianity in the Roman Empire?
A.  Castor and Pollux.
B.  Harmodius and Aristogiton.
C.  Peter and Paul.

 
14. Who played an important role in the conversion of the Frisians to Christianity?

A.  Boniface.
B.  Augustine.
C.  Constantine.

15. In which time period did Mohammed, the founder of Islam, live?
A. In the time of the Greeks and Romans (3000 BC - 500 BC).
B. In the time of monks and knights (500-1000).
C. In the time of cities and states (1000-1500).

16. Which statement about the time after the Roman Empire is correct?
A. It was a time of progress: cities grew, with trade and industry increasing.
B. It was a time of stagnation: the population and the economy stayed the same.
C. It was a time of regression: city-dwellers returned to the countryside.
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 17. Feudalism was characterised by the loyalty of followers to their lord. 
These followers are also called …
A. Mayors.
B. Serfs.
C. Vassals.

18. Which concept has nothing to do with the work of a historian?
A. Sources.
B. Fantasy.
C. Dates.

19. An archeologist discovers a prehistoric site. What will he certainly NOT find there?
A.  Diaries.
B.  Stone axes.
C.  Human and animal bones.

20. In a Central American land, the peasants start an armed revolt against dictator
Gonzales when he tries to steal their land. He retaliates by sending the army to fight
against the rebellious farmers and a civil war starts. The government calls the
rebellious farmers “terrorists” but the farmers call themselves “freedom fighters”. 
Who is right?
A. Only the farmers are right because the people must be freed from the oppressive dictator.
B. Both parties are correct if you look at the issue from their point of view.
C. Neither party is right, because during a civil war it’s the civilians who are the victims.

Grade 7 / Year 1 - History Knowledge Test - PART B (Questions 21-40) Originally in Dutch
21. During prehistoric times, a number of different peoples lived in what is now known

as the Netherlands. 
Which group of people is the oldest?
A. The Dolmen Builders.
B. The Reindeer Hunters. 
C. The (Bell) Beaker People.

22. Where did agriculture originate?
A. In the Middle East.
B. In Western Europe.
C. In South America.

23. Over the course of thousands of years, the hunter-gatherers evolved into farmers.
Which change played a major role in this development?
A. People successfully established permanent residences. 
B. People successfully domesticated wild animals. 
C. People successfully grew potatoes. 
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24. Which was the first urban civilisation of Antiquity?
A. The Egyptian empire.
B. The Roman empire.
C. The Greek empire.

25. Kings in the Middle East used subjects to help govern their land. What was invented
in order to share and preserve the integrity of the king’s commands?
A. The writing system.
B. Religion.
C. The popular assembly.

26. What is another word for polis?
A. City-state.
B. Kingdom.
C. Colony.

27. What is typical of the ancient Greek architectural style?
A. Stone arch bridges. 
B. Temples with marble pillars.
C. Tall, pointed towers.

28. Greek and Roman architecture and art are also called:
A.  Authentic.
B.  Classic.
C.  Original.

29. Which part of the Netherlands once belonged to the Roman Empire?
A. Only the south of Limburg.
B. The Western Provinces (North Holland, South Holland, and Zeeland).
C. The region south of the Rhine.

30. In 476 A.D. the western part of the Roman empire ceased to exist. Rome was conquered
and the Roman emperor was dethroned by …
A. Germanic tribes.
B.  Germanic city-states.
C.  Germanic Christians.

31. Which is the oldest religion?
A.  Christianity.
B.  Islam.
C.  Judaism.
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32. During which time period did Christianity spread in the area now known as the
Netherlands? 
A. In the time of monks and knights (500-1000).
B. In the time of cities and states (1000-1500).
C. In the time of discoverers and reformers (1500-1600). 

33. After the Fall of the Roman Empire, Christianity was spread amongst Germanic
tribes beyond the borders of the empire. What do we call those who spread the
Christian religion?
A. Evangelists.
B. Missionaries.
C. Prophets.

34. Which of the following statements about Islam is NOT correct?
A. Islam was spread throughout the Arab Empire.
B. Islam began in Mesopotamia. 
C. Islam is a monotheistic religion. 

35. What were serfs?
A. Farmers who were free but owed service to a lord.
B. Farmers who were tied to the land owned by a lord.
C. Farmers who were the personal possession of a lord.

36. In which time period did feudalism arise in Europe?
A. In the time of monks and knights (500-1000).
B. In the time of cities and states (1000-1500).
C. In the time of discoverers and reformers (1500-1600). 

37. What is another word for feudalism?
A. Vassalage.
B. Manorialism.
C. Serfdom.

38. Which list shows the correct order of the time periods?
A. Hunters and farmers | Greeks and Romans | Monks and knights | Cities and states
B. Hunters and farmers | Monks and knights | Greeks and Romans | Cities and states 
C. Hunters and farmers | Greeks and Romans | Cities and states | Monks and knights

39. A number of Greek city-states were overpopulated, which led to a food shortage.
Allowing groups of citizens to emigrate and establish colonies and city-states around
the Mediterranean Sea solved this problem.
Which statement, about the situation above, is correct? 
A. “Overpopulation” is an effect and “emigrate” is a cause.
B. “Emigrate” is a cause and “food shortage” is an effect.
C. “Food shortage” is both a cause and an effect.
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40. The Frank Family, who were Jewish, went underground in Amsterdam during the
Occupation. Young Anne kept a diary during the two years the family remained
hidden until the Germans captured them.
For which type of research is her diary NOT suitable?
A. An investigation into how Jews experienced hiding in the city.
B. An investigation into the personal experiences of youth in hiding during the war.
C. An investigation into German sanctions on helping Jewish families to go underground.

Grade 9 / Year 3 - History Knowledge Test - PART A (Questions 1-20)
1. Why did hunter-gatherers have to live as nomads?

A. To survive they had to travel around following herds of wild animals.
B. Since there wasn’t enough food they travelled from city to city.
C. In the winter there are no carrots, berries, or mushrooms to be found.

2. Which groups of subjects did the Egyptians pharaohs use to govern their land? 
A. Farmers, soldiers, priests.
B. Priests, slaves, soldiers.
C. Soldiers, civil servants, priests.

3. Which list shows the monotheistic religions in the correct order of origination?
A. Judaism – Christianity – Islam.
B. Christianity – Judaism – Islam.
C. Islam – Judaism – Christianity. 

4. The ancient Greek city-states had various forms of government. In which form of 
government did the citizens have the most say?

A. In a monarchy.
B. In a democracy.
C. In an aristocracy.

5. Why would Germanic kings work together with the pope?
A.  They thought this would bring them closer to God.
B.  This way the pope became their ally.
C.  Only the pope could read and write

6. Which statement on the Investiture Controversy is true? The pope and the kings had a 
conflict over:
A. The appointment of bishops.
B. The trade in indulgences.
C. The taxes to be paid.

7. Around 1500 kings wanted to increase their power. To do so they had to decrease
the power of which group?
A. The Roman clergy.
B. The rich merchants.
C. The noble vassals.
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8. Around 1500 the Christian church was struck by a serious and long-lasting internal
conflict. Which of the following statements best reflects the direct cause of this conflict?
A. Protestants demanded the abolition of the bible.
B. Protestants no longer wanted to obey the pope.
C. Protestants resisted the trade in indulgences.

9. Erasmus of Rotterdam was a famous 16th century Dutch …
A. Painter.
B. Politician.
C. Humanist.

10. Why did the Protestant rebels reject Philip II as sovereign of the Netherlands?
A.  According to them, a Spaniard couldn’t be the Lord of the Netherlands. 
B.  A Catholic sovereign cannot rule over Protestant subjects.
C. The king wasn’t taking good care of his subjects, which was his responsibility. 

11. In the Dutch Republic a small group of regent families for centuries managed to hold
on to all the economic and political power. How did they realise this?
A. They won every election through bribery.
B. Thanks to their wealth they were the only ones able to be active as politicians.
C. They married each other thus keeping the best political positions within the same families.

12. Which statement best fits the proponents of slavery? 
A. Slaves were essential to making plantations profitable. 
B. Slaves were happy to live and work on plantations.
C. Slaves were not as effective as white labourers, but they were cheaper. 

13. What did opponents of slavery call themselves?
A. Atheists.
B. Liberals.
C. Abolitionists.

14. At the end of the 18th century several democratic revolutions took place. They led to
democratic constitutions with more civil rights for all citizens. Which countries
experienced such a revolution?
A. America, Netherlands, France.
B. France, Germany, Russia.
C. France, Netherlands, England.

15. Which statement about the First World War is true?
A. The First World War created the direct cause for the start of the Second World War.
B. During the First World War Germany was occupied by the allies.
C. Shortly after the First World War, the League of Nations was established.
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16. Which statement was typical of Hitler’s extreme racism?
A. The mix of Jews and Arians was a great threat to the German people.
B. Coloured races were inferior.
C. Slavic peoples had a natural tendency to become communists.

17. Which event caused the Dutch army to surrender on May 14th 1940?
A. The bombardment of Rotterdam.
B. The flight of queen Wilhelmina from the Netherlands.
C. The battle of Arnhem.

18. Which list shows the correct chronological order of time periods?
A. Greeks and Romans | Cities and states | Citizens and steam engines | Wigs and revolutions | Crisis and 

wars.
B. Hunters and farmers | Monks and knights | Wigs and revolutions | Regents and princes | Crisis and 

wars.
C. Greeks and Romans | Monks and knights | Wigs and revolutions | Citizens and steam engines | Crisis 

and wars.

19. In a Central American land, the peasants start an armed revolt against dictator
Gonzales when he tries to steal their land. He retaliates by sending the army to fight
against the rebellious farmers and a civil war starts. The government calls the
rebellious farmers “terrorists” but the farmers call themselves “freedom fighters”.
Who is right?
A. Only the government is right, because a revolt is started by terrorists.
B. Only the farmers are right because the people must be freed from the oppressive dictator.
C. Both parties are correct if you look at the issue from their point of view.

20. Which concept has very little to do with the work of historians?
A. Sources.
B. Fantasy.
C.   Dates.

Grade 9 / Year 3 - History test - PART B (Questions 21-40) Originally in Dutch

21. Which invention could the king’s servants use to pass on and preserve copies of his
laws and commands?
A. The writing system.
B. Religion.
C. The popular assembly.

22. Which statement about architecture is correct?
A. The Romans copied the style from the Greeks.
B. The Greeks copied the style from the Egyptians.
C. The Romans copied the style from the Egyptians.
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23. What part of the Roman Empire still existed after the Fall of Rome in 476?
A. The Western Roman Empire with Paris as the capital city.
B. The Southern Roman Empire with Cairo as the capital city.
C. The Eastern Roman Empire with Byzantium as the capital city.

24. What are serfs?
A. Free peasants who have to perform some services for their lord.
B. Peasants who are tied to the land of their lord.
C. Peasants who were the personal possession of their lord.

25. What was the original goal of the first crusades around 1000 A.D.?
A. To convert Muslims to Christianity.
B. To free the Holy Land from Muslims.
C. To protect trade routes to the Middle East.

26. Why were the expeditions around 1500 to find new western sea routes to Asia
dangerous?
A. The small ships weren’t fit for travelling the oceans.
B. There were no sea maps of existing ocean routes, so the outcome of the journey was uncertain.
C. There were many pirates on the oceans.

27. An important cause for the 16th century Dutch revolt against their Spanish king was
his harsh reaction to the popular field preaching of the Protestants.
A. Field preaching.
B. Sea beggars.
C. Iconoclasm.

28. Around 1600 the East India Company and the West India Company were good
examples of ……
A. World trade.
B. Primary trade.
C. Staple market.

29. What was unique about the politics in the Dutch republic in the 17th century?
A. The rise and blossom of the East India Company.
B. The Dutch republic was being ruled by civilians instead of a king.
C. The suppression of protestants by Catholics.

30. French kings tried to get absolute power in the 17th century. Which group had they
mainly shared their political power with ever since the Middle Ages?
A. Nobility.
B. Clergy.
C. Civilians. 
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31. Both in America and in France Montesquieu’s political ideas were implemented.
What did he want to achieve?
A. To separate the three political powers and to prevent one person from having control of these powers.
B. To diminish the power of the absolute monarch and increase the power of the nobility.
C. He wanted the old noble families to control the judiciary.

32. Which group did NOT found a political party around 1900?
A. Socialists.
B. Confessionalists.
C. Feminists.

33. Many nationalist leaders in the European colonies admired the Russian revolution
of 1917. Why were they impressed? The revolution showed that ….
A. The communists had the biggest political party in Russia.
B. The people wanted Russia to retreat from the First World War.
C. The people could drive away even the most powerful leaders.

34. Which political movement was led by Hitler in the thirties?
A. National-socialism.
B. Communism.
C. Socialism.

35. Which statement about the German occupation is true?
A. The highest-ranking Nazi-administrator in the Netherlands was the Austrian Seyss-Inquart.
B. The southern part of the Netherlands was already liberated by the Allies in 1943.
C. Many Jews could find a place of hiding with Dutch families.

36. When was the Winter of Starvation?
A. The winter of 1942-1943.
B. The winter of 1943-1944.
C. The winter of 1944-1945.

37. In which list do we find the step-by-step Nazi policy against the Dutch Jews in 1942-1943?
A. Isolate – deport – exterminate.
B. Isolate – concentrate – emigrate.
C. Isolate – deport – concentrate.

38. What happened in the Second World War but did not happen in the First World War?
A. The United States fought side by side with the Allies from the start of the war.
B. Colonial troops were deployed in battle.
C. Massive bombing of civilian targets.
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39. An archeologist discovers a prehistoric site. What will he NOT find there?
A. Diaries.
B. Stone axes.
C. Human and animal bones.

40. The Frank Family, who were Jewish, went underground in Amsterdam during the
Occupation. Young Anne kept a diary during the two years the family remained
hidden until the Germans captured them.
For which type of research is her diary NOT suitable?
A. An investigation into the history of Jewish people hiding in Amsterdam during the Occupation.
B. An investigation into the personal experiences of youth in hiding during the war.
C. An investigation how Jewish people in hiding experienced the liberation of the Netherlands.
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SUMMARY

In the Netherlands, bilingual education has a solid position in secondary education. In 
2019, approximately 20% of secondary schools had one or more bilingual departments 
in three tracks: pre-university (vwo), general secondary (havo) and/or pre-vocational 
(vmbo). The objective of bilingual education is to strengthen students’ English language 
proficiency and prepare them for their global citizenship. The English-language classes 
in the bilingual havo or vwo department make up at least 50% of the standard junior 
secondary education havo/vwo curriculum and are taught using CLIL (Content and 
Language Integrated Learning) teaching principles. This means that by offering a number 
of subjects in English the students learn and use the second language. In this way they 
learn both the second language and the subject content in an integrated way.

To date, research on bilingual education has focused primarily on foreign language 
learning and the development of bilingual education students’ language proficiency. Much 
less research was done into the effects of bilingual subject education on subject knowledge, 
and the role subject teachers play in this respect. Current research focuses on the role and 
performance of history teachers in bilingual education schools. The subject of history is 
almost always part of the English-language curriculum of the bilingual department(s). In 
practice, most bilingual history teachers also teach history in the mainstream department 
of their school. It was therefore possible to base this research to a considerable degree 
on a comparison of paired Dutch- and English-language history lessons on the same 
historical topic, taught by the same history teacher in the same grade.

This research project consists of four studies divided into three parts. In the 
first part, bilingual history teachers report on their experiences with and perceptions of 
bilingual history education (Study 1). In the second part, the reported experiences and 
perceptions are compared with the actions of bilingual history teachers in practice, among 
other things by observing how history teachers handle teaching the second language 
(Study 2). We also investigated whether and how history teachers’ use of pedagogical 
content knowledge is affected by teaching in English (Study 3). Finally, in the third part 
we measured the impact of one and three years of English-language history teaching, 
using a knowledge test to determine the basic history knowledge of bilingual education 
students from grade 7 and grade 9, and comparing it to the basic history knowledge of 
students in the mainstream department (Study 4).
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After discussing the four studies, the main findings of this research project are 
presented and discussed, and conclusions are drawn. The limitations of this project 
and the resulting suggestions for further research are also addressed. Finally, potential 
implications for history teaching in (bilingual) secondary education and teacher training 
are briefly described.

Study 1: Experiences and perceptions of bilingual education history teachers
Chapter 2 discusses self-reported experiences and perceptions of bilingual history 
teachers regarding the differences between teaching mainstream and bilingual history 
education. In a questionnaire three themes were addressed: differences between CLIL 
principles and CLIL practice, differences in teaching mainstream and bilingual education 
vwo students in Dutch and English, and finally, the effect of teaching bilingual classes on 
the teacher’s job satisfaction. In addition to this questionnaire and for the purpose of 
triangulation eight interviews were conducted with participants in the questionnaire 
survey, in which answers to questions were further explained and the researcher could 
probe for more in-depth information or clarification of teacher views. 

The results of the questionnaire showed that history teachers, especially in 
grade 7, felt that the strongest emphasis was on language development and that grade 
9 was more about the subject matter. In contrast to the questionnaire respondents, the 
interviewed teachers indicated that they regularly used their mother tongue (Dutch) to 
help bilingual education students. The differences in teaching mainstream or bilingual 
classes proved largest in grade 7 because of the limited language skills of the bilingual 
education students, which meant, among other things, that preparing lessons and 
finding suitable teaching materials took more time than for the mainstream lessons. The 
differences in grade 9 were less pronounced, partly because of the considerably improved 
English proficiency of the students, although finding suitable and authentic teaching 
materials was still experienced as more demanding than for the Dutch-language classes. 

On average, bilingual education students were rated higher by bilingual education 
teachers than mainstream students in terms of intrinsic motivation, ambition and cognitive 
ability. In terms of job satisfaction, teachers experienced bilingual education as more 
demanding and challenging, and particularly the first years as bilingual education 
teacher did not always go smoothly. The strong focus on the English language in the 
first months of grade 7 had a negative effect on their job satisfaction. The limited 
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communication possibilities during the first few months in grade 7 made several teachers 
feel uncomfortable, but this improved once the English language became less of a barrier. 
Teachers eventually experienced the CLIL approach as pedagogically enriching, because 
they could also use components of this activating approach, for example preparing an 
oral presentation in groups, in their mainstream lessons.

Whereas Chapter 2 focuses on the experiences and perceptions of bilingual education 
teachers, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 focus on bilingual education practice, including CLIL. 
These chapters reveal differences between what bilingual education teachers say they 
teach (Study 1) and what they actually teach (Study 2 and Study 3). Chapter 3 describes 
the study that focuses on how bilingual education history teachers engage in teaching 
in, about, and through the English language when they teach subject matter. Chapter 
4 describes a comparison between the history teachers’ use of pedagogical content 
knowledge in subject teaching practices in mainstream and bilingual education classes 
to examine whether teaching in the English language has implications for their use of 
pedagogical content knowledge during subject teaching practices.

Study 2: Teaching English in the CLIL history lesson
Previous CLIL research has shown that subject teachers had a preference for teaching 
subject content and struggled with teaching the second language. The language focus of the 
subject teachers was mainly on the meaning of the subject text, on explaining and clarifying 
historical events, circumstances, concepts et cetera, not on teaching linguistic aspects of 
the second language such as grammar, spelling or pronunciation. We investigated whether 
Dutch bilingual education teachers had the same preference for the development of 
‘content’ over the development of ‘language’ in their bilingual education history lessons. 
Furthermore, we wanted to know whether the English proficiency of the Dutch bilingual 
education teachers could explain their possible reluctance to teach linguistic elements.

We analysed fourteen recorded and paired history lessons of eight history 
teachers who taught the same topic to grade 7 and grade 9 Dutch and English-language 
classes. These lessons were analysed and assessed using an existing analytical L2 
observation instrument with five language learning categories: 1) exposure to language 
input from teacher; 2) focus on meaning; 3) focus on form; 4) student language output; 
and 5) use of language strategies. 
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The results of the analysis confirmed the bilingual education history teachers’ 
preference for using the English language to teach the subject content (focus on language 
input from the teacher, focus on meaning and on student language output) rather than 
explaining the two distinct language learning categories (focus on form, use of language 
strategies). It was further established that, on average, the spoken English of the eight 
involved history teachers, divided into spoken production and spoken interaction, was 
of a high level. Based on their English proficiency, the history teachers should have been 
able to pay more attention to teaching linguistic elements, for example, by providing 
feedback on grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, and/or spelling. However, during the 
observations this was seen only occasionally. This reluctance regarding second language 
teaching by the bilingual education teachers suggests that the CLIL training received by 
the bilingual education teachers did not lead to the teachers naturally engaging in teaching 
linguistic elements of the second language. The teachers evidently saw it as their main 
task to teach subject matter because that is what they were trained to do. They often 
felt less capable when it came to teaching second language and therefore preferred to 
leave that to the English teachers. Thus, the contribution of bilingual education history 
teachers to the L2 development of bilingual education students consists mainly of creating 
a user-friendly English language context through English-language communication and 
lessons. It became clear during the observations that the bilingual education history 
teachers mainly assumed a facilitating role. 

Study 3: The use of pedagogical content knowledge in the CLIL history lesson
This chapter discusses the results of a comparative mixed methods study on the influence 
of teaching in Dutch and in English on history teachers’ use of pedagogical content 
knowledge (PCK). In the original 1987 definition, Shulman describes subject pedagogy 
as follows: “represents the blending of content and pedagogy into an understanding 
of how particular topics, problems, or issues are organized, represented, and adapted 
to the diverse interests and abilities of learners, and presented for instruction" (p.8).
This definition assumes that the teacher has the skills to apply representations and 
instructional strategies, and is familiar with the development of his students’ thinking. 
History knowledge is based on understanding and the ability to use historical concepts. 
Knowledge of and proficiency in subject-specific language and academic language play 
an important role here, and this is a challenge for many students, even in their native 
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language. For bilingual education students, this challenge is possibly even greater because 
of their more limited proficiency in English.

A total of twelve recorded and paired lessons were analysed in the study. The 
paired lessons consisted of a Dutch-language and an English-language lesson on the same 
topic, taught by the same history teacher. Four paired lessons were taught in grade 7 and 
eight paired lessons in grade 9. Existing analysis instruments did not fit our research 
question adequately, so we developed a compact quantitative observation instrument 
to analyse history teachers’ use of pedagogical content knowledge. The instrument 
included four analytical PCK categories: 1) Core of the lesson; 2) Concepts; 3) Assessment 
& Perspective; and 4) Chronology & Context. A holistic assessment was added to these 
four analytical scales in order to obtain a more general evaluation of the history teachers’ 
use of pedagogical content knowledge. With respect to the four analytical categories, it 
was found that in grade 7 the teachers’ attention focused most on two categories: ‘Core 
of the lesson’ and ‘Concepts’. In grade 9, focus on these two categories declined and 
more attention was paid in both groups to ‘Assessment & Perspective’ and ‘Chronology 
& Context’, which requires more from students in terms of historical knowledge and 
available vocabulary. Very little difference was observed between the four analytical 
categories and the holistic category in the Dutch and English-language history classes 
in grade 7 and in grade 9. The mean score of the five categories of both groups and both 
years was almost identical.

Analysis of the observations shows strong similarities in the history teachers’ 
use of PCK in both year groups and in both language groups. This suggests that the 
language of instruction does not play a major role in how the bilingual education history 
teachers use PCK.

Additionally, a qualitative analysis was conducted on teachers’ oral explanations 
of fourteen paired historical concepts in both languages to determine the degree of 
corresponding language use. Furthermore, oral explanations of two historical concepts in 
English and in Dutch were compared at the word level to illustrate and clarify the analyses. 
A comparative study of the language used by the teacher to explain historical concepts 
showed that 85% of his explanations in grade 7 were similar in both languages. In grade 
9 English proficiency improved greatly and the teacher had more room for spontaneous 
explanation so that, compared to grade 7, there was significantly less similarity in the 
teacher’s choice of words when explaining a concept in both languages. In the word-
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by-word analysis of the two historical concepts, we observed that in both grade 7 and 
grade 9, the Dutch-language explanations were more complete than the English-language 
explanations, using more details and richer contextual descriptions.

Study 4: The learning outcomes of English-language history education
Chapter 5 describes the results of mainstream and bilingual education students from 
grade 7 and grade 9 who participated in a test to assess basic history knowledge. The 
aim was to determine whether bilingual education students attained the same level of 
knowledge as their mainstream peers after one and three years of history instruction in 
English respectively. The test consisted of two equal parts with 20 questions each. For 
the mainstream students, both parts were in Dutch, while the questions and answers 
in the first part were in English for the bilingual education students. To get an idea of 
the effect of the English-language lessons on Dutch proficiency, the second half of the 
knowledge test for the bilingual education students was set in Dutch. 

The knowledge test consisted of multiple-choice questions, so students would not 
be distracted by having to formulate answers and could focus solely on the subject matter. 
In addition to the knowledge test, all students were also asked about their motivation and 
appreciation of the subject. These outcomes were used as covariates to better distinguish 
the knowledge test outcomes of mainstream and bilingual education students.

The results of the first part of the knowledge test in grade 7 showed that 
mainstream students scored significantly better in their mother tongue than the bilingual 
education students in English. In the second part of the test, which was in Dutch for both 
groups, they scored equally on the knowledge questions. The limited English proficiency 
was apparently responsible for the lower score in the first part of the test, but this did not 
impede the spontaneous development of subject knowledge in the mother tongue. In grade 
9 the bilingual education students scored significantly better in the first English-language 
section than mainstream students in the mother tongue. Bilingual education students 
also scored significantly better in the second, Dutch-language section for both groups. 
Despite the fact that this group had had three years of history instruction in English, they 
performed better in Dutch than their mainstream peers on the knowledge test.

Results of the studies in context
In Chapter 6, the main results of the various studies are compared and discussed in 
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order to determine their significance and draw conclusions from them. In addition, 
attention is paid to the limitations that influenced this study, suggestions are made for 
further research and potential consequences of this research for educational practice 
are discussed.

But first we briefly return to the results of the studies. Study 1 showed that bilingual 
education teachers did not always succeed in consistently applying CLIL theory in practice. 
Particularly during the first months of grade 7, it was clear that it was frequently not yet 
possible to teach in English only, and so the mother tongue was also used, albeit with 
restraint. Teachers experienced teaching bilingual education classes as more intensive 
and time-consuming than teaching mainstream history classes; finding suitable and 
authentic teaching materials in particular was not easy. On average, history teachers 
perceived bilingual education students to be the ‘better’ students in terms of motivation, 
ambition, and cognitive abilities. It also became clear that many bilingual education 
teachers themselves had experienced a difficult start, due to their own lack of familiarity 
with teaching in English and the impeding influence of the beginning bilingual education 
students’ limited language skills. Experienced bilingual education teachers spoke 
rewarding". about teaching through CLIL in terms of being "demanding, challenging 
and rewarding".
 Study 2 focused on bilingual education history teachers’ second language teaching 
in their CLIL classes. It found that, despite their own English proficiency history teachers 
focused their language teaching on teaching subject knowledge rather than the second 
language itself. In Study 1, bilingual education history teachers indicated spending equal 
amounts of time on language and subject matter, but this was not confirmed during the 
observations. Subject teachers are trained in their subject and they feel confident in it 
and responsible for it. They are not trained to teach the second language, but have been 
introduced to it during CLIL courses. As a result, they feel less confident in teaching 
the language component of CLIL and prefer to leave the linguistic/language pedagogic 
aspects to the English teachers.
 Teaching in English was expected to probably have an effect on the history 
teacher’s use of pedagogical content knowledge. However, in Study 3 very little difference 
was observed on the four analytical categories and the holistic category between the Dutch 
and English language history classes in grade 7 and the classes in grade 9. The mean score 
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of the five categories of both groups and both year groups was almost identical. When 
comparing history teachers’ oral explanations of historical concepts, it was found that the 
choice of words in grade 7 was very similar in both languages, while it was significantly 
less so in grade 9. The increased language proficiency of students in grade 9 gave the 
history teacher more confidence to improvise and/or choose different accents in the 
explanation of historical concepts. At the word level, the Dutch-language explanations 
of two historical concepts in grade 7 and grade 9 were shown to be richer and more 
detailed. 
 Study 4 measured the effect of one and three years of CLIL history instruction 
respectively, by administering a knowledge test to bilingual education students and 
comparing it to the knowledge test of students in the mainstream department. Multiple-
choice questions were used to enable the students to focus on the subject matter and 
passive language skills. To gain insight into the effect of English language education on 
the development of the mother tongue, half of the bilingual education students’ test was 
formulated in Dutch. To correct for differences between bilingual education students 
and mainstream students, they were also given a motivation test and a school subject 
experience test.
 In grade 7, mainstream students scored significantly better in Dutch than bilingual 
education students in English (Part A of the test), but in the Dutch-language part of the 
test (B) both groups scored similarly. The bilingual education students apparently had 
mastered the subject knowledge (Part B), but not the second language (Part A) yet. In 
grade 9, bilingual education students performed significantly better than mainstream 
students in both parts of the test. Three years of history instruction in English had not 
negatively affected the development of either their subject knowledge or their Dutch 
language comprehension.

The results of these four studies reveal a number of things about Dutch bilingual education 
and the role of the subject teacher in it. The following topics are discussed: teaching 
subject knowledge and facilitation of second language learning; use of the mother tongue 
in CLIL; the influence of CLIL on the bilingual history teacher’s use of pedagogical content 
knowledge; and the question whether there is room for CLIL exam subjects in senior 
secondary education.
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Teaching subject knowledge and facilitating second language learning
In bilingual education, CLIL is the pedagogic method used to teach students both content 
and language in an integrated way. Study 1 found that bilingual education teachers felt 
that they spent equal amounts of time teaching language and subject content. Study 2, 
however, demonstrated this was not the case and that bilingual education history teachers 
focused primarily on subject content in their English-language classes. They used English 
primarily to explain the meaning of subject content, not to explain linguistic elements 
(e.g., grammar, spelling, pronunciation). Based on the teachers’ English proficiency, 
one might expect them to be able to provide language-oriented feedback, but this was 
not what we observed. The absence of such language pedagogic behaviour by subject 
teachers regarding second language learning is consistent with previous research in 
other European countries. A possible explanation is found in the CLIL training received 
by the subject teachers. There are many different CLIL courses, ranging from internal, 
short-term and small-scale to external, long-term and comprehensive, but there is no 
standardised CLIL curriculum that familiarises subject teachers with a methodology for 
teaching a foreign language. Subject teachers are professionals and they feel confident 
in their field. They are also solely responsible for ensuring that their students acquire 
sufficient subject knowledge, and this creates pressure. Subject teachers are not foreign 
language teachers and this awareness probably inhibits them from engaging actively and 
specifically in second language development. According to many subject teachers, this 
is the responsibility of the English teachers. In addition, bilingual education teachers 
may believe they are actively engaging in English language development because they 
create an English-friendly context in their classes in which teacher and students speak 
English, and the students read English texts and make English-language assignments. 
From this perspective, bilingual education teachers are facilitators who support and 
enable their students’ English language development, but they do not provide targeted 
second language instruction.

The use of the mother tongue in CLIL
Another controversial issue that emerged from Study 1 concerned the use of the mother 
tongue (L1) in the CLIL lessons. The questionnaire showed that a large majority of 
bilingual education teachers disapproved of this, while the interviews revealed that a 
large majority of the bilingual education teachers considered L1 indispensable, especially 
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during the first months of grade 7. In this early phase of bilingual education, students 
often have only limited language skills and teachers are therefore unable to teach CLIL 
exclusively in English. Although the use of the mother tongue during the first months 
of bilingual education in grade 7 is tolerated, it is also seen as undesirable and as a 
temporary relaxation. The aim is to shift as quickly as possible to the 'target language = 
language of communication' approach. 

The interviewed bilingual education history teachers indicated that they used 
L1 on a modest scale to keep communication with students going, to reduce students’ 
fear of speaking, and to clarify English texts from the history method. Teachers felt that 
in doing so they were ‘in violation’ of the promoted ‘English only’ approach as set out in 
the Standard for Bilingual Education (2012). 

In other European countries, it is not unusual to actively use the mother tongue 
in CLIL through codeswitching or translanguaging. Extensive research has shown that 
it is unnatural and actually impossible to exclude the mother tongue in CLIL lessons. 
The mother tongue is a natural resource and support in the learning/teaching of a new 
language and new subject content in CLIL and thus offers cognitive and affective benefits 
to both students and subject teachers. In particular, it could reduce the language stress 
of the first few months in grade 7. 

Selective use of codeswitching or translanguaging might make it easier for 
bilingual education subject teachers to engage in second language development, for 
example by demonstrating similarities and differences between Dutch and English 
grammar, spelling, vocabulary, and pronunciation.

With the introduction of the new Standard for Bilingual Education 2.0 (2019), 
bilingual education schools have to develop their own language policy, which provides 
opportunities to integrate a well-defined and delineated use of L1 into CLIL. Closer 
collaboration between English teachers and subject teachers should strengthen the CLIL 
approach, i.e., subject teachers engage more intensely in second language teaching and 
English teachers in subject content

The influence of CLIL on the bilingual education history teacher’s use of PCK 
Study 3 was expected to show that history teachers’ use of pedagogical content knowledge 
would differ per language, especially in grade 7 when bilingual education students still had 
to get used to and grow in the English language, CLIL and the subject of history, whereas 
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mainstream students could use their mother tongue. However, we found that the history 
teachers’ use of pedagogical content knowledge was very similar regardless of whether 
they taught in English or in Dutch. The possibility to use the language advantage of the 
mainstream students to discuss more and/or go deeper into the subject matter was not 
utilised by the observed teachers. This generated the impression that they preferred the 
organisational advantage of keeping the two groups together in terms of curriculum and 
pace. This decision was possibly encouraged by the use of the same (literally translated) 
history textbooks, the same teaching materials, and the same assignments. Given 
the results of the history tests in grade 7 and in grade 9, as described in Study 4, the 
pedagogical content knowledge used in the English-language history classes apparently 
had a positive impact on the bilingual education students. 

Exam subjects in senior secondary bilingual education?
The current situation is that most subjects are only taught in English during the junior 
years (grades 7, 8 and 9) and they must be offered in Dutch for the final exams in the 
senior years (grades 10, 11 and 12). However, the results of Study 4 show that students 
who received three years of English-language history instruction were nevertheless 
able to do significantly better on test questions formulated in Dutch than students in the 
mainstream department who used their native tongue. This might indicate that exam 
subjects can also be offered in senior bilingual education because students spontaneously, 
i.e. without any help from the school, translate the jargon, knowledge and skills learned 
in English into their Dutch vocabulary. The administered knowledge test was composed 
of multiple-choice questions, allowing the students’ attention to be focused exclusively on 
the subject matter. A test consisting of open questions might possibly have led to different 
outcomes. On the other hand, if codeswitching and/or the use of dictionaries is allowed in 
a phased manner for testing in grades 10, 11 and 12, then eventually bilingual education 
students should be able to successfully complete a Dutch-language history exam after 
six years of English-language history instruction. Schools will obviously have to adapt 
their language policies and the training of their bilingual education teachers to teaching 
exam subjects at the senior level. They can draw on the experience of the CLIL teams 
with senior level non-exam subjects. Also, they can use the senior bilingual education 
experience and expertise of other European countries, such as Belgium, Italy and Norway.

The history teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge appears to be suitable for 
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continuation of bilingual education of the final exam subjects in the senior classes. This 
could put an end to years of interrupted English-language teaching of the exam subjects, 
thus creating a logical link for bilingual education students to continue their educational 
careers in one of the many English-language university studies.

Limitations 
This study has limitations, for example with respect to the generalisability of the results 
because of the sample, the self-assessments, the varying circumstances per school, per 
teacher, per class, per student, per lesson. Also, the decision to make paired film recordings 
and not provide the history teacher with instructions regarding structure or content led 
to relatively spontaneous lessons, which resulted in varying degrees of similarity.

The decision to use a limited number of observation categories in the creation 
of a teaching methodology observation instrument limits the ultimate picture of the 
history teachers’ use of pedagogical content knowledge. And then there is the choice to 
use a (bilingual) knowledge test with multiple-choice questions instead of a test with 
open questions in English for bilingual education students or in Dutch for mainstream 
students. All of these decisions were made with the intention of delineating the research, 
but have to a greater or lesser extent influenced the results found and described. This 
means that plenty of questions remain to justify follow-up research.

Themes for further research
A number of bilingual education-related themes have emerged that merit further research. 
One such topic is the design of standardised tests to measure the extent to which a bilingual 
education student has achieved the desired final level after three years of English-language 
education. The key problem is that a clear final level has currently only been formulated 
for English, namely the attainment of CEFR level B2. For other bilingual education subjects 
each school is free to determine the required level to attain. 

At present there is only one study from the early years of bilingual education 
(Huibregtse, 2001) that shows, using final exam figures, that (former) bilingual education 
students were better at English, did not score worse in Dutch and performed equally well 
in geography and history. It should be noted that this was a delayed, limited comparison 
and that the students had been taught in Dutch in their senior three years. This makes it 
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difficult to determine the yield of three years of bilingual education in junior secondary 
education. It would be useful to determine the bilingual-education quality of a school 
by determining the performance of bilingual education students immediately following 
three years of English language instruction using standardised tests.

In addition, more research could be done into the students in the bilingual 
education stream. This study focused primarily on the performance of the bilingual 
education history teacher, but as the study progressed, it became clear that the functioning 
of the bilingual education student is essential in determining how bilingual education as 
a whole, and the bilingual education subject teachers in particular, function. Research 
into the well-being of bilingual education students themselves should also be topic of 
study more frequently. How do they experience bilingual education and the role of the 
subject teachers, their own role? How do they process English language learning and 
what role does the mother tongue play in this process? These are questions that cannot 
be answered yet, but that are important to expand our knowledge of bilingual education 
and its participants.

Possibilities for (bilingual) teaching practice
The results of this study may give rise to a number of adjustments in teaching practice. 
The mother tongue deserves an explicit role in bilingual education in general and in CLIL 
in particular, as a natural resource to support students in developing subject knowledge 
and English language proficiency. Allowing clearly specified and defined use of the mother 
tongue in bilingual education would also enable the phased introduction of the exam 
subjects in English in senior secondary education.

Are existing CLIL courses adequately aligned with bilingual education subject 
teachers for them to implement CLIL in practice? The development of a standard CLIL 
curriculum would provide a common basis for all CLIL teachers. Formulating language 
goals (however modest) will encourage the CLIL teacher to actively pay attention to the 
L2 development of bilingual education students. Explicit attention for genre pedagogy 
that links subject language to the intended goal can also provide a natural bridge for the 
subject teacher to be more engaged in teaching the L2. Different genres, such as telling a 
chronological story, explaining causes and effects, and discussing historical interpretations, 
require their own jargon to some degree.
 Students in many mainstream secondary schools have difficulty with the specific 
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subject language and/or general academic language used in Dutch textbooks and by 
teachers. This affects the teaching and learning process of the students to such an extent 
that many secondary schools have developed a separate language policy. This language 
policy is often based on language-oriented content teaching (LOCT), an approach that 
has many similarities with CLIL and supports students in their linguistic school activities. 
Consequently, many teacher-training programmes also instruct trainee teachers in 
language-oriented content teaching as an educational instrument for teaching in their 
placement schools. We argue that trainee teachers, a significant number of whom will 
eventually teach in a bilingual education setting, should also be offered the basic principles 
of CLIL in combination with language-oriented content teaching. This will enable them 
to further expand and strengthen their language didactics repertoire. 

In conclusion
Bilingual education has managed to create a strong name for itself in the thirty years it 
has been part of Dutch educational practice. Teachers, parents and students are attracted 
by the English language education and the emphasis on world citizenship. Bilingual 
education teachers have overcome quite a few obstacles and have learned new skills to 
work and feel at home in this special educational context. The new Standard for Bilingual 
Education provides schools with the impetus and the opportunity to modernise and 
strengthen their bilingual education based on their own experiences and (international) 
bilingual education research. 

We believe that subject teachers have a distinct position within bilingual education and 
that they play an important role within CLIL. They therefore deserve all available support 
to facilitate and enhance their CLIL classroom teaching.
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In Nederland heeft tweetalig onderwijs (tto) een stevige positie in het voortgezet onderwijs. 
In 2019 had ongeveer 20% van de VO-scholen één of meerdere tweetalige afdelingen 
binnen het vwo, havo en/of vmbo. Doelstelling van het tto is het versterken van de 
Engelse taalvaardigheid van de leerlingen en de voorbereiding op hun wereldburgerschap. 
De Engelstalige lessen op het tweetalig havo of vwo maken minimaal 50% uit van het 
standaard havo/vwo-onderbouwcurriculum en worden onderwezen met behulp van CLIL-
didactiek, ofwel Content and Language Integrated Learning. Hierbij leren en gebruiken 
de leerlingen de tweede taal doordat een aantal vakken in het Engels wordt aangeboden. 
Zo leren zij op een geïntegreerde wijze zowel de tweede taal als de vakinhoud.

Tot op heden heeft onderzoek naar tto zich voornamelijk geconcentreerd op het 
aanleren van de tweede taal en de ontwikkeling van de taalvaardigheid van tto-leerlingen. 
Er is veel minder onderzoek gedaan naar de effecten van tweetalig vakonderwijs op de 
vakkennis en de rol die vakdocenten daarbij spelen. In dit onderzoek staat de rol en 
het functioneren van de geschiedenisdocent in het tweetalige vwo centraal. Het vak 
geschiedenis maakt nagenoeg altijd deel uit van het Engelstalige onderwijsaanbod 
van de tweetalige afdeling(en). In de praktijk onderwijzen de meeste tweetalige 
geschiedenisdocenten ook geschiedenis in de reguliere afdeling van hun school. Dit 
onderzoek kon daardoor voor een belangrijk deel worden gebaseerd op een vergelijking 
van gepaarde Nederlandstalige en Engelstalige geschiedenislessen, over eenzelfde 
historisch onderwerp, die onderwezen werden door dezelfde geschiedenisdocent in 
hetzelfde leerjaar.

Dit onderzoeksproject is opgebouwd uit vier studies die zijn verdeeld over drie 
delen. In het eerste deel rapporteren tto-geschiedenisdocenten over hun ervaringen met en 
opvattingen over tweetalig geschiedenisonderwijs (studie 1). In het tweede deel worden 
de gerapporteerde ervaringen en opvattingen vergeleken met het handelen van  tto-
geschiedenisdocenten in de praktijk, o.a. door te observeren hoe de geschiedenisdocenten 
omgaan met het onderwijzen van de tweede taal (studie 2). Ook is onderzocht of en 
hoe het vakdidactisch handelen van de geschiedenisdocenten wordt beïnvloed doordat 
zij lesgeven in het Engels (studie 3). Ten slotte hebben we in het derde deel de impact 
van één en drie jaar Engelstalig geschiedenisonderwijs gemeten met behulp van een 
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kennistoets, waarin basale geschiedeniskennis van tto-leerlingen uit jaar 1 en jaar 3 
wordt getest en vergeleken met de basale geschiedeniskennis van leerlingen uit de 
reguliere afdeling (studie 4).

Na het bespreken van de vier studies, worden de belangrijkste bevindingen 
van dit onderzoeksproject in samenhang gepresenteerd, bediscussieerd en worden er 
conclusies aan verbonden. Ook wordt ingegaan op de beperkingen van dit onderzoek en 
de daaruit voortkomende suggesties voor verder onderzoek.  Tot slot worden mogelijke 
implicaties voor het geschiedenisonderwijs in het (tweetalige) voortgezet onderwijs en 
de lerarenopleiding kort beschreven.

Studie 1: Ervaringen en percepties van tto-geschiedenisdocenten
In hoofdstuk 2 worden door geschiedenisdocenten zelf gerapporteerde ervaringen met 
en opvattingen over de verschillen tussen lesgeven in het reguliere en het tweetalige 
geschiedenisonderwijs besproken. Middels een vragenlijst kwamen drie thema’s aan 
bod: verschillen tussen CLIL-uitgangspunten en de CLIL-praktijk, verschillen in lesgeven 
aan vwo- en tto-leerlingen in het Nederlands en het Engels, en ten slotte het effect van 
lesgeven in het tto op het werkplezier van de docent. Naast dit vragenlijstonderzoek 
werden er bij wijze van triangulatie een achttal interviews afgenomen bij deelnemers aan 
het vragenlijstonderzoek, waarin antwoorden op vragen werden toegelicht en waarbij de 
onderzoeker kon doorvragen om meer verdieping of verheldering van docentopvattingen 
te krijgen.

Uit de resultaten van de vragenlijst bleek dat geschiedenisdocenten vooral in 
jaar 1 het accent sterk vonden liggen op taalontwikkeling en dat het in jaar 3 meer om 
de vakinhoud ging. In tegenstelling tot de respondenten van de vragenlijst gaven de 
geïnterviewde docenten aan dat ze regelmatig de moedertaal (Nederlands) inzetten om 
tto-leerlingen te helpen. Bij de verschillen in het lesgeven aan reguliere of tweetalige 
klassen kwam naar voren dat deze het grootst waren in jaar 1 vanwege de beperkte 
taalvaardigheid van de tto-leerlingen, waardoor o.a. het voorbereiden van lessen en het 
vinden van geschikt lesmateriaal meer tijd in beslag nam dan bij de reguliere lessen. 
De verschillen in jaar 3 waren minder groot mede door de sterk verbeterde Engelse 
taalvaardigheid van de leerlingen, al werd nog steeds het vinden van toepasselijk, 
authentiek lesmateriaal als meer inspannend ervaren dan het vinden van lesmateriaal 
voor de Nederlandstalige lessen. 
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Gemiddeld genomen werden tto-leerlingen hoger aangeslagen door de tto-
docenten dan reguliere leerlingen als het ging om intrinsieke motivatie, ambitie en 
cognitief vermogen. Op het gebied van het werkplezier ervoeren de docenten tto als 
meer eisend en uitdagend en zeker de eerste jaren als tto-docent verliepen niet altijd 
soepel. De sterke gerichtheid op de Engelse taal in de eerste maanden van jaar 1 had een 
negatief effect op hun werkplezier. De beperkte communicatiemogelijkheden gedurende 
de eerste maanden in jaar 1 leidden bij meerdere docenten tot gevoelens van onbehagen, 
maar dit verbeterde zodra de Engelse taal  minder een barrière werd. Docenten ervoeren 
uiteindelijk de CLIL-aanpak als didactisch verrijkend, omdat ze onderdelen van deze 
activerende aanpak, zoals bijvoorbeeld in groepsverband een mondelinge presentatie 
voorbereiden, ook konden toepassen in hun reguliere onderwijs.

Waar in hoofdstuk 2 de ervaringen en opvattingen van tto-docenten centraal staan, wordt 
in hoofdstuk 3 en in hoofdstuk 4 de tto-praktijk, en dus ook CLIL, centraal gesteld. In deze 
hoofdstukken komen er verschillen aan het licht tussen hetgeen de tto-docenten aangeven 
te onderwijzen (studie 1) en wat er daadwerkelijk door hen onderwezen wordt (studie 
2 en studie 3). Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft de studie die zich richt op de wijze waarop de tto-
geschiedenisdocenten zich bezighouden met het lesgeven in, over en door middel van 
de Engelse taal wanneer ze de leerlingen vakinhoud onderwijzen. Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft 
een vergelijking tussen het vakdidactisch handelen van de geschiedenisdocenten in 
reguliere en tto-klassen om te onderzoeken of lesgeven in de Engelse taal consequenties 
heeft voor hun vakdidactisch handelen.

Studie 2: Engels onderwijzen in de CLIL-geschiedenisles
Eerder CLIL-onderzoek heeft aangetoond dat vakdocenten een voorkeur hadden om 
vakinhoud te onderwijzen en dat zij worstelden met het onderwijzen van de tweede taal. 
De taalfocus van de vakdocenten lag vooral op de betekenis van de vaktekst, door het 
verklaren en verduidelijken van historische gebeurtenissen, omstandigheden, concepten 
et cetera, maar niet op het onderwijzen van taalkundige aspecten van de tweede taal 
zoals grammatica, spelling of uitspraak. Onderzocht werd of Nederlandse tto-docenten 
in hun tto-geschiedenislessen dezelfde voorkeur voor de ontwikkeling van ‘content’ 
hadden boven de ontwikkeling van ‘language’. Verder wilden wij weten of de Engelse 
taalvaardigheid van de Nederlandse tto-docenten een verklaring kon zijn voor hun 
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mogelijke terughoudendheid in het onderwijzen van taalkundige elementen.
Wij analyseerden veertien opgenomen en gepaarde geschiedenislessen van acht 

geschiedenisdocenten die hetzelfde lesonderwerp onderwezen aan Nederlandstalige 
en Engelstalige klassen uit jaar 1 en jaar 3. Deze lessen werden geanalyseerd en 
beoordeeld met behulp van een bestaand analytisch L2-observatieinstrument met vijf 
taalleercategorieën: 1) blootstelling aan taalinput van de docent; 2) focus op betekenis; 
3) focus op vorm; 4) taal-output van de leerling; en 5) gebruik van taalstrategieën. De 
resultaten van de analyse bevestigden de voorkeur van de tto-geschiedenis-
docenten om de Engelse taal te gebruiken om de vakinhoud te onderwijzen (focus op 
taalinput van de docent, focus op betekenis en op de taaloutput van leerlingen) boven 
het uitleggen van de twee uitgesproken taalleercategorieën (focus op vorm, gebruik 
van taalstrategieën). Vastgesteld werd verder dat het gesproken Engels van de acht 
betrokken geschiedenisdocenten, dat werd opgedeeld in gesproken productie en 
gesproken interactie, gemiddeld genomen van hoog niveau was. Gebaseerd op hun Engelse 
taalvaardigheid zouden de geschiedenisdocenten in staat moeten zijn geweest om meer 
aandacht te besteden aan het onderwijzen van taalkundige elementen, bijvoorbeeld door 
correctieve feedback te geven op grammatica, woordenschat, uitspraak en/of spelling. 
Dat werd maar zeer incidenteel waargenomen in de observaties. 

Deze afstandelijkheid van het tweedetaalonderwijs door de tto-docenten 
suggereert dat de CLIL-training die de tto-docenten hebben ondergaan er niet toe geleid 
heeft dat de docenten zich vanzelfsprekend met het aanleren van taalkundige elementen 
van de tweede taal bezighouden.

De docenten zagen het klaarblijkelijk als hun hoofdtaak om vakinhoud te doceren, 
want dat is waarvoor zij zijn opgeleid. Voor het doceren van tweedetaalonderwijs voelden 
zij zich vaak minder capabel en zij lieten die taak daarom liever over aan de docenten 
Engels. De bijdrage van de tto-geschiedenisdocenten aan de L2 ontwikkeling van de tto-
leerlingen bestaat derhalve vooral uit het creëren van een gebruiksvriendelijke Engelse 
taalcontext, zoals via de Engelstalige communicatie en lessen. Hierdoor werd tijdens 
de observaties duidelijk dat de tto-geschiedenisdocenten vooral een faciliterende rol 
aannamen.  
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Studie 3: De inzet van vakdidactiek in de CLIL-geschiedenisles
In dit hoofdstuk worden de resultaten besproken van een vergelijkend mixed methods 
onderzoek naar de invloed van het lesgeven in de Nederlandse en Engelse taal op het 
vakdidactisch handelen van de geschiedenisdocenten. In de oorspronkelijke definitie 
uit 1987 omschrijft Shulman vakdidactiek als volgt: "represents the blending of content 
and pedagogy into an understanding of how particular topics, problems, or issues are 
organized, represented, and adapted to the diverse interests and abilities of learners, 
and presented for instruction" (p. 8). Deze definitie veronderstelt dat de docent de 
vaardigheden bezit om representaties en instructiestrategieën in te zetten en bekend 
is met de ontwikkeling van het denken van zijn leerlingen. Geschiedeniskennis is 
gebaseerd op het begrijpen en kunnen gebruiken van historische begrippen. Kennis 
van en vaardigheid in vaktaal en academische taal spelen hierbij een belangrijke rol en 
dat is voor veel leerlingen, ook in de moedertaal, een uitdaging. Voor tto-leerlingen is 
die uitdaging mogelijk nog groter is vanwege hun beperktere Engelse taalbeheersing.

Voor het onderzoek werden in totaal twaalf opgenomen en gepaarde lessen 
geanalyseerd. De gepaarde lessen bestonden uit een Nederlandstalige en een Engelstalige 
les over hetzelfde onderwerp, gegeven door dezelfde geschiedenisdocent. Vier gepaarde 
lessen werden gegeven in jaar 1 en acht gepaarde lessen in jaar 3. Bestaande analyse-
instrumenten pasten in onvoldoende mate bij onze onderzoeksvraag en dus ontwikkelden 
wij een compact kwantitatief observatie-instrument om het vakdidactisch handelen van 
geschiedenisdocenten te kunnen analyseren. Het instrument omvatte vier analytische PCK-
categorieën: 1) Leskern; 2) Concepten; 3) Beoordeling & Perspectief; en  4) Chronologie & 
Context. Aan deze vier analytische schalen werd een "Holistische Beoordeling" toegevoegd 
om een meer algemene waardering te verkrijgen van het vakdidactisch handelen van 
de geschiedenisdocenten. Met betrekking tot de vier analytische categorieën bleek dat 
de meeste aandacht van de docenten in jaar 1 uitging naar twee categorieën: ‘Leskern’ 
en ‘Concepten’. In jaar 3 nam de aandacht voor deze twee categorieën af en werd in 
beide groepen meer aandacht besteed aan ‘Beoordeling & Perspectief’ en ‘Chronologie 
& Context’, hetgeen meer van leerlingen vraagt op het gebied van historische kennis en 
inzetbare woordenschat. Tussen de vier analytische categorieën en de holistische categorie 
werd nauwelijks verschil waargenomen bij de Nederlandstalige en de Engelstalige 
geschiedenislessen in jaar 1 en in jaar 3. De gemiddelde score van de vijf categorieën 
van beide groepen en beide jaarlagen was vrijwel identiek.
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De analyse van de observaties laat sterke overeenkomsten zien in het vak-
didactisch handelen van de geschiedenisdocenten in beide jaarlagen en in beide 
taalgroepen. Dit suggereert dat de instructietaal geen grote rol speelt in de keuze van 
het vakdidactische handelen van de tto-geschiedenisdocenten.

Aanvullend werd er een kwalitatieve analyse uitgevoerd op de mondelinge uitleg 
van docenten op veertien gepaarde historische concepten in beide talen om de mate van 
overeenkomstig taalgebruik vast te kunnen stellen. Verder werd de mondelinge uitleg 
van twee historische concepten in het Engels en Nederlands op woordniveau vergeleken 
om de analyses te illustreren en te verhelderen. Een vergelijkend onderzoek naar de door 
de docent gebruikte taal bij de uitleg van historische concepten toonde aan dat in jaar 1 
85% van zijn uitleg overeenkwam in beide talen. In jaar 3 is de Engelse taalvaardigheid 
sterk verbeterd en was er voor de docent meer ruimte voor spontane uitleg waardoor er, 
vergeleken met jaar 1, aanmerkelijk minder overeenkomst was in de woordkeus van de 
docent bij de uitleg van een concept in beide talen. Bij de woordelijke analyse van de twee 
historische concepten viel op dat in zowel jaar 1 als in jaar 3 de Nederlandstalige uitleg 
completer was dan de Engelse door het gebruik van meer details en rijkere contextuele 
omschrijvingen.

Studie 4: De leeropbrengst van Engelstalig geschiedenisonderwijs
In hoofdstuk 5 worden de resultaten beschreven van reguliere en tto-leerlingen uit jaar 
1 en jaar 3 die deelnamen aan een toets die basale geschiedeniskennis test. Doel was 
om te achterhalen of de tto-leerlingen hetzelfde kennisniveau haalden als hun reguliere 
jaargenoten na respectievelijk één en drie jaar Engelstalig geschiedenisonderwijs. De toets 
bestond uit twee gelijkwaardige delen van elk 20 vragen. Voor de reguliere leerlingen 
waren beide delen in het Nederlands gesteld, terwijl de tto-leerlingen in het eerste deel 
Engelstalige vragen en antwoorden kregen. Om een indruk te krijgen van het effect van 
de Engelstalige lessen op de Nederlandse taalvaardigheid was de tweede helft van de 
kennistoets voor de tto-leerlingen in het Nederlands gesteld. 

De kennistoets bestond uit multiplechoicevragen, waardoor leerlingen niet 
afgeleid werden door het formuleren van antwoorden en zich uitsluitend op de vakinhoud 
konden richten. Naast de kennistoets werden alle leerlingen ook bevraagd op motivatie 
en waardering voor het schoolvak. De uitkomsten werden gebruikt als covariaten 
om de uitkomsten van de kennistoets van reguliere en tto-leerlingen beter te kunnen 
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onderscheiden. 
De resultaten van het eerste deel van de kennistoets in jaar 1 toonden aan dat 

reguliere leerlingen significant beter scoorden in hun moedertaal dan de tto-leerlingen 
in het Engels. In het tweede deel van de toets, voor beide groepen in het Nederlands, 
scoorden ze gelijkwaardig op de kennisvragen. Blijkbaar was de beperkte Engelse 
taalvaardigheid verantwoordelijk voor de mindere score in het eerste deel van de toets, 
maar dat blokkeerde de spontane ontwikkeling van vakkennis in de moedertaal niet. 
In jaar 3 scoorden de tto-leerlingen significant beter in het eerste Engelstalige deel 
dan de reguliere leerlingen in hun moedertaal. Ook in het tweede, voor beide groepen 
Nederlandstalige deel, scoorden de tto-leerlingen significant beter. Ondanks het feit 
dat deze groep drie jaar Engelstalig geschiedenisonderwijs had ontvangen, waren zij 
in staat om ook in het Nederlands beter te presteren dan hun reguliere jaargenoten op 
de kennistoets. 

Resultaten van de studies in onderlinge samenhang
In hoofdstuk 6 worden de uitkomsten van de verschillende studies op hoofdlijnen 
naast elkaar gezet en bediscussieerd om de betekenis ervan te kunnen duiden en er 
mogelijke consequenties aan te verbinden. Daarnaast wordt aandacht besteed aan de 
beperkingen die van invloed zijn geweest op deze studie, worden suggesties gedaan 
voor nader onderzoek en worden mogelijke consequenties van het onderzoek voor de 
onderwijspraktijk besproken.

Maar eerst nog even terug naar de uitkomsten van de deelstudies. Uit studie 1 bleek 
dat het tto-docenten niet altijd lukte om de CLIL-theorie consequent toe te passen in de 
praktijk. Met name gedurende de eerste maanden in jaar 1 bleek het in veel gevallen nog 
niet mogelijk om volledig in het Engels les te geven en daarom werd ook de moedertaal 
ingezet, zij het met de nodige terughoudendheid. Docenten ervoeren lesgeven in het tto 
als intensiever en tijdrovender dan lesgeven in het reguliere geschiedenisonderwijs; met 
name het vinden van geschikt en authentiek lesmateriaal was niet eenvoudig. Gemiddeld 
genomen ervoeren de geschiedenisdocenten tto-leerlingen als de ‘betere’ leerlingen 
qua motivatie, ambitie en cognitieve mogelijkheden. Ook werd duidelijk dat menig tto-
docent zelf een moeizame start had beleefd als gevolg van de eigen onwennigheid met 
lesgeven in het Engels en de remmende invloed van de beperkte taalvaardigheid van de 
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beginnende tto-leerlingen. Ervaren tto-docenten spraken over lesgeven door middel van 
CLIL in termen als ‘veeleisend, uitdagend en lonend’.
 Studie 2 richtte zich op het tweedetaalonderwijs van de tto-geschiedenisdocent in 
zijn CLIL-lessen en daaruit kwam naar voren dat ondanks de eigen Engelse taalvaardigheid 
(C1 /C2), de geschiedenisdocenten het taalonderwijs vooral inzetten op het onderwijzen 
van vakkennis en niet op het aanleren van de tweede taal zelf. In studie 1 gaven tto-
geschiedenisdocenten aan evenveel tijd te besteden aan taal als aan vakinhoud, maar dat 
werd niet bevestigd in de observaties. Vakdocenten zijn geschoold in hun vak en voelen 
zich daar zeker in en verantwoordelijk voor. In het aanleren van de tweede taal zijn ze 
niet geschoold, maar zij hebben daarmee kennisgemaakt tijdens CLIL-cursussen. Als 
gevolg daarvan voelen zij zich minder zeker in het onderwijzen van de taalcomponent 
in CLIL en laten ze talige/taaldidactische aspecten liever over aan de docenten Engels.
 Het vermoeden bestond dat lesgeven in het Engels van invloed zou zijn op het 
vakdidactisch handelen van de geschiedenisdocent. Uit studie 3 bleek echter dat er tussen 
de vier analytische categorieën en de holistische categorie nauwelijks verschil werd 
waargenomen tussen de Nederlandstalige en de Engelstalige geschiedenislessen in jaar 
1 en de lessen in jaar 3. De gemiddelde score van de vijf categorieën van beide groepen 
en beide jaarlagen was vrijwel identiek. Bij de vergelijking van de gesproken uitleg door 
geschiedenisdocenten van historische concepten bleek dat in jaar 1 de woordkeus in 
sterke mate overeenkwam in beide talen, terwijl dat in jaar 3 aanmerkelijk minder het 
geval was. De grotere taalvaardigheid van de derdeklassers gaf de geschiedenisdocent 
meer vertrouwen om te improviseren en/of andere accenten te kiezen bij het uitleggen 
van een historisch concept. Op woordniveau bleek de Nederlandstalige uitleg van twee 
historische concepten in jaar 1 en jaar 3 rijker en gedetailleerder te zijn. 
 In studie 4 werd gemeten wat het effect was van respectievelijk één en drie 
jaar CLIL-geschiedenisonderwijs, door de tto-leerlingen een kennistoets af te nemen 
en die te vergelijken met de kennistoets van leerlingen van de reguliere afdeling. Om 
de leerlingen te laten focussen op de vakinhoud en de passieve talenkennis werden 
multiplechoicevragen gebruikt. Om inzicht te krijgen in het effect van Engelstalig 
onderwijs op de moedertaalontwikkeling werd de helft van de toets van de tto-leerlingen 
in het Nederlands geformuleerd. Om te kunnen corrigeren voor de verschillen tussen 
tto-leerlingen en reguliere leerlingen kregen de leerlingen ook een motivatietest en een 
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vakbelevingstest.
 In jaar 1 scoorden de reguliere leerlingen significant beter in het Nederlands dan 
de tto-leerlingen in het Engels (deel A van de toets), maar in het Nederlandstalige deel van 
de toets (B) scoorden beide groepen gelijk. De tto-leerlingen beheersten klaarblijkelijk 
wel de vakkennis (deel B) maar de tweede taal nog niet in voldoende mate (deel A). In 
jaar 3 presteerden de tto-leerlingen significant beter dan de reguliere leerlingen in beide 
delen van de toets. Drie jaar Engelstalig geschiedenisonderwijs had noch de ontwikkeling 
van hun vakkennis noch van hun Nederlandse taalbegrip negatief beïnvloed.
 
Uit de resultaten van deze vier studies komt een aantal zaken naar voren over het 
Nederlandse tto en de rol van de vakdocent daarbinnen. Achtereenvolgens komen aan 
de orde: het onderwijzen van vakkennis en het faciliteren van tweedetaalleren, het 
gebruik van de moedertaal in CLIL, de invloed van CLIL op het vakdidactisch handelen 
van de tto-geschiedenisdocent en de vraag of er ruimte is in de bovenbouw voor CLIL-
examenvakken.

Onderwijzen van vakkennis en faciliteren van tweedetaalleren
In het tweetalig onderwijs is CLIL de didactiek die wordt toegepast om de leerlingen op een 
geïntegreerde wijze zowel vakinhoud (content) als Engelse taal (language) aan te leren. 
Uit studie 1 bleek dat tto-docenten de indruk hadden dat zij evenveel tijd te besteedden 
aan het onderwijzen van taal en vakinhoud. Studie 2 maakte echter aannemelijk dat dit 
niet het geval was en dat tto-geschiedenisdocenten zich in hun Engelstalige lessen vooral 
focusten op de vakinhoud. De Engelse taal werd door de docenten vooral gericht op het 
uitleggen van de betekenis van vakinhoud, maar niet op de uitleg van de talige elementen 
(bijv. grammatica, spelling, uitspraak). Op basis van de Engelse taalbeheersing van de 
docenten zou men mogen verwachten dat ze vormen van taalgeoriënteerde feedback 
kunnen geven, maar dat is niet waargenomen. De afwezigheid van dergelijk taaldidactisch 
handelen van de vakdocenten als het gaat om het leren van de tweede taal sluit aan 
bij eerder onderzoek in andere Europese landen, waar vakdocenten hetzelfde gedrag 
vertoonden. Een mogelijke verklaring voor dit gedrag is te vinden in de CLIL-training die 
de vakdocenten gevolgd hebben. Er zijn vele CLIL-cursussen, van intern, kortlopend en 
kleinschalig tot extern, langdurig en uitgebreid, maar er bestaat geen gestandaardiseerd 
CLIL-curriculum dat vakdocenten vertrouwd maakt met een methodologie om een 
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vreemde taal te onderwijzen. Vakdocenten zijn professionals op hun vakgebied en 
daarin voelen zij zich zelfverzekerd. Zij zijn ook als enigen verantwoordelijk dat hun 
leerlingen voldoende vakkennis verwerven en dat geeft druk. Vakdocenten zijn geen 
vreemdetaaldocenten en dat besef remt ze waarschijnlijk af om zich actief en gericht 
met tweedetaalontwikkeling bezig te houden. Die verantwoordelijkheid ligt volgens 
veel vakdocenten bij de docenten Engels. Daarnaast is het denkbaar dat tto-docenten 
menen actief met Engelse taalontwikkeling bezig te zijn, omdat ze een Engelsvriendelijke 
context creëren in hun lessen waarin docent en leerlingen Engels spreken en de leerlingen 
Engelse teksten lezen en Engelstalige opdrachten maken. Vanuit dit perspectief zijn 
de tto-docenten meer facilitators die de Engelse taalontwikkeling van hun leerlingen 
ondersteunen en mogelijk maken, maar zij bieden geen gericht tweedetaalonderwijs aan.

Het gebruik van de moedertaal in CLIL
Een ander controversieel punt dat uit studie 1 naar voren kwam betrof het inzetten van de 
moedertaal (L1) in de CLIL-lessen. Uit de vragenlijst bleek dat een ruime meerderheid van 
de tto-docenten dit afkeurde, terwijl uit de interviews bleek dat een ruime meerderheid 
van de tto-docenten L1 onmisbaar achtte, zeker in de eerste maanden van jaar 1. In die 
beginfase van het tto hebben leerlingen vaak nog een beperkte taalvaardigheid en kunnen 
docenten daardoor CLIL niet uitsluitend in het Engels onderwijzen. Het inzetten van de 
moedertaal gedurende de eerste maanden in tto-jaar 1 wordt weliswaar gedoogd, maar 
ook als onwenselijk gezien en als een versoepeling van tijdelijke aard. Het streven is om 
zo snel mogelijk over te gaan tot een doeltaal = voertaal benadering. 

De geïnterviewde tto-geschiedenisdocenten gaven aan L1 op bescheiden schaal 
te gebruiken om de communicatie met leerlingen gaande te houden, spreekangst bij 
leerlingen te verminderen en Engelse teksten uit de geschiedenismethode begrijpelijk 
te maken. Docenten voelden dat ze daarmee ‘in overtreding’ waren ten opzichte van de 
gepropageerde ‘English only’ aanpak volgens de TTO-Standaard (2012). 

In andere Europese landen is het niet ongebruikelijk om door middel van 
codeswitching of translanguaging de moedertaal actief te betrekken in CLIL. Uitgebreid 
onderzoek heeft aangetoond dat het onnatuurlijk en feitelijk onmogelijk is om de 
moedertaal buiten te sluiten in de CLIL-lessen. De moedertaal is een natuurlijke hulpbron 
en steun bij het (aan)leren van een nieuwe taal en nieuwe vakinhoud in CLIL en biedt 
daarmee cognitieve en affectieve voordelen voor zowel leerlingen als vakdocenten. Het 
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zou met name de taalspanning van de eerste maanden in jaar 1 kunnen verminderen. 
Het is denkbaar dat selectief gebruik van codeswitching of translanguaging het 

voor tto-vakdocenten eenvoudiger maakt om zich met tweedetaalontwikkeling bezig te 
houden, bijvoorbeeld door overeenkomsten en verschillen tussen Nederlandse en Engelse 
grammatica, spelling, woordenschat en uitspraak te laten zien en horen.

Met de invoering nieuwe TTO-Standaard 2.0 (2019) moeten tto-scholen een eigen 
taalbeleid ontwikkelen en dat biedt mogelijkheden om goed gedefinieerd en afgebakend 
gebruik van L1 in CLIL te integreren. Een nauwere samenwerking tussen de docenten 
Engels en de vakdocenten zou de CLIL-aanpak moeten versterken, dat wil zeggen dat 
vakdocenten zich intensiever met het tweedetaalonderwijs gaan bezighouden en de 
docenten Engels meer met de vakinhouden. 

De invloed van CLIL op het vakdidactisch handelen van de tto-geschiedenisdocent
Verwacht werd dat studie 3 zou aantonen dat het vakdidactisch handelen van 
geschiedenisdocenten per taal zou verschillen, zeker in jaar 1 waar de tto-leerlingen 
nog moesten wennen aan en groeien in de Engelse taal, CLIL en geschiedenis, terwijl de 
reguliere leerlingen hun moedertaal hiervoor konden gebruiken. Uit studie 3 bleek echter 
dat het vakdidactisch handelen van de geschiedenisdocenten sterk overeenkwam, ongeacht 
of zij lesgaven in het Engels of het Nederlands. De mogelijkheid om de taalvoorsprong van 
de leerlingen uit de reguliere afdeling te gebruiken om meer lesstof te bespreken en/of 
dieper op de lesstof in te gaan werd niet benut door de geobserveerde docenten. Dit wekte 
de indruk dat zij de voorkeur gaven aan het organisatorische voordeel van het bij elkaar 
houden van beide groepen qua lesstof en tempo. Deze keus werd mogelijk gestimuleerd 
door het gebruik van dezelfde (letterlijk vertaalde) geschiedenismethode, hetzelfde 
lesmateriaal en dezelfde opdrachten. De gehanteerde vakdidactiek in de Engelstalige 
geschiedenislessen heeft blijkbaar een positieve invloed gehad op de tto-leerlingen 
gezien de uitkomsten van de geschiedenistoetsen in jaar 1 en in jaar 3, zoals beschreven 
in studie 4. 

Examenvakken in de tto-bovenbouw?
De huidige situatie is dat de meeste vakken alleen in de onderbouw (jaar 1, 2 en 3) in 
het Engels worden gegeven en dat ze met het oog op het eindexamen in de bovenbouw 
(jaar 4, 5 en 6) in het Nederlands moeten worden aangeboden. De uitkomsten van studie 
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4 maken echter duidelijk dat leerlingen die drie jaar Engelstalig geschiedenisonderwijs 
hebben ontvangen toch in staat waren om in het Nederlands gestelde toetsvragen 
significant beter te maken dan de leerlingen van de reguliere afdeling die hun moedertaal 
gebruikten. Dit zou een indicatie kunnen zijn dat examenvakken ook in de tto-bovenbouw 
aangeboden kunnen worden, omdat de leerlingen de in het Engels aangeleerde vaktaal, 
kennis en vaardigheden spontaan, want zonder hulp van school, kunnen omzetten 
naar hun Nederlandse taalschat. De afgenomen kennistoets was opgebouwd uit 
multiplechoicevragen, waardoor alle aandacht van de leerlingen kon uitgaan naar de 
vakinhoud. Het is niet ondenkbaar dat een toets die bestaat uit open vragen tot andere 
uitkomsten zou hebben geleid. Daarentegen, indien het gebruik van codeswitching en/of 
het gebruik van woordenboeken gefaseerd wordt toegestaan bij toetsing in jaar 4, 5 en 6, 
dan moeten de tto-leerlingen op termijn in staat worden geacht om na zes jaar Engelstalig 
geschiedenisonderwijs met succes een Nederlandstalig geschiedeniseindexamen te 
maken. Natuurlijk zullen scholen hun taalbeleid en de scholing van hun tto-docenten 
moeten aanpassen aan het lesgeven van de examenvakken op bovenbouwniveau, waarbij 
zij kunnen putten uit de ervaring van de CLIL-teams van de niet-eindexamenvakken in 
de bovenbouw. Tevens kunnen ze gebruikmaken van de tto-bovenbouwexpertise van 
andere Europese landen, zoals België, Italië en Noorwegen. Het vakdidactisch handelen 
van de geschiedenisdocenten lijkt geschikt voor een voortzetting van het tto van de 
eindexamenvakken in de bovenbouwklassen. Hierdoor zou de jarenlange onderbreking 
van het Engelstalig onderwijs van de examenvakken een halt kunnen worden toegeroepen, 
waardoor er voor de tto-leerlingen een logische aansluiting tot stand komt met de vele 
Engelstalige universitaire studies waar zij hun onderwijsloopbaan zullen gaan voortzetten.

Beperkingen van de studie
Deze studie kent beperkingen, bijvoorbeeld met betrekking tot de generaliseerbaarheid van 
de resultaten vanwege de steekproef, de zelfevaluaties, de wisselende omstandigheden per 
school, per docent, per klas, per leerling, per les. Ook de keus om gepaarde filmopnamen te 
maken zonder inhoudelijke sturing van de geschiedenisdocent leidde tot relatief spontane 
lessen, die soms wat meer en soms wat minder overeenkwamen. Het samenstellen van 
een vakdidactisch observatie-instrument waarbij gekozen werd voor een beperkt aantal 
observatiecategorieën, beperkt het uiteindelijke beeld van het vakdidactisch handelen 
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van de geschiedenisdocenten. En dan is er nog de keus die gemaakt werd voor een 
(tweetalige) kennistoets met multiplechoicevragen in plaats van een toets met open 
vragen in het Engels voor tto-leerlingen of het Nederlands voor reguliere leerlingen. 
Alle gemaakte keuzes, bedoeld om het onderzoek af te bakenen, zijn in meer of mindere 
mate van invloed geweest op de gevonden en beschreven uitkomsten. Dat betekent dat 
er nog ruim voldoende vragen zijn die vervolgonderzoek van dit onderzoeksproject 
rechtvaardigen.

Thema’s voor nader onderzoek
Er is een aantal aan het tto gerelateerde thema’s naar voren gekomen die nader onderzoek 
verdienen. Hierbij wordt o.a. gedacht aan het ontwerpen van gestandaardiseerde tests 
die kunnen meten in hoeverre een tto-leerling na drie jaar Engelstalig onderwijs het 
gewenste eindniveau heeft behaald. Kernprobleem hierbij is dat momenteel alleen voor 
Engels een duidelijk eindniveau is geformuleerd, namelijk het bereiken van het ERK B2 
niveau. Welk niveau behaald wordt in de andere tto-vakken wordt door elke school zelf 
vastgesteld. 

Op dit moment is er alleen een studie uit de beginjaren van het tto (Huibregtse, 
2001) die met behulp van eindexamencijfers aantoonde dat (voormalige) tto-leerlingen 
beter waren in Engels, niet slechter scoorden in Nederlands en gelijk presteerden op 
aardrijkskunde en geschiedenis. Hierbij moet worden aangetekend dat het een uitgestelde, 
beperkte vergelijking betrof en dat de onderzochte leerlingen in de bovenbouw drie jaar 
les hadden kregen in het Nederlands. Dat maakt het moeilijk om de opbrengst van drie 
jaar tto in de onderbouw vast te stellen. Het zou nuttig zijn om de tto-kwaliteit van een 
school te bepalen door vast te stellen wat tto-leerlingen presteren direct na drie jaar 
Engelstalig onderwijs met behulp van gestandaardiseerde tests.

Daarnaast zou er meer onderzoek gedaan kunnen worden naar de leerlingen 
in het tto. Deze studie richtte zich voornamelijk op het functioneren van de tto-
geschiedenisdocent, maar naarmate de studie vorderde werd duidelijk dat het functioneren 
van de tto-leerling van wezenlijk belang is in het bepalen van het functioneren van het 
tto als geheel en van de tto-vakdocenten in het bijzonder. Maar ook onderzoek naar 
het welbevinden van de tto-leerling zelf zou vaker onderwerp van onderzoek mogen 
zijn. Hoe beleven zij het tto en de rol van de vakdocenten, van henzelf? Op welke wijze 
verwerken ze de Engelstalige lesstof en welke rol speelt de moedertaal daarbij? Dit zijn 
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vragen waarop nog geen antwoord gegeven kan worden, maar die van belang zijn om 
onze kennis van het tto en zijn deelnemers uit te breiden.

Mogelijkheden voor de (tweetalige) onderwijspraktijk
De uitkomsten van deze studie kunnen mogelijk aanleiding zijn voor een aantal 
aanpassingen van de onderwijspraktijk. De moedertaal verdient een expliciete rol in 
het tto in het algemeen en in CLIL in het bijzonder, als een natuurlijke hulpbron waardoor 
leerlingen ondersteund worden bij hun ontwikkeling van vakkennis en de Engelse taal. 
Het gericht en afgebakend toelaten van de moedertaal in het tto maakt het ook mogelijk 
de examenvakken gefaseerd in de bovenbouw in het Engels aan te bieden.

Sluiten bestaande CLIL-cursussen voldoende aan bij de tto-vakdocenten om 
CLIL te kunnen realiseren? Met het ontwikkelen van een standaard CLIL-aanbod zouden 
alle CLIL-docenten een meer gemeenschappelijke basis hebben. Het formuleren van 
taaldoelen (hoe bescheiden dan ook) zal de CLIL docent stimuleren om actief aandacht 
te schenken aan de L2-ontwikkeling van tto-leerlingen. Expliciet aandacht schenken aan 
genredidactiek die vaktaal koppelt aan het beoogde doel kan ook een natuurlijke brug 
slaan voor de vakdocent om zich meer met het onderwijzen van de L2 bezig te houden. 
Verschillende genres, zoals het vertellen van een chronologisch verhaal, het verklaren 
van oorzaken en gevolgen en het discussiëren over historische interpretaties, vereisen 
deels een eigen vaktaal.
 Er zijn veel reguliere scholen voor voortgezet onderwijs waar leerlingen moeite 
hebben met de specifieke vaktaal en/of algemene academische taal die gebruikt wordt 
in Nederlandstalige schoolboeken en door de docenten. Dit beïnvloedt het onderwijs en 
het leerproces van de leerlingen zodanig dat veel VO-scholen een apart taalbeleid hebben 
ontwikkeld. Dat taalbeleid is veelal gebaseerd op taalgericht vakonderwijs (tvo), een 
taaldidactiek die veel overeenkomsten heeft met CLIL en de leerlingen ondersteunt bij 
hun talige schoolactiviteiten. Op veel lerarenopleidingen wordt er derhalve ook taalgericht 
vakonderwijs onderwezen aan de docenten in opleiding als didactisch hulpmiddel bij 
het lesgeven op hun stageschool. Wij bepleiten dat de docenten in opleiding, waarvan 
er uiteindelijk ook een aanzienlijke groep in het tto zal gaan lesgeven, in combinatie met 
taalgericht vakonderwijs ook de basisprincipes van CLIL aangeboden krijgt. Hiermee 
kunnen zij hun taaldidactisch repertoire verder uitbreiden en versterken.
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Ten slotte
TTO heeft een sterke naam voor zichzelf weten te creëren in de dertig jaar dat het 
bestaat in de Nederlandse onderwijspraktijk. Docenten, ouders en leerlingen worden 
aangetrokken door het Engelstalige onderwijs en het accent op wereldburgerschap. 
De tto-docenten hebben de nodige hindernissen overwonnen en nieuwe vaardigheden 
geleerd om in deze bijzondere onderwijscontext te werken en er zich thuis te voelen. Met 
de nieuwe TTO-Standaard hebben scholen de impuls en gelegenheid om hun tto-onderwijs 
aan de hand van eigen ervaringen en (internationaal) tto-onderzoek te moderniseren 
en te versterken. 

Wij geloven dat de vakdocenten een duidelijke positie innemen binnen het tto en dat ze een 
belangrijke rol spelen binnen CLIL. Zij verdienen daarom alle beschikbare ondersteuning 
om hen te helpen hun CLIL-onderwijs verder te versterken.
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Het is niet iedereen gegund om op je zestigste nog te kunnen beginnen aan een 
promotietraject. De faculteit Onderwijs en Opvoeding en het Kenniscentrum van de 
Hogeschool van Amsterdam boden mij wel de kans om in mijn laatste termijn in het 
onderwijs een onderzoek naar tweetalig geschiedenisonderwijs op te zetten en uit te 
voeren. Zo’n finale had ik als beginnend onderwijzer in 1975 niet kunnen bedenken. 

Het is een gedenkwaardig traject geworden waarin ik veel geleerd heb over 
wetenschappelijk onderzoek. De rolwisseling van een docent die voor de klas staat 
naar een docent/onderzoeker die de klas van bovenaf observeert was fascinerend. 
Elke onderzoeker wordt geconfronteerd met de nodige ups-and-downs. Het euforisch 
gevoel dat vrijkwam bij de publicatie van mijn eerste wetenschappelijke artikel, maar 
ook gevoelens van frustratie als een mooi plan niet uitvoerbaar bleek te zijn of als een 
bespreking met mijn begeleiders weinig overliet van een concepttekst waar ik zelf 
enthousiast over was. 

Ondanks dat het schrijven van een proefschrift voor een groot deel een 
solo-avontuur is, kan het alleen maar gerealiseerd worden met de hulp van heel veel 
welwillende, getalenteerde en betrokken collega’s en studenten.

 Allereerst en bovenal gaat mijn dank uit naar mijn excellente (co)promotoren 
die mij gedurende de hele rit voortdurend voorzien hebben van hun input. Deze 
groep begeleiders bestond uit team captain Ron Oostdam, die met zijn uitgebreide 
onderzoekskennis en ervaring mij introduceerde in de wetenschappelijke wereld en 
die ook de rol op zich nam van aanjager en afsluiter (“schrappen”) van het proefschrift. 
Daarnaast stond Rick de Graaff, dé specialist als het gaat om tweetalig onderwijs. 
Hij maakte mij vertrouwd met het tweetalige onderwijs en voorzag mij steeds van 
richtinggevende en opbouwende kritiek. Bewonderenswaardig dat je gedurende dit 
meerjarenproject van Utrecht naar Amsterdam reisde om je bijdrage te leveren. Verder was 
daar Arie Wilschut, toonaangevend vakdidacticus, die als dagelijks begeleider meeleefde, 
meedacht en meehielp en wiens vakdidactische kennis en schrijfvaardigheid mij elke 
keer weer inspireerde. Hij bleef geduldig, ook als ik weer eens een wijdlopige tekst met 
veel onnodige dubbelingen of andere overbodige informatie aanleverde. Tenslotte had 
ik veel steun aan Ruben Fukkink, de man met veel methodologische kennis, maar ook 
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met een scherpe blik op het grotere geheel die koersbepalende suggesties deed. 
  Het was fijn om na een bespreking met mijn begeleiders even een paar deuren 
verderop binnen te lopen om stoom af te blazen bij ‘roomies’ Eline, Patricia, Liz, Marloes, 
Aisa, Hessel en Rosa. Ik heb veel gehad aan mijn mede-promovendi, bijvoorbeeld bij 
het bespreken van methodologische vragen of bij het vlottrekken van vastgelopen 
digitale werkzaamheden. Ik heb plezier beleefd aan de lunches waarin we (soms) even 
loskwamen van onze onderzoeksprojecten en malle gesprekken voerden over van alles 
en nog meer. Een fijne groep mensen die met elkaar meeleefde, op elkaar lette en elkaar 
steunde als dat nodig was. Zij blijven voor altijd verbonden aan de totstandkoming van 
dit proefschrift. Dat geldt ook zeker voor Maggie, zus, paranimf en big support die niet 
alleen mijn dunglish steeds weer wist om te zetten in correct Engels maar die ook de 
compositie van de artikelen en het proefschrift mede vormgaf. 
De medewerking van scholen, collega’s en leerlingen is onmisbaar bij een praktijk-
onderzoek. Ik mocht geschiedeniscollega’s filmen, interviewen en leerlingen testen.  
Many, many thanks voor jullie betrokkenheid en collegialiteit: Alex, Erik, Evelyn, Floor, 
Marcel, Hanneke, Helena, Hendri, Huub, Ingeliese, Jan, Jannet, Jeroen, Julian, Leslie, 
Maaike, Marco, Michel, Mirjam, Mounir, Nico, Onno, Sharon, Tessa M, Tim, Theo, Patrick, 
Paul, Richard, Roisin, Sonja, Sybren en Yvonne.

Frits en Petra, respectievelijk opleidingsmanagers van het cluster maatschappijvakken 
van de bachelor en de eerstegraadsmasters die mij ruimte en faciliteiten hebben geboden 
om mijn proefschrift te kunnen voltooien. Praktijkonderzoek betekende dat ik op veel 
tto-scholen ben geweest, waar ik data verzamelde (interviews, video-opnamen) en bij de 
communicatie en administratie met betrokkenen heb ik veel steun gehad van Aukje, Irene, 
Winifred, Marieke en Chaymae. Elke bracht een aantal keren SPSS-redding. Jan en Maarten 
waren onmisbaar bij het leren omgaan met de videocamera’s en microfoons, terwijl 
Ian de dubbele opnames mixte tot een geheel. Verder heb ik getalenteerde studenten 
kunnen inzetten bij het maken van transcripties (Ailis) en bij lesobservaties gericht op 
het aanleren van de tweede taal van tto-geschiedenisdocenten (Kristi, Aurore, Arnold en 
Giorgina). Bij het inschalen van taalbeheersingsniveaus kon ik rekenen de medewerking 
van mijn ervaren collega’s van de master Engels: Eline, Louise, Liz en Liz S. Collega’s 
Dick, Arie, Alida werkten mee aan het ontwerpen van de kennistest, terwijl Albert, Arie 
en alumni Arne (†), Arjan, Bart, Daphne en Bert video-opnames van het vakdidactisch 
handelen van geschiedenisdocenten observeerden.
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Het hele promotietraject heeft zich afgespeeld in mijn HvA-tijd, maar de oorsprong 
van mijn nieuwsgierigheid naar onderzoek doen ligt op mijn oude middelbare school, het 
Petrus Canisius College in Alkmaar. De promotie van René was inspirerend, evenals de 
aansluiting van onze school bij de Academische Opleidingsschool Noord Holland West 
waardoor onderzoek een rol ging spelen. De aanmoediging en facilitering van Gea om 
een lerarenbeurs voor promotieonderzoek aan te vragen leidde tot de start van mijn rol 
als onderzoeker onder begeleiding van Carla. Veel (ex-) collega’s leefden mee met mijn 
gestage progressie en bleven belangstellend tot aan het einde van de rit: Ben, Corien, 
Lisa, Lia, Jos, Kees en Ludovie.
Betrokkenheid en bereidheid om te sparren was er in ruime mate op de HvA met 
Adwin, Els, Berber, mijn geschiedeniscollega’s bij de bachelor en/of master: Joke, Tessa, 
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ik alle tijd van de wereld voor je, Wee Seamus!

Mijn allergrootste dank gaat natuurlijk uit naar Astrid, my darling wife, die mij 
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